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SUMMARY 
The use of Levelled Assessment Tasks (LATs) in secondary science in England has 
been increasing over the past five years in response to attempts to encourage more 
Assessment for Learning (AfL) strategies in the science classroom. This empirical study 
investigates how LATs are used by teachers and the extent to which such tasks support 
teaching and learning. An online survey of 106 teachers was used. It showed that 
teachers did find that the LATs supported their teaching using AfL strategies, but 
revealed that a majority of teachers do not use the tasks as formatively as they could be 
used. From the online questionnaire, a descriptive framework for how the LATs support 
teaching and learning is proposed. Five case studies where teachers used a LAT were 
observed. The data collected included a post-lesson pupil questionnaire, an interview 
with a group of pupils and an interview of the teacher. From these cases, a theory 
seeking approach to educational case studies through fuzzy propositions (Bassey, 1999) 
was used to develop a model of the relationship between teacher values and pupil values 
to assessment tasks. The fuzzy generalisations proposed from the case studies were that: 
(1) Teacher attitudes to the LATs may influence pupil attitudes to the LATs, (2) 
Teachers with a „big picture of levels‟ may be more likely to use LATs formatively and 
(3) Teachers who engage pupils with the notion of „levelness‟ may be more likely to 
improve conceptual development of pupils. The notion of „levelness‟ is explored. This 
evolves into three issues being explored: whether grades should be shared with pupils, 
the LATs relationship with summative and formative assessment practices and why 
such tasks have become popular with science teachers. The latter is considered in the 
context of the current target-driven culture of schools in England. Finally, the future of 
assessments like the LATs is discussed in relation to current policy and 
recommendations for their use and development are considered. 
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Chapter 1 Approaches to Assessment for Learning in Science 
Education. 
Leading up to the new millennium a review of educational research was published 
which was to become arguably the most influential paper concerning classroom practice 
for many years. The findings of the review of assessment practices and their impact on 
learning had far reaching effects in the academy (Gardner, 2006 p. 6-7), on educational 
policy (e.g. DfES, 2005a) and on classroom practice (e.g. Black et al., 2003).  
„Assessment and Classroom Learning‟ by Black and Wiliam (1998a) brought to the 
forefront of the consciousness of academics, politicians and pedagogues, both the poor 
classroom practice that was in existence and the potential of alternative teaching 
strategies on improving learning in the classroom. Although the authors referred to 
these improved practices as „formative assessment,‟ the policy makers encapsulated the 
principles for practitioners as „Assessment for Learning‟ (AfL). In the decade since, the 
field of AfL research has grown and an abundance of teaching and learning strategies 
has developed. 
Practising teachers, in a target driven culture, were encouraged to use AfL practices to 
improve teaching and learning and ultimately meet targets. Science teachers 
particularly, started to develop activities and approaches that could embrace some AfL 
principles. 
My thesis is based on an empirical study of the use of one particular approach to 
improving AfL approaches in secondary science classrooms set in the context of policy 
and educational change. 
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1.1 A Professional Perspective 
A significant theme of my thesis is that this project is the major part of a Professional 
Doctorate in Education (EdD). When I started the course, I was a full time Advanced 
Skills Teacher (AST) with a particular interest in AfL in secondary science and as a 
whole school initiative. I approached the National Secondary Strategies‟ (NSS) AfL 
drive from a pragmatic, practitioner, problem solving perspective. The tasks that I 
developed to support AfL strategies in science teaching and learning were a solution to 
a professional problem.  
These circumstances have undoubtedly shaped my research design and so the narrative 
thread of this thesis follows my professional development and my progress as an 
apprentice researcher and academic. I have written this thesis to represent my perceived 
path of intellectual development with respect the practical problems I was facing as a 
science teacher. As such, the nature of my research has been theory-seeking and only as 
themes developed did I draw on an increasing amount of relevant research literature.  
  
1.2 Assessment for Learning: solving a professional problem.  
The substantive content of my thesis is based on a single type of classroom task, the so 
called „Level Assessed Task‟ (LAT), which was designed to support both the teacher 
and the pupils‟ use of AfL in the secondary science classroom in England.  
At the start of this research, I had already been a teacher for nine years and had written 
and published a number of books of LATs through Badger Publishing (e.g. Grevatt, 
2005a, Grevatt, 2005b, Grevatt, 2005c). I was aware of, and had engaged with AfL as a 
concept in my practice, through policy (mostly via the National Secondary Strategy) 
and through some academic research (Black and Wiliam, 1998a). 
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In this section I explore the research, policies and practices that I was aware of in 
general and specifically in secondary science education. Then I focus on two particular 
aspects of AfL: the use of criteria based assessment and the approaches that teachers are 
using to understand the National Curriculum Level Descriptors (NCLDs). 
1.3 Assessment for Learning: Practice, Policy and Research 
Assessment for Learning (AfL) is a phrase that is now used in theory, educational 
policy and in secondary schools in the UK. For me as a school teacher, it was one of 
those „buzz words‟ that cropped up within my workplace. It was not until I attended a 
NSS local authority training session in 2004 that I was introduced to „Inside the Black 
Box‟ (Black and Wiliam, 1998b). 
At that time, I was aware that cynical teachers saw AfL as another thing they have to do 
or be able to meet the expectations of performance management or Ofsted inspections. 
More informed teachers were aware of the sound-bites that had been distilled from the 
NSS support materials e.g. „mind the gap‟, or had taken on some strategies such as 
traffic light cards or the no-hands rule (DfES, 2005a). More enthusiastic teachers may 
have read „Inside the Black Box‟ (Black and Wiliam, 1998b) or „Assessment for 
Learning: Putting it into practice‟ (Black et al., 2003) and then a few of them were 
passionate about the underlying principles of AfL and were slowly adapting their 
practice. 
The „Black Box‟ refers to the classroom and the way that current policy treats it, relying 
on inputs (demands or resources) and outputs (pupils learn, better test results etc.) and 
not the processes within the classroom: help and support for the teacher in the everyday 
classroom of achieving better learning (Black and Wiliam, 1998b p.1). Black and 
Wiliam (1998b) point out that formative assessment can improve standards, that there is 
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room for improvement in classroom practice and that there are evidence-based 
strategies for teachers to use: raising self-esteem through improved questioning 
practices; integrating self and peer assessment strategies into classroom practice; 
planning opportunities for pupils to express their understanding; establishing thoughtful 
dialogue between teachers and pupils and the formative use of summative assessments. 
From my notes on my original copy of „Inside the Black Box‟ I was able to relate to 
what they call „a poverty in practice.‟ I was encouraged by how the features of 
formative assessment that were described echoed with my own classroom practice 
through writing and using Formative Assessment Tasks (FATs). 
For my lessons, I had already been developing tasks that could be assessed using the 
NCLD in science (DfEE, 2004). This was unusual at the time because most teachers 
regarded levels as numbers that were generated from topic tests and the Key Stage 
National Curriculum Tests. I was fortunate enough to have been involved with a team of 
teachers who carried out action research to solve practical professional problems in 
science education, the Cams Hill Science Consortium (CHSC, n.d.). Together we had 
unpicked the NCLDs, which had informed my work on my FATs. 
It was not until I had ventured into the part-time EdD at the University of Sussex that I 
read the original paper by Black and Wiliam. My first assignment was to critique an 
academic paper and I chose „Assessment and Classroom Learning‟ (Black and Wiliam, 
1998a). I critiqued the paper within the parameters of the question: 
What is its relevance to classroom practice and could the changes suggested by 
this research be implemented in the current education system in England? 
I wrote the critique in 2004 in isolation with acknowledgement of, but not with direct 
reference to, subsequent research. In retrospect this decision was sound but having since 
read the subsequent research, many of my questions have been explored. 
18 
 
At that time, my main conclusions were that the lack of theoretical base was the largest 
hindrance to formative assessment becoming commonplace in classrooms. I felt that the 
examples given in the paper did not always seem to match my professional experience.  
I was also concerned that teachers would require a reason to change their practice. The 
review illustrated improvements in learning, but teachers were, as far as they were 
concerned, already improving their results according to the government‟s summatively 
based measures. Teachers would not want to risk a change in practice unless they felt 
confident that their summative assessment targets could still be met. I saw that 
formative assessment did provide an idealistic alternative and many teachers were 
dissatisfied with the over emphasis on grades and outcomes. I stated that without a 
convincing ground theory, that the authors were expecting a leap of faith from 
practitioners. I concluded that further research was required to help researchers and 
teachers understand the underlying theories and thus reasons for a change in practice 
and that there needs to be a government directed change of emphasis in assessment 
practices for teachers to have motivation to change. This was addressed by a teacher-
friendly booklet (Black & Wiliam, 1998b). In addition, I proposed that if teachers were 
convinced to use formative assessment in the context proposed, there were several areas 
that would need to be addressed to ensure that the change was to be successful. It would 
require significant time, training and solid examples of good practice to develop and 
integrate these concepts. Not only would teachers need to develop skills in questioning 
and verbal feedback, support would be needed in developing tasks and approaches to 
deliver this in all subjects. The authors addressed this through working with schools and 
conducting educational research to support the integration of AfL strategies 
(summarised in Black et al, 2003). I thought that without a shift in expectation by the 
government, teachers would remain resistant to formative assessment practices. This is 
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interesting since Black and Wiliam‟s work was integrated into the government‟s 
National Secondary Strategy (DfES 2005a), a rare direct integration of educational 
research into policy. If the expectations did change to favour formative assessment 
approaches, teachers would slowly, with support, integrate the principles into their 
teaching. In a few years, a change in pedagogy may be observed. The authors have since 
celebrated the impact of their research in the classroom (Black & Wiliam, 2003). 
However, as my thesis reveals twelve years on, formative assessment is still only found 
in pockets of excellence within schools, it is by no means embedded in all teachers‟ 
practice. 
It is now five years since I wrote this critique and the paper and the subsequent research 
noted above have a major influence on this thesis. 
1.4 Initiation and development of the Level Assessed Tasks 
The concept of „levelled-assessment‟ through the setting of open-ended tasks first came 
to my attention during my second year of teaching. I remember teaching a Year 7 mixed 
ability class and having to quickly set some homework at the end of the lesson as I had 
forgotten it was their day for homework. Considering the lesson was about particle 
theory, I set the pupils a task to draw a poster of an ice cube melting and explain it 
scientifically. The homework that I collected a week later was remarkably varied. It 
seemed to me to illustrate the diverse understanding within the class and I was able to 
match most posters to a NCLD. Initially I found that I could classify the posters into 
those who showed understanding of particle theory and those who did not. This was the 
idea of an abstract model being used, equivalent to the science National Curriculum 
Level 5. Some pupils drew a simple picture of an ice cube melting, labelling „solid‟, 
„liquid‟ and „melting‟ appropriately, best fitting Level 3 descriptors. Others included a 
brief description, using appropriate key words, achieving a Level 4. There were also a 
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couple of pupils that had included sufficient detail to be awarded Level 6 in that they 
were able to explain the relative movements and arrangement of the particles and relate 
this to the properties of the solid or liquid state. 
Most pupils appeared to reach their „predicted‟ level and this led me to realise that I 
could use this type of work as an indicator for assessing pupils‟ progress. It was not 
until a few years later, when I started to consider AfL as a concept, that I was able to 
adapt these open ended tasks to more goal-oriented activities. 
Originally I wrote a Level Ladder from which I could mark the pupils‟ work more 
consistently; this was based on the NCLDs. The switch came when I tried to write the 
descriptors in „pupil-speak‟ so that they had a scaffold to reach their target level. This 
improved pupil response to the tasks because they were more likely to comprehend 
what was required of them for the task. At this point the tasks were still used in a 
summative way.  
It was soon after that I started to use the tasks in a way in which the pupils started to 
focus on improvement targets and started to give them opportunity to improve their 
work during lessons. The improvement became the focus of the lesson. 
1.5 The Structure of the Level Assessed Tasks 
The LATs that were subsequently produced were based on scientific concepts from each 
of the 36 QCA science topics (DCSF, n.d). Each task follows the same structure (see 
Figure 1.1). The tasks are composed of a title, a brief context, task instruction, keywords 
and the Level Ladder. I describe each component below. 
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The Title: The title for most tasks is a stimulus question for pupils to answer through 
attempting the task. However, sometimes the title is a catchy title that might engage 
pupils e.g. Interplanetary Postcards or The Dodgy Barbeque. 
The context: Some tasks require more context setting than others, the ice-cube example 
only required a brief introduction. Some however, require a short paragraph to 
contextualize the situation or problem. 
The instructions: The task instructions tell the pupil what they have to do and this is 
often related to the descriptors in the Level Ladder. In addition the task can differ 
between the two level ranges of the task. The task for levels 5-7, for example, would 
emphasise the use of the particle model. 
The key words: Key words support the pupils who attempt the task and there is an 
expectation that pupils working at level 4 should use key words appropriately and 
describe what they mean. In later editions, tasks pitched at pupils working at higher 
levels, had fewer keywords with the expectation that these pupils should be able to 
volunteer their own. 
The Level Ladder: The Level Ladder is the component of the task that makes it 
unique. The Level Ladder is made up of descriptors that are written in language 
accessible to pupils. The NCLDs are quite generic and not accessible to most pupils. To 
overcome this, the level ladder contains statements that relate directly to the NCLDs 
with the addition of some generic statements. The statements are written using a 
combination of the general trends in the NCLDs and the sentences are structured using 
the stem words exemplified in Bloom‟s Taxonomy (Bloom, 1956, Anderson et al., 
2001). 
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Figure 1.1 An example of a Badger Level Assessed Task. 
 
From Grevatt (2005a) Task 7G
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1.6 National Curriculum Levels in Science 
These tasks were developed using the 1998 National Curriculum and are the focus of 
this study. The tasks have since been updated using the revised 2004 Level Descriptors.  
The 1998 NCLDs were divided into four assessment areas or „attainment targets‟. The 
Department for Educational and Employment (DfEE) and Qualifications and 
Curriculum Authority (QCA) describe the attainment targets as: 
An attainment target sets out the „knowledge, skills and understanding that 
pupils of different abilities and maturities are expected to have by the end of 
each key stage… attainment targets consist of eight level descriptions of 
increasing difficulty, plus a description for exceptional performance above level 
8. Each level descriptor describes the types and range of performance that pupils 
working at that level should characteristically demonstrate. (DfEE, 2004 p. 74) 
For science there were four attainment targets: 
Attainment Target 1: scientific enquiry 
Attainment Target 2: life processes and living things 
Attainment Target 3: materials and their properties 
Attainment Target 4: physical processes 
To make some sense of these descriptors, teachers and educational professionals started 
to unpick the descriptors to get a „generic feeling‟ for each level. This was achieved in 
several ways. I personally took the four descriptors from each attainment target for each 
level and drew out the key features of that level. This is what is often called „levelness‟. 
For example Level 5 descriptors are: 
Attainment Target 1: scientific enquiry 
Not covered by these tasks 
Attainment Target 2: life processes and living things 
Pupils demonstrate an increasing knowledge and understanding of life processes 
and living things drawn from the key stage 2 or key stage 3 programme of study. 
They describe the main functions of organs of the human body [for example, 
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the heart at key stage 2, stomach at key stage 3], and of the plant [for example, 
the stamen at key stage 2, root hairs at key stage 3]. They explain how these 
functions are essential to the organism. They describe the main stages of the 
life cycles of humans and flowering plants and point out similarities. They 
recognise that there is a great variety of living things and understand the 
importance of classification. They explain that different organisms are 
found in different habitats because of differences in environmental factors [for 
example, the availability of light or water]. 
Attainment Target 3: materials and their properties 
Pupils demonstrate an increasing knowledge and understanding of materials and 
their properties drawn from the key stage 2 or key stage 3 programme of study. 
They describe some metallic properties [for example, good electrical 
conductivity] and use these properties to distinguish metals from other solids. 
They identify a range of contexts in which changes [for example, evaporation, 
condensation] take place. They use knowledge about how a specific mixture 
[for example, salt and water, sand and water] can be separated to suggest ways 
in which other similar mixtures might be separated. 
Attainment Target 4: physical processes 
Pupils demonstrate knowledge and understanding of physical processes drawn 
from the key stage 2 or key stage 3 programme of study. They use ideas to 
explain how to make a range of changes [for example, altering the current in a 
circuit, altering the pitch or loudness of a sound]. They use some abstract ideas 
in descriptions of familiar phenomena [for example, objects are seen when 
light from them enters the eye at key stage 2, forces are balanced when an object 
is stationary at key stage 3]. They use simple models to explain effects that are 
caused by the movement of the Earth [for example, the length of a day or year]. 
 
I have emboldened the phrases that could be described as the „generic‟ phrases relevant 
to Level 5. The NSS also produced a „rough guide‟ to levels (DfES, 2005b) which 
provides a „gut feeling‟ for each level. 
The QCA do not provide any explanation for the development of the attainment targets. 
Particularly for teachers, this appears to be a „black box‟ itself since the QCA does not 
attempt to justify the theoretical background and wording for the descriptors. So 
teachers who are trying to make sense of the levels do this by a kind of reverse 
engineering. By looking for clues in the QCA descriptors, teachers have produced a 
range of ways of understanding the NCLDs for themselves and also for making these 
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accessible to students. The solutions that have been offered by science teachers include 
the „IDEAL‟ approach, the „Levels Mountain‟ and the Level Ladder. I discuss each of 
these below. 
The educational theories that teachers seem to believe may underpin the science NCLDs 
are the developmental psychological theories proposed by Jean Piaget and the cognitive 
development theories of educational objectives developed by Benjamin Bloom. 
The theory that childhood development goes through a series of sequential stages was 
proposed by Piaget (cited in Adey and Shayer, 1981) and has since been challenged 
(e.g. Donaldson, 1978) and developed in the light of new understanding and 
psychological research (e.g. Karmiloff-Smith, 1992). The ideas of Piaget have been 
used in curriculum design, particularly in mathematics and science education. Since 
Piaget‟s focus was on cognitive development of concepts, both mathematics and science 
have concepts that teachers want to introduce and develop with their students (Adey and 
Shayer, 1994, Shayer and Adey, 2002).  
Relevant to my research, is the work of Adey and Shayer that led to the classroom based 
activities and curriculum design (Cognitive Acceleration through Science Education). 
Before the introduction of the National Curriculum for England in 1988, Adey and 
Shayer had taken the key concepts from science and matched them to Piagetian phases 
of development (Adey and Shayer, 1981). Teachers have since interpreted this against 
the NCLDs, see Table 1.1. 
This led to the scientific concepts met in science being matched to the Piagetian levels. 
However, Shayer and Adey highlighted that in the 1980s there was a mismatch between 
curriculum expectations and pupil readiness for concepts in science (Shayer and Adey, 
1981 p.119). In their later work they acknowledge that the new National Curriculum 
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integrated some of the thinking skills and concepts, but by no means entirely (Shayer 
and Adey, 2002 p.1). 
Table 1.1 Piagetian Levels of cognitive development 
 Piagetian My interpretation to levels 
1 Pre-operational  
2A Early concrete operational  
2B Late concrete operational Level 4 
2B/3A Transitional Level 4/5? – needs support with 
abstract models 
3A Early formal operational Level 5? – starts to use abstract 
models 
3B Late formal operation Level 6 and beyond? 
Adapted from Shayer and Adey (1981 p. 7) 
In Table 1.1 the rough equivalence of the NCLDs and Piaget‟s phases are matched. I 
suspect that the NCLD for Science have been influenced by Piagetian thought and Adey 
and Shayer‟s research, although as I asserted earlier, for teachers this is not apparent. I 
have used the concrete-abstract divide as a framework when writing LATs and to help 
inform decisions about assessing pupils‟ work. Since teachers are not aware of the 
thought processes behind the assessment criteria, the drive of AfL has forced some to 
try to make sense of the NCLDs. An approach used by many science teachers has been 
to draw on Bloom‟s Taxonomy of learning objectives as a framework for making 
generic level-related assessments. 
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1.7 IDEAL approach 
This is often seen in classrooms and on laboratory walls. It is a very simplified version 
of Bloom‟s Taxonomy being matched to the science NCLDs. This taxonomy is a 
framework for categorising educational objectives, first developed by Benjamin Bloom 
in 1956 (Anderson et al., 2001). The word „IDEAL‟ is an acronym of the key words 
associated with Bloom and these roughly match the NCLDs (Table 1.2). According to 
this, pupils who are able to identify a solid or a liquid are working at Level 3. Those 
working at Level 4 are able to describe what is happening, for example the ice-cube is 
melting. At Level 5 a pupil is able to explain why the ice-cube melts, and so on. Note 
that the Level 7 „link‟ refers to a pupil‟s ability to make links between two or more 
scientific ideas e.g. linking the particle theory to energy transfer to explain how an ice-
cube melts.  
Table 1.2 An example of IDEAL: Bloom and Levels. 
Bloom Root Word Level 
Identify 3 
Describe 4 
Explain 5 
Analyse 6 
Link 7 
 
This has advantages for classroom use in that it is very simple and catchy for both 
teachers and pupils. There are variations on this as well, some have „IDEALS‟ with the 
„S‟ relating to Bloom‟s word „Synthesise‟ for level 8. However, I personally find it too 
simplistic. Although it may be accessible for pupils and teachers, it has stripped out the 
intricacies of Bloom‟s Taxonomy. There are two main opportunities that can be missed. 
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First, within a NCLD Bloom‟s stem words could be used with increasing demand for 
example, students working at Level 4 could have objectives using IDEAL. For example, 
the concept of burning magnesium could use Identify, Describe and Explain and 
Analyse within Level 4: 
 Identify the type of reaction you see. 
 Describe what you see when the metal burns. 
 Explain what happens when the magnesium is put in the flame. 
Secondly, when it comes to concrete and abstract concepts, Bloom‟s hierarchy of 
objectives can be of different demands depending on their context. In the case of the 
word „describe‟, a pupil working at Level 4 could describe how an ice-cube melts, 
however, if the pupil could describe the arrangement of particles in a melting ice cube, 
this would be Level 6. The description of the ice-cube melting is a macroscopic 
phenomenon and therefore is a concrete concept, however, the concept of particles is an 
abstract concept, so although a low demand Bloom objective, when applied to an 
abstract concept, it arguably becomes more demanding.  
1.8 The Levels Mountain 
Through work on the development of teaching models and modelling (Gilbert and 
Boulter, 1998) some teachers engaged with the four „key ideas‟ of Energy, Forces, 
Particles and Cells . This was developed as a framework within which any topic in 
science could be built from these key ideas. This was later adapted by the NSS to add 
„interdependence‟ as a fifth „key idea‟ launched in 2003. The next example of teachers 
making sense of NCLDs is the Levels Mountain. Making the descriptors pupil friendly 
involves conceptualising and, in the case of the Levels Mountain, visualising the nature 
of each level. Newberry, Gilbert and Hardcastle (2005) published this model, see Figure 
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1.2. This Levels Mountain was developed as a tool for both teachers and pupils to 
visualise their progress through the science Level Descriptors.   
Figure 1. 2 The Levels Mountain 
 
Through reference to five years‟ data from the National Tests, Newberry, Hardcastle 
and Gilbert (2005) contend that the journey of progression is not uniform: neither the 
journey through each level, nor the difficulty of transition between each level.  The 
Levels Mountain was constructed through the use of quantitative data to estimate the 
relative height of the steps and the length of the horizontal slopes and by reducing the 
NCLDs for science into „pupil speak‟ summary statements. They explain further: 
If the journey is imagined to be like climbing a staircase, you will notice that not 
all the steps are of equal height or depth. Level 5 is a key area since significant 
numbers of pupils fail to progress from level 4 at key stage 2 to level 5 at key 
stage 3… The first part of Level 5 requires pupils to be able to apply scientific 
ideas and explanations in unfamiliar situations whilst the second requires them 
to begin to engage with models of abstract concepts to explain phenomena. (p.  
90) 
Further evidence of the use and success of the Levels Mountain model has been 
published (Grevatt et al., 2007) and the use of the model in conjunction with other 
© Newberry and HIAS 2003 
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teaching tools. This attempt at visualising the NCLD, like IDEAL, can be seen on many 
school laboratory walls and often used as a way to communicate levels and progression 
in science with KS3 pupils. There are many variations of this model and sometimes it is 
merged with the IDEAL model. 
The Levels Mountain has several advantages over the IDEAL model: it not only shows 
increasing challenge, the conceptual leaps needed between the levels, it also goes some 
way to explain why the „journey time‟ through level 5 is longer than through level 4. It 
helps pupils (and teachers) to understand that levels are snap-shot assessments of work 
and that pupils can move up and down the levels and finally that the four key ideas can 
be used to explain any aspect of the science National Curriculum. The Levels Mountain 
does, however, rely on both pupils and teachers having a good understanding of the 
features of generic levels. This is partially why I developed the Level Ladders to 
communicate the requirements of each level between pupils and teachers. 
1.9 Level Ladders  
The concept of the Level Ladder was developed independently by other science teachers 
and indeed other subjects (e.g. Davies, 2002).  This style of assessment is becoming 
increasingly relevant to teachers now that the Key Stage 3 National Tests have been 
abandoned (DCSF, 2008). Teachers are being left to use „professional judgement‟ in 
assigning levels to their pupils‟ activities and work.  In fact, it appears that the QCA and 
the NSS are endorsing this approach through the introduction of Assessing Pupil 
Progress (APP), which are essentially Level Ladders derived from NCLDs (QCDA, 
n.d.). This criterion-referenced assessment is becoming much more explicit in its use in 
the classroom, much more than the NCLDs have ever previously been used. This makes 
the findings of this thesis more pertinent. 
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1.10 Academic views on criterion-based assessment 
I have presented three solutions that teachers have used to deal with using levels and 
this thesis will be focused on how teachers use the Level Ladder. Before addressing 
this, I will explore some of the academic literature with regard to NCLDs in light of 
these approaches. 
Level descriptors are a form of criterion-referenced assessment. Sainsbury and Simar 
(1998) highlight the wide ranging interpretations and definitions of the concept of 
criterion-referenced assessment but assert: 
Criterion-referenced assessments, in an educational context, aim to give 
information about valued educational outcomes. They aim to tell us how well 
the pupils have learned what they have been taught. They are typically about 
cognitive outcomes, with understanding, knowledge and skill as central 
elements. This understanding, knowledge and skill is often described in fairly 
abstract and general terms. (p. 182). 
This is as opposed to norm-referenced assessments which rank or compare one pupil 
with the others. This dichotomy sounds straight forward, but in practice, it becomes 
more problematic once teachers and examiners attempt to interpret the criteria when 
assessing student‟s work (Wiliam, 2001). 
The academic literature contains views from people who have been directly involved 
with curriculum development (e.g. Cox, 1995) from subject specific subjects e.g 
geography (Davies, 2002) and the issues of criterion-referenced assessment (e.g. 
Sainsbury and Sizmur, 1998, Sadler, 2006, Sadler and Donnelly, 2006). It would seem 
that although teachers may have some faith in the integrity of the criteria upon which 
assessments are based, disappointingly this trust is flawed. Wiliam (2001) claims that 
the original recommendations were distorted by the individual subject groups before 
final publication of the NCLDs. 
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From an alternative perspective, much as teachers have been trying to do, Sainsbury and 
Simar (1998) have attempted some reverse engineering of the NCLDs under the 
assumption that: 
Our underlying assumption is that as a criterion-referenced assessment system, 
the National Curriculum was conceived with the intention that assessment 
results could be taken as providing accurate information about pupils' attainment 
against the curriculum itself. (p. 182). 
 
They used a framework within which to analyse and critique the NCLDs for English, 
Mathematics and Science. They focussed on the relationship between what are called 
constructs, domains and performances, of which the criteria are composed. The authors 
state that the National Curriculum can be viewed as a set of educational constructs 
which are relatively complex, abstract and general in nature. The domains refer to the 
detail of what is to be assessed; essentially the function of the attainment targets (to 
become NCLDs in 1995). The performances are what are assessed by teachers in the 
classroom or by pupils‟ responses to tests. Sainsbury and Simar (1998) concluded that 
NCLD present considerable challenge to teachers: 
Teachers need to come to an understanding of the full nature of the educational 
constructs set out for them. In doing this, they will need to take note of the detail 
of the programmes of study and interpret this in the light of their professional 
subject knowledge. This interpretation, taken alongside the wording of the 
attainment targets, must give rise to an understanding of the nature of 
progression within the subject, as defined by the National Curriculum (p. 191). 
 
Another matter that becomes pertinent at this point is the issues surrounding the 
„abstract‟ concepts. Although the key abstract concepts have been highlighted by 
practitioners (e.g. Newberry & Gilbert 2007) and the National Secondary Strategy‟s 
„Five Big Ideas‟ (DfES 2005b) and are used as a defining point of conceptual 
understanding at Level 5, it is apparent from the literature that these are far from 
understood. Extensive literature explores the teaching of particles. Black (unpublished) 
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explores this literature and exposes the lack of certainty on whether particles should be 
taught first when understanding changes of state. His analysis highlights that studies are 
focused on small qualitative samples and that a larger longitudinal survey would give 
more insight into average changes in progression in understanding. 
The concept of energy was problematised by Robin Millar (2003) with a view to advise 
the National Strategies on an approach to teaching energy at Key Stage 3. This shows, 
as with particles, a lot of studies have attempted to elucidate how a concept of energy is 
developed. Again, there have been many small scale qualitative studies of individuals, 
including my own contribution (Grevatt, Gilbert and Newberry 2007). Here there is a 
philosophical debate between the energy transfer and energy transformation teaching 
models. Progression of the concept of force was explored by Bliss and Ogborn (1994) 
along with reasoning. Issues that arise for me at this point are that when writing Level 
Ladders it is with the view of scaffolding the „next steps‟ within the demands of the 
national curriculum levels or to allow pupils to voluntarily come up with the key 
concepts. When writing them, my thoughts are with the former. 
In summary, the publication of the Black and Wiliam paper presented an opportunity 
for policy makers and teachers to engage with AfL and its related pedagogies. In 
science education, teachers have attempted to embrace AfL strategies by engaging with 
the NCLDs. Science teachers have attempted to develop an understanding of NCLDs 
through a form of „reverse engineering‟ to make sense of the criteria. The strategies that 
have come about from this are the „IDEAL‟ approach, the „Levels Mountain‟ and the 
„Level Ladder.‟ It is clear from consulting some of the academic literature that the 
theoretical and logical integrity that teachers believe the descriptors have, does not exist. 
Furthermore, teachers‟ interpretation of the NCLDs against the work of their pupils is 
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varied. This thesis considers how the Level Ladder is used by teachers and pupils and 
the extent of its support for teaching and learning. 
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1.11 Research questions  
This project has two stages through which the main questions were addressed. The use 
of LATs in science has had no published research associated with their use. So this 
research offers a starting point to explore how the tasks are used by teachers and pupils. 
Before refining my research questions, it was important to get some insight into how 
LATs are being used by teachers and the extent to which teachers found the tasks 
supported teaching and learning. 
My central research questions are: 
How do teachers use the LATs? 
To what extent do the LATs support teaching? 
To what extent do the LATs support learning? 
From these initial questions, further questions arose, some of which are addressed by 
this thesis: 
To what extent do the LATs promote formative assessment practices? 
How does the use of Level Ladders contribute to the debate about giving pupils 
their grades?  
Why the LATs have become so popular with science teachers? 
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1.12 Originality of this Thesis 
As far as I am aware, this is the first formal academic research into the use of Level 
Assessed Tasks in secondary science lessons in England. So in the first instance, my 
thesis provides a descriptive model of how this type of task is being used by teachers 
and learners and whether they are being used as I, the author of the LATs, intended. 
Subsequently, using a case study approach (Bassey, 1999), I have been able to offer a 
theory via a framework that is tentatively explanatory about the relationship between 
how the tasks are used and the resulting assessment, whether it is summative, formative 
or a mix. This forms a model of the relationship between how the tasks are used and the 
impact this has on teaching, learning and assessment culture. 
From this I have been able to offer new contributions to the debate about the impact of 
giving grades to pupils and the effect on their motivation, an explanation for the 
popularity of the LATs with science teachers and an insight to the effects of 
performance demands on teachers and the unintended consequences of these demands.  
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Chapter 2 Methodology 
2.1 An approach to conceptualizing methodology 
Methodology and methods are distinct but intimately related components of educational 
research (e.g. Cohen et al., 2000, Robson, 2002). Dunne, Pryor and Yates (2005) 
discuss the conceptualization of methodology as an „elastic plane‟. They explain that the 
shape of the methodology is produced by „pulls‟ from six different dimensions of 
methodology (Figure 2.1).  They offer this as a development of similar Venn diagrams 
used to represent this as they recognise that: 
social research does not take place in an idealized environment,  but takes place 
in and investigates specific and changing contexts. In seeking for coherence, one 
may attempt to be consistent and to hold methodology still. However, contextual 
flux at all stages of the research process means that it is subject to pulling in 
different directions. The methodology of a piece of research is therefore liable to 
change its shape subtlety or sometimes quite markedly (Dunne et al., 2005 p. 
166). 
This analogy is a useful framework on which to base a discussion of methodology. 
Therefore, I will discuss each component and then bring the issues together to define the 
methodological approach. 
My research is concerned with finding out how teachers use a particular type of activity 
and the influence on their practice and their pupils‟ learning. To do this, I intend to use a 
mixed methods approach of a quantitative survey and five qualitative case studies. The 
data for the latter will be generated from lesson observations, short questionnaires and 
short interviews. The case studies themselves will be based on Michael Bassey‟s (1999) 
approach to educational case studies. 
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I will be collecting some facts about how the tasks are used for example when, how 
often and for how long. However, most of my data will be based on the users‟ 
perceptions, opinions and attitudes towards the tasks. 
Figure 2.1 The methodological elastic plane (from Dunne et al., 2005)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2 Ontological Issues 
When I was a natural scientist, ontological issues were not openly discussed nor were 
they thought to be relevant to be placed in a scientific report. Now studying the social 
world, it is important to understand the philosophical position from which one is 
conducting the research. 
It is difficult to make claims about reality and although there are many attempts at 
categorising these into objective and subjective or positivist and interpretative or realist 
METHO DOLOGY
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and relativist (Blackburn, 2005), alternatively producing continua along which research 
or a researcher can position oneself (Cohen et al., 2000 p.7), I have found that it is best 
to start from what one wants to achieve from the research. 
For me, the purpose of educational research is to make a difference in the classroom 
either through improved understanding of pedagogy or pupils‟ learning experiences. In 
this research project I have chosen to collect evidence from direct observations and 
from teacher and pupils‟ views. From this, I am making an assumption that there is an 
objective „real world‟ out there where the LATs are being used by teachers and pupils, 
who will offer me their subjective views about their experiences. 
One of the reasons that I chose to use Bassey‟s (1999) educational case study as an 
approach was that he articulated the ontological position of a case study that resonated 
with my own position as a researcher: 
The public world is positivist; the private world is interpretative. That is a bold 
statement, but one that I suggest is a reasonable approximation to the truth...The 
problem for case study researchers is that when they unpick [these] simple 
positivist assumptions they find that concepts like „school‟ and „teacher‟ have a 
very wide range of meanings...The exportation of a particular case is essentially 
interpretative, in trying to elicit what different actors seem to be doing and think 
is happening, in trying to analyse and interpret the data collected and in trying to 
make a coherent report which is long enough to be meaningful and short enough 
to be readable. (Bassey, 1999 p. 44). 
 
Ontology is complex and straddling paradigms does not sit easily with a natural 
scientist, however if I consider people‟s views as perceptions of „reality‟, this 
approximates my experience of the world and equates with Bassey‟s bold statement.  
2.3 Epistemological Issues 
I have given the nature of knowledge a lot of thought while developing my research 
skills and engaging with educational research literature. As a natural scientist, the „gold 
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standard‟ of double blind randomised trials were sought, however many of my small 
experiments did not meet this standard, but claims of knowledge could still be made. 
The gold standard was impossible to achieve in ecological settings because of the 
complex uncontrollable variables. 
The same argument is made for social science methods, the complexity of social 
systems makes it difficult to conduct the scientific approach and even if it were 
possible, the ethical issues rightly override the quest for new knowledge (Hinchliffe and 
Woodward, 2004). A science teacher colleague once said to me that all educational 
research is worthless because unless it is a very large scale, randomised and statistically 
valid, it was not worth doing. As this was said at the start of my EdD, I have since given 
this view considerable thought. 
The gold standard was not easily achieved in ecological settings, which is often an 
argument used in social research. RCTs are not regularly used in educational research.  
Robson (2002) summarises the key points of the significant and ongoing debate of the 
use of RCTs in social research. Appreciating the gold standard approach, he draws out 
four main obstacles to why RCTs are not the „prime mechanism‟ of social science 
research: Systematic enquiry is a minor player in developing and changing society; 
many social researchers are apathetic to RCTs; RCTs are not feasible in a social 
context; social experiments, including RCTs, tend to yield equivocal results (pp. 116-
117). For me, as Robson highlights, these are not reasons for avoiding the use of RCTs. 
However, further reading reveals that there is a history and loss of faith by some 
educational researchers  due to previous attempts to make educational research purely 
experimental in the 1960s (e.g. Clegg, 2005 p. 417).  
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In more recent times, not all educational researchers are disillusioned with the approach, 
for example Torgerson and Torgerson (2001) propose a need for more RCTs in 
educational research, drawing on the evaluations of the National Strategy for numeracy 
and literacy. These were not done as RCTs and, they argue, are not robust enough to 
make firm conclusions due to factors such as the Hawthorne Effect and regression to the 
mean (pp.117-118). Clegg (2005) tackles this problem from a critical-realist perspective 
and although does not attack RCTs as a method per se, she unpicks the philosophical 
issues surrounding experimentation within a critical realist perspective.  The arguments 
she explores are concerned with the sociopolitics to evidence-based approaches, how 
evidence is used and the epistemological dimension (pp. 417-418). For me, this appears 
relevant to my study because a RCT would not reveal the answers to my research 
questions. The focus is on gaining knowledge about how an intervention is used, rather 
than what the outcomes of that intervention are. However, if I was to evaluate the 
impact of the tasks on teaching and learning, an RCT would be suitable, providing I 
could have sufficient resources for a statistically sound sample. 
Robson (2002) suggests that the way forward is to embrace the Pawson and Tilley 
(1997) approach to realistic evaluations, establishing „what works, for whom, and in 
which contexts‟ (p.120), something which Clegg recognises with some caution (p.427).  
This is an alternative approach to evaluation, in my case the effectiveness of the tasks 
on improving teaching or learning. 
As a classroom practitioner, I made decisions everyday about what worked and what 
did not during my lessons. Every hour that I taught could be seen as a mini case study 
on which I reflected and adapted my practice. Over the years this knowledge 
accumulated for me to become a proficient teacher and at that time was considered an 
expert in my field. None of this professional knowledge (Eraut, 1994) was obtained 
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through randomised double blind trials, but somehow I was making informed 
generalisations at the end of lessons, learning from the experiences and improving my 
practice. Within eight years I was regularly „sharing good practice‟ and this professional 
knowledge was valued by my peers. At this point in time, I had already carried out 
several action research projects and supported colleagues in completing theirs. My 
professional knowledge was utilitarian, but it could not be said to be evidence based 
unless I had conducted some action research to reach that conclusion (McNiff, 1992). 
The nature of my professional knowledge always was attempting to make 
generalisations from single cases, each case contributing to my body of professional 
knowledge (Eraut, 1994 p. 43). When supporting or advising other teachers, I would 
suggest strategies from my own experience that may work. The knowledge was always 
tentative. 
This is second reason for using Bassey‟s framework. He integrates the concept of „fuzzy 
generalisations‟ from case studies which provided me with a scaffold from which I 
could to propose generalisations from single cases.  Bassey categorises generalisations 
from empirical study into three types: scientific, statistical or fuzzy. The first, he 
positions with the natural sciences where, he argues, cause and effect relationships are 
clear and laws can be determined. Bassey does not see this as part of social research; 
instead he offers the statistical generalisation from large samples as being more suited to 
complex social situations and works with probabilities rather than absolutes. Finally 
fuzzy propositions are predictions from empirical studies that state that something may 
happen, but without measuring its probability (p. 44-46). I will discuss fuzzy 
propositions in Chapters 3 and 5. Although I am not going to critically engage with the 
origins of fuzzy logic (Kosko, 1994), I will discuss the use of the concept in this context 
in the final chapter. 
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2.4 Macropolitical Issues 
What Dunne et al. (2005) mean by the macropolitical issues is only illustrated through 
examples rather that explicitly defined. However, it appears to relate to my reasons for 
researching the subject. The whole purpose for me doing this research is to gain answers 
about my own work that could potentially inform and eventually improve classroom 
practice. This has issues regarding my position as an author, my motivations, the bias I 
may have towards wanting my own work to be successful. The issues here are common 
with any researcher who is researching their own practice (Robson, 2002 p. 534).  
The „pull‟ on this particular part of the methodology is that I need to be self-aware of 
my own assumptions about the use of the LATs. The research questions are not about 
how successful the LATs are or impact on grades per se. Perhaps another independent 
researcher would be better placed to do such research. Instead, the research focus is on 
how the tasks are used by teachers and pupils, comparing this with how I expect the 
tasks to be used and seeking evidence for how the tasks may support or hinder teaching 
and learning. This positions me to be able to make value judgments as an author and a 
researcher, which I hope will contribute to the research of criterion-based assessment 
and ultimately classroom practice. 
2.5 Micropolitical Issues 
The theme of my position as a researcher and the possible tensions of researching my 
own work are also evident in the micropolitical. These issues are mainly concerned with 
the relationships between the researcher and those who are being researched, namely the 
teachers and the pupils. Here it is worth noting that as the author of the tasks, there 
could be influence on the evidence I collect. The teachers I observed may have 
perceptions of me as a visitor to the school, as an observer in their classroom and as the 
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author of the tasks they are using. It is impossible to predict what these perceptions will 
be or the extent of these on the outcomes of my observations and interviews. The effect, 
if any, is more likely to be greater on the teachers who participate in my research than 
the pupils, who see me as nothing more than another teacher visiting their school and 
asking them some questions. However, these issues are important to be aware of when I 
am observing and interviewing and I discuss the actions that I take to address these in 
the methods section. 
2.6 Practical Issues 
The practical issues that shape this research are the timeframe in which the research can 
be carried out, the time that I could actually get to observe teachers using the tasks and 
the opportunities to visit teachers using the tasks. In my planning I had considered 
watching different teachers using the same task, but this proved impossible to arrange 
within the timeframe in which I wanted to conduct the case studies. Limitations 
included the number of teachers I could observe and had the time to transcribe collate 
and analyse the data as well as what I could realistically include in a thesis of forty-five 
thousand words. There is no doubt that this research has been shaped by opportunity, 
serendipity and the practical limitations of time and resources, being a lone researcher. 
2.7 Ethical Issues 
The University of Sussex, like all research institutions, has a set of ethical guidelines 
that are consulted and acted upon appropriately if ethical issues are raised. According to 
this, my research does not have any unusual ethical complications. The main ethical 
issues concern the effects on the teachers, pupils and schools who take part in the 
research and my role as a researcher when I am author of the LATs. I took appropriate 
action to ensure that all participants gave informed consent to taking part in my research 
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and ensured confidentiality and anonymity of institutions and the participants. There are 
several issues, which were manageable, but specific to different parts of my research 
methods. These are discussed within the methods. 
It is the norm in educational research that takes place in specific schools, to change the 
name of the school and the participants to ensure anonymity (Robson, 2002) and thus 
protect them from any unforeseen repercussions of claims made by the research. 
Interestingly, Walford (2005) highlights a possible conflict with the generalisation of 
the evidence made by the researcher and the reader: 
The fact that none of the research schools is identified, implicitly gives the 
writer and reader the chance to broaden the findings of each study beyond the 
situations investigated. It gives a spurious generalizability of time and space to 
the results of specific studies. (sic) (p. 90) 
Although this is particularly pertinent with the nature of case studies, I have chosen to 
work to the status quo. However, I will consider this further in Chapter 7. 
With respect to the issues concerned with me researching the impact of my own 
published work, I have taken every opportunity to distance myself from the research 
when formulating the questions and when analysing the data. These strategies are 
described and discussed in later chapters (see sections 3.7.2, 3.7.6 and 3.7.9). 
Having used the elastic plane analogy for discussing my methodology, some of these 
issues are expanded upon in the methods chapter. 
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Chapter 3 Methods 
The methods that I chose to use were selected to gain evidence to address my central 
research questions: 
How do teachers use the Levelled Assessment Tasks? 
To what extent do the LATs support teaching? 
To what extent do the LATs support learning? 
3.1 Online questionnaire 
Before refining my research questions, it was important to get some insight into how 
LATs were being used by teachers and the extent to which teachers found the tasks 
supported or improved learning. To do this, I constructed a questionnaire that I had 
originally used to assess the teachers use of the tasks before leading training sessions.  
3.1.1 Design of the questionnaire. 
Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2000) explore the ethics, approaches to design, 
structuring and delivery of questionnaires.   Following their guidance on their three 
stage process of „operationalizing a questionnaire‟ (sic) (p. 246), I designed the online 
questionnaire. 
The first stage involves clarification of the general purpose of the questionnaire and 
translation into „a specific concrete aim or set of aims‟. The general purpose of my 
questionnaire was for me to find out how the LATs were being used by science teachers 
and their opinions of the tasks as a result of using them. This was done in order for me 
to define suitable research questions for the case study part of my research. The specific 
aims of the questionnaire were to find out: 
Section 1: How the LATs are used  
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Section 2:  Quantitative questions about the impact of the LATs  
Section 3: Qualitative questions about the impact of the LATs  
Stage two, is the identification and itemisation of subsidiary topics that relate to its 
central purpose and this was done by identifying the specific questions that would give 
details about each specific aim. Finally, Stage 3 involves the identification and 
itemisation of subsidiary topics relating to specific information. This was done mostly 
by tick boxes. The questions are shown below with the tick box options listed. 
3.1.2 Online questionnaire questions 
Section 1: How the LATs are used 
Tick box for each question: Always, Often, Occasionally, Never 
I set the LATs as homework tasks.  
I get my students to do the LATs in a lesson.  
When I mark a LAT, I assign an improvement target.  
When I mark a LAT, I assign a level and sub-level.  
I give my students opportunity to act on their improvement target during a 
lesson. 
I give my students opportunity to act on their improvement target as homework. 
I get my students to self-assess the LATs.  
I get my students to peer assess each other‟s LATs. 
Open text box: If you use the LATs in any way not mentioned above, state it 
below. 
 
Section 2:  Quantitative questions about the impact of the LATs 
Tick box for each question: Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly 
Disagree 
 The LATs have improved my understanding of science national 
curriculum levels. 
 The LATs have improved my teaching using Assessment for Learning 
strategies. 
 The LATs have improved the learning of my students.  
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 My students have an improved awareness of their current level in science 
since using the LATs.  
 The LATs have hindered my teaching of science.  
 My students have an improved awareness of how to improve in science, 
since using LATs.  
 The LATs have hindered the learning of my students.  
 The LATs have improved my assessment of my students.  
 My students enjoy doing the LATs.  
 I enjoy teaching using the LATs.  
 
Section 3: Qualitative questions about the impact of the LATs 
Open ended-responses: 
 To what extent has using the LATs improved your teaching? Please give 
specific examples if possible.  
 To what extent has using the LATs improved the learning of your 
students? Please give specific examples if possible.  
 What problems have you had with using the LATs?  Please give specific 
examples if possible.  
 How do you think the LATs could be improved? Please give specific 
examples if possible.  
 
Section 4: Optional responses 
Name, sex, number of years teaching, local authority and email address. 
The first two sections were closed questions, with an optional open ended box for 
free-text, so that teachers could identify anything I had not thought of. Section 3 
was open-ended, allowing teachers to express their views in writing. 
3.2 Collection of results 
The pilot survey was trailed on paper at an INSET session that I delivered in London for 
ten science teachers, in November 2007. From this, one alteration was made and an 
electronic version was produced using the online survey designer – 
www.surveymonkey.com. 
The use of Survey Monkey had several advantages, as it helped prevent the common 
pitfalls of questionnaire design (Cohen et al., 2000) combined with my pilot 
questionnaire that identified issues with clarity of the questions.  
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The link to this survey was initially sent out to science teaching colleagues in East 
Sussex, West Sussex, Brighton and Hove, Surrey, Kent. Colleagues were asked to pass 
the link onto other science teachers that they knew. This was successful in yielding fifty 
responses. Then in April 2008, the survey link was posted on the Times Educational 
Supplement (TES) science forum (www.tes.co.uk). This initiated a further 56 responses.  
3.3 Analysis of the online questionnaire 
The 104 online questionnaire responses were imported into an Excel spreadsheet for 
analysis. The quantitative sections were converted to percentages for comparison and 
the qualitative responses for section 3 were coded. 
The codes were decided once the data had been collected, this was so that categories of 
answer could be derived directly from the respondents‟ text. Some responses were given 
up to four codes. The codes were revised twice more, merging related categories, until 
the categories were distinct.  
3.4 School visits 
Once the online questionnaire had been analysed I was able to consider some key 
questions that I wanted to address through case studies. The questionnaire fulfilled its 
role at offering a reasonable sample size of response from a range of teachers who used 
the LATs. However, it did not give any insights into exactly how the LATs were used 
by teachers and pupils within the classroom. 
3.4.1 Selection of and preparation for School Visits. 
The school visits were chosen based on people that I knew would be willing to be 
observed and who used the LATs. There were no particular selection criteria, except 
that I had to be able to get to the school and back in one day, the lesson that the LAT 
was being done matched with a day that I was available and that the teacher had some 
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time after the lesson to be interviewed. As it turned out, none of the teachers I observed 
were friends or even colleagues of mine, which I felt was advantageous. 
I contacted the Head of Science Departments that I knew and asked if they would 
recommend teachers to be observed. One teacher contacted me via email to ask if there 
was opportunity to be involved in any research that I was doing. At all times I ensured 
that teachers did not feel pressured into participating. This was done by contacting them 
by phone and email independently of their Head of Department, giving them the option 
to withdraw at anytime and working to their agenda when I could. One teacher I chose 
not to observe because I felt that they were reluctant and were being pressurised to 
participate. 
Once I had been given a contact, I sent the teacher an email (Appendix A) explaining 
the purpose of the observation, detailing the purpose of the observation and explaining 
what the data might be used for. Once the date had been confirmed, I sent another email 
detailing the observation schedule and explaining what to expect from my visit 
(Appendix B).  
3.5 Case studies 
In order to gather some rich qualitative information about how LATs were used, I chose 
to use a case study approach. Case studies are a particularly diverse method for 
gathering and presenting knowledge, which can be employed by a range of 
methodological perspectives. Cohen et al. (2000) propose that the case study is „most 
naturally suited‟ to what they define as the „interpretative and subjective‟ paradigm of 
educational research approaches (p.181). When addressing the literature regarding the 
methodology and methods of case studies it is clear that there is no commonly agreed 
definition of a case study in educational research (e.g. Bassey, 1999, Taber, 2000). 
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Yin‟s (1993) book appears influential in most discussions, which offers a 
comprehensive analysis of case study approaches, advantages and pitfalls. The focus of 
most debates seems to fall into the following categories: a) the definition of a case 
study, b) the function of a case study and c) to what extent the evidence from case 
studies is generalisable.    
3.5.1 Defining the case study 
The definition of the case study is a well rehearsed and ongoing discussion, so here I 
will define my case studies in relation to the literature. The reasons for doing the case 
studies were twofold as part of this research: to observe, in detail, teachers using the 
LATs and to gather data from a variety of perspectives from within the classroom to 
gain insight into the use of LATs, teaching and learning. It appears that most 
discussions agree that a case study is bounded in space and time, it describes a case and 
often the evidence for the case is collected through mixed methods and validated 
through triangulation (Yin, 1993, Bassey, 1999, Cohen et al., 2000). 
3.5.2 The function of the case study 
Case studies are about communicating the particular about a single situation. Cohen et 
al. (2000) list possible functions of the case study as possible advantages from a number 
of authors. They include that case studies are „strong in reality‟, emphasising the 
subtlety and complexity, can be generalisable with other similar cases, can be 
immediately interpreted by researchers and practitioners and put into action and they 
catch unique features that may otherwise be lost in large scale surveys (p. 184).  
Bassey (1999), drawing on other research, identifies three categories of educational case 
studies, which he recognises have overlap. There are other attempts at categorisation of 
case studies beyond educational research (e.g. Stenhouse, 1988). The three categories 
that Bassey proposes are theory-seeking and theory-testing case studies, story-telling 
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and picture drawing case studies, and evaluative case studies. Within these categories, 
my case study approach is theory seeking with some evaluative aspects. It is theory-
seeking in that I am attempting to describe and explain how the LATs are used by 
teachers. The cases are evaluative in the context that research will be formative in 
developing the use of the LATs in the classroom and summative in that it will make 
some statements about how the LATs are used by teachers and pupils (Bassey, 1999 pp. 
62-63).  
3.5.3 Case studies and generalisability 
The most contentious aspect of the use of case studies in educational research is the 
extent to which that they are generalisable, if at all (Robson, 2002). In Chapter 2, I 
discussed my thoughts on the generalisation of professional experiences into my 
professional knowledge and how Bassey‟s (1999) use of the framework of „fuzzy 
generalisations‟ that supports an approach to making claims to knowledge from case 
studies.  
Bassey (1999) defines a fuzzy generalisation as „the kind of statement which makes no 
absolute claim to knowledge, but hedges its claim with uncertainties‟ (p.10). Even more 
tentative would be „fuzzy propositions.‟ The important aspect of Bassey‟s approach is 
that the case study, in its published form, invites others to replicate the case study. He 
accentuates the tentativeness of the claims that can be made by a case. Of educational 
case studies he states: 
It reports something has happened in one place and it may also happen 
elsewhere. There is a possibility but no surety. There is an invitation to „try it 
and see if the same happens for you‟. ( p. 52) 
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3.6 Almost Grounded Theory 
When considering the methodological approach of this research, I explored using a 
„Grounded Theory (GT) approach‟ (Glaser and Strauss, 1977, Taber, 2000, Charmaz, 
2006, Hammersley, 2008). It is an attractive approach that appeared in the first instance 
to provide the solution to what I was trying to do: make sense of how teachers and 
pupils use the LATs in the classroom. 
Glaser and Strauss (1977) developed GT to bridge the gap between theory and empirical 
research. It is considered as the discovery from data systematically from social research 
(p. 2). GT is an approach that is seated in the interpretative paradigm of social research. 
Although it is often emphasised that GT is a purely qualitative endeavour (e.g. 
Charmaz, 2006), Glaser and Straus (1977) do not see this as a clash, instead their focus 
is on the verification or generation of theory and claim that both quantitative and 
qualitative data are necessary, used together to generate theory (p. 18).  
The attractive qualities of this approach were that it is evidence-based, that it was a 
strategy through which I could compare case studies systematically (Glaser and Strauss, 
1977) and a method through which generalisations could be made through individual 
cases (Taber, 2000). However, there are two main concerns that I had regarding using 
this methodology. The first was the role of the researcher. Glaser and Strauss (1977) 
emphasise that the researcher should „wipe their mind clean‟ and use the data to identify 
„emergent theory.‟ I am not able to claim a blank mind when embarking on this 
research. As the author of the tasks, I bring my own preconceptions, expectations and 
opinions to the use of LATs. I believe that these are important in my role as a 
researcher, but in the case of GT may impede the process. The second concern was the 
key aspect of the process is generating „saturated data.‟ I do not think the scale of my 
project could reach that point, where no more new codes arise from subsequent cases. 
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Although Glaser and Strauss do acknowledge that this point may never be met, with my 
five case studies of different LATs, I could not envisage reaching data saturation. If the 
research had focussed on one LAT or one teacher using a variety of LATs with one 
class, there may have been more chance of this.  
Although, there will be some elements of the GT tradition throughout my project, I 
decided that Bassey‟s (1999) use of fuzzy generalisations through educational research 
was more appropriate for my research in this instance.  
3.7 The structure of the case studies 
 
The case studies that I carried out were based on a single lesson carried out by a teacher 
who was using the task. The boundaries that I set were that the task had to be based in 
Key Stage 3 (11-14 year olds). The topic of the task was not relevant. I had considered 
observing a number of lessons where the same task was used, however the features that 
I wanted to observe such as the lesson structure, the pedagogic approach, the 
interactions of the pupils with each other and the teacher would be the same whichever 
task was used. The LATs are a resource that the teacher uses and they pedagogy they 
apply is unlikely to be different when „doing a Badger‟ style task. 
I approached each case study systematically, with specific quantitative and qualitative 
tools for gathering evidence. Each case study was composed of data from the following 
instruments: 
 A lesson observation (field notes). 
 An end of lesson short questionnaire completed by all pupils. 
 A group interview of 3-5 pupils (15-20 minutes). 
 An interview with the teacher (10-30 minutes). 
These instruments are described and discussed below. 
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3.7.1 Lesson observation 
Being in the lesson to observe how the LATs were used was an important but probably 
the most problematic elements of the case study. I could have interviewed teachers 
about how they used the tasks, but I wanted to see firsthand what teachers were doing 
both consciously and tacitly (Eraut, 1994). I wanted to see the task used in the 
classroom context to get the „feel‟ for how the pupils and teachers interacted with each 
other and the task itself.  
The skill of observing lessons is something that I had developed in my role as an AST. I 
had observed lessons both formally and informally a variety of secondary school 
teachers in a variety of contexts. However, often these observations were done using the 
criteria based on Ofsted‟s standards or a University‟s Initial Teacher Training standards. 
Undoubtedly these skills came in useful when going into a lesson to observe. In 
contrast, my preconceptions of how I believe the tasks should be used and what 
constitutes a good lesson had the potential to hinder my observation and cause me to 
miss important aspects of the lesson. 
I gave the lesson observations some considerable thought before entering the classroom. 
My main focus was to look for evidence for the tasks supporting or hindering the 
teaching and learning. The central issue I had was what exactly would constitute 
evidence for the LATs influencing teachers and pupils. I developed a lesson observation 
per-forma on which to record my observations (Appendix C).  
It was important for me to keep this part of the research in perspective. The observation 
itself had practical importance and I could observe and note „facts‟ that are arguably 
more resistant to interpretation. For example, the structure of the lesson, the timing of 
each section of the lesson, the way the LAT was used as a teaching or learning aid. 
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Then, during the lesson I looked for particular incidences when I thought that the LAT 
was having some impact on teaching or learning. These incidences included when the 
teacher or a pupil made direct reference to the LAT and questions were asked in relation 
to the LAT. I also kept my mind open for any other incidences that may occur that I had 
not predicted. 
I could have written extensive notes during the lesson, using a double column 
presentation of the observational data, writing interactions word for word, including 
notes of the context and making explicit inferences relating to each line of text as 
Torrance and Pryor (1998) did for their studies of AfL in the primary classroom (e.g. 
p.109). Alternatively I could have videoed the lesson and made extensive notes from the 
play back. However, neither of these was „fit for purpose‟ in the context of what I was 
trying to find out, in the time I had and the fact that the observations were „one-off.‟ 
Post observation, I quickly typed the lesson observation up into two formats. One a 
narrative of the lesson and the other extracts from the observation notes that provided 
evidence for the following statements: 
Evidence that the LATs supported teaching 
Evidence that the LATs supported learning 
Evidence that the LATs hindered teaching 
Evidence that the LATs hindered learning 
 
I typed the observation summary narrative and evidence for the statements on the same 
day or next morning, so that the data were still fresh in my mind. The summary and the 
evidence for statements were both subject to my interpretation. I did not feel that this 
was a major issue when it is considered in the context of the range of evidence that I 
collected for each case study, but it does call for a reflexive approach to handling the 
data.  As Cohen et al (2000) conclude their chapter on observation: 
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Observation methods are powerful tools for gaining insight into situations. As 
with other data collection techniques, they are beset by issues of validity and 
reliability. Even low inference observation…is itself highly selective, just as 
perception is selective…In this respect it has been suggested that additional 
methods of gathering data might be employed, to provide corroboration and 
triangulation, in short, to ensure that reliable inferences are derived from reliable 
data (p. 315). 
 
3.7.2 Specific ethical considerations for observations 
Discussion of the ethical dilemmas of observation is focussed mainly around the covert 
approach to observing (e.g. Cohen et al., 2000, p. 315). My role as an observer did not 
need to be covert; the teacher had invited me in and the pupils were introduced to me as 
„someone interested in their science lessons‟. However there were other ethical issues I 
needed to consider when observing. These are different for the pupil and for the teacher. 
As an observer I was taking a non-interventional approach. I did talk to pupils at 
appropriate times during the lesson, while they were working. I asked them questions 
about their work and the decisions they made about what they included and chose to 
present. I also asked if they had learnt anything new during the lesson and if so, what 
and how. 
Spradley (1980) may call this type of participation passive or moderate in that to the 
pupils I had a role as an observer. Someone who was watching them work may ask 
questions, but not a teacher who would tell them what to do, answer their questions and 
tell them off if they misbehaved. However, there could potentially be situations where I 
would have to take an active role as a responsible adult. It would not be ethically sound 
to sit and, for example watch verbal bullying, physical assault, the teacher behaving 
unprofessionally or health and safety contraventions in a science practical without doing 
something active. That would then make me an active participant in the lesson and my 
perceived role would change. 
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I had decided that I would not reprimand pupils or even give them a „teacher look‟ for 
misbehaviour; I could leave that to the teacher. If I witnessed bullying or a similar 
incident I could inform the teacher at the end of the lesson, if the incident had not been 
noticed. However, if there was a serious safety issue regarding the students or teachers 
well being, be it a dangerous practical or an individual endangering others I would have 
to intervene. This would have consequences on the data that I collected, but it would be 
ethical to do something in these rare situations. 
3.7.3 Pupil questionnaire 
In the final five minutes of the lesson, the pupils were asked by their teacher to fill in a 
short questionnaire that I had designed and provided (Appendix D). The questionnaire 
was composed of seven statements to respond to using one of five tick boxes labeled 
Strongly Agree, Agree, Not Sure, Disagree and Strongly Disagree: 
1. I enjoyed doing this task. 
2. I used the Level Ladder to help me to do the task. 
3. I found this task difficult to do. 
4. The Level Ladder showed me what to do to improve. 
5. I learnt something new while doing this task. 
6. The Level Ladder helped me instead of asking my teacher. 
7. Another pupil helped me when I got stuck. 
At the end of the questionnaire there were two boxes for pupils to respond in free text. 
These two questions were: 
 What did you like best about doing this task? 
 What do you like least about doing this task? 
 
The purpose of this activity was to get some insight into all the pupils‟ experience of 
and attitudes towards the lesson and the LAT. I was particularly interested in whether 
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pupils felt that they had learnt something new during the lesson and what they used to 
help them during the lesson, be it the teacher, the Level Ladder or their peers.  
I chose a questionnaire that would take pupils no longer than five minutes to complete 
at the end of the lesson. I did not want it to be too intrusive, but felt it would be valuable 
to probe the thoughts of all the pupils in the lesson. This could relate to the more 
detailed pupil interviews and aid triangulation.  
I asked teaching colleagues to assess it for accessibility and readability. The layout of 
the questionnaire was important in making the activity seem accessible for pupils, so I 
decided to use a landscape orientation, which spread out the text and boxes making the 
sheet look less daunting. I also wanted the pupils to take the questionnaire seriously, so 
I made it look „professional‟ and asked them to put their name on it, although they were 
told that their responses would remain anonymous. 
3.7.4 Issues concerning the questionnaire 
One child with a physical disability in one case study, communicated with a Teaching 
Assistant, who completed the questionnaire with them. 
3.7.5 Pupil Interviews 
After the lesson, as soon as the lesson had finished, three to five pupils were selected by 
the teacher to be interviewed by me. I asked the teacher to select pupils based on a) they 
would talk b) a range of abilities and c) a balance of gender. I did consider selecting 
pupils myself during the lesson that exhibited interesting „critical incidents‟ such as the 
LAT being used or not being used. This approach risked selecting pupils who would not 
be willing to talk and also may have influenced my interview from my preconceptions. I 
audio-recorded the interview on a digital voice recorder, this I could save to my 
computer and transcribe after the interview. 
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To ensure that the interview stayed focussed on my main research questions, I put 
together an interview schedule. This meant that the interviews were semi-structured but 
I was prepared to go „off-script‟ if I needed to. Before the interview began, I read 
through a checklist with the pupils, so they could understand the purpose of the 
interview (Appendix E). 
At the start of the interview I allocated each pupil with an alphabetical letter to 
recognise their work and their voice on the recording. They had their work from the 
lesson with them, which usually was in the form of a poster (but not always). 
Onto their work, I asked pupils to attach Post-it notes on the part they thought was their 
„best bit.‟ This was useful in relaxing the children before the main part of the interview. 
I then asked them in turn, the following questions from the interview schedule. 
Interview Schedule 
Ask pupils to discuss the following statements in relation to their work in front of them. 
 What do you think is the best bit about your work? 
 Did you learn anything while doing the task, if so what and how? 
 What did you find difficult when doing the task? 
 What would you do next time to improve your work? 
 
At the end of the interview I asked the pupils if they had any questions for me before 
thanking them for taking part. A couple of the teachers were present for the interview, at 
the pupil‟s agreement. No doubt this could affect pupil responses, but because the 
questions were not focussed on the teacher, but the pupils‟ work, I thought it would not 
be a significant issue but noted it as part of the interview.  
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3.7.6 Ethical issues with pupil interviews  
The two main issues that arose in the pupil interviews were whether I really had the 
pupils‟ informed consent and what benefit did the interview have for the pupils 
involved. With regard to informed consent, the pupils were told at the start of the lesson 
that they may be selected for interview, but they had a choice whether they took part or 
not. Towards the end of the lesson or at the end of the lesson the teacher selected the 
pupils. From what I observed pupils were given the choice whether to take part and I 
recall one pupil had something else to do, so was excused with no fuss. The pupils were 
then given an opportunity to withdraw from taking part at the start of the interview. No 
pupils that I interviewed took this option and I took time to make eye contact with each 
one. However, I do think it would take a particularly confident pupil to say no to a 
visitor at this point. Having said that, from my experience of working with pupils of this 
age, I think I would be able to pick up on any pupil that felt under duress and if I had 
detected that I would have found a way to ensure that they did not have to participate. 
As it was, this was not an issue. 
The second potential issue was whether the pupils would actually benefit from the 
experience of being interviewed. I had not planned for the pupils to gain anything 
specific from the experience and was concerned if they were losing part of their break 
time or I had caused them to be withdrawn from another lesson. However, the very 
process of reflecting on their work, talking with their peers about the lesson and having 
the opportunity could well have been beneficial to the pupils. Also, two pupils involved 
in one of the issues continued to talk to their teacher about the lesson after the interview 
was completed, I felt that this was a useful process for pupils to have the opportunity to 
talk to their pupils on such a detailed level. 
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3.7.7 Pupils’ work 
The work that the pupils produced during the lesson and that they used during the 
interview was photographed using a digital camera. One photo was taken with the Post-
it Notes on it, and another without. The photos were coded with the pupil code. These 
formed part of the case study. The teacher and pupils gave verbal consent for me to 
photocopy or photograph the work.  
3.7.8 Teacher interviews 
Originally I had planned to interview teachers for about thirty minutes, but the reality 
was that I had to conduct the interview in whatever time the teacher had available, the 
shortest being fifteen minutes. Again, I designed an interview schedule from which to 
structure the interview (Appendix F). 
Teacher Interview Schedule 
 Can you give examples of where the Badger task supported your teaching? 
 Can you give examples of where the Badger task hindered your teaching? 
 Can you give examples of where the Badger Task supported learning? 
 Can you give examples of where the Badger Task hindered learning? 
 How did you use the Task to plan the lesson? 
 How did you adapt the task, why? 
 
The interview was semi-structured because I was able to follow points of interest from 
the interviewee‟s answers when I felt it necessary.  
3.7.9 Ethical issues with teacher interviews 
Apart from assured confidentiality and anonymity that have been discussed in Chapter 
2, the teacher interviews did not raise the same issues as the pupil interviews. Teachers 
were able to give informed consent and were also able to control the time in which I 
was able to interview them. I felt more confident that the participants knew what they 
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were doing and why they were doing it than I did the pupils. The teachers also 
benefitted from the experience through being able to reflect on their practice. In 
addition, some teachers appreciated being able to converse with me about LATs.  
3.8 Constructing the case studies. 
As I have embraced Bassey‟s (1999) approach to educational case studies, I constructed 
the case studies based on his guidance. Since I have got five case studies, I will have a 
two step approach, the first to decide on the outcomes of each case and then to 
synthesise those outcomes into a theory.  
Bassey describes seven stages to the construction of the case study (p. 66): 
1. Identify the research issue, problem or hypothesis 
2. Asking research questions and drawing up ethical guidelines 
3. Collecting and storing data 
4. Generating and testing analytical statements 
5. Interpreting or explaining the analytical statements 
6. Deciding on the outcome and writing the case report 
7. Finishing and publishing.  
 
Stages 1 and 2 I have described comprehensively within Chapter 2. For the collection 
and storage of data, the collection methods have been described. However, the storage 
has been done both on hard copy in a file and most of the data is collated onto a single 
spreadsheet for each case study. Within this spreadsheet, all raw data and analytical data 
are stored, so that anyone can go back and look at the original data and the coding and 
analytical decisions I have made. Stages 4, 5 and 6 are discussed in my chapters 4, 5 
and 6 respectively. The only difference being, that I use the outcomes through fuzzy 
propositions of my five case studies to generate a theory from all of their findings. 
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3.9 Coding the interviews 
I used a GT influenced approach to qualitative data analysis to „discover‟ emergent 
themes from the teacher and pupil interviews. However, the questions raised from the 
online survey did inform some of the concepts that I was searching for. Corbin and 
Strauss (2008) define coding as taking raw data and raising it to a conceptual level (p. 
66). I have used the three levels of coding approach to „generate theory‟; open coding to 
find conceptual categories in the data, axial coding to find relationships between the 
categories and then selective coding to conceptualise and explain the relationships 
between the core categories (Robson, 2002, Corbin and Strauss, 2008). 
The open coding stage involved immersing me in the interviews and the resulting 
transcripts and listing any code, whether conceptual or descriptive that came to mind. I 
called these the „themes‟ and attempted to assign a theme to each line of the interview 
(Column J). This was done in an Excel spreadsheet (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). 
Figure 3.1 Spreadsheet of codes from Teacher Interviews 
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The selective coding came about through the open coding. However, the first category 
(Column E on the spreadsheet) was taken from the research questions. The criteria for 
evidence that using the LAT either supports of hinders teaching or learning (TeachSup, 
TeachHind, LearnSup, LearnHind). This was what I was looking for in my lesson 
observations; it could take any form from the teacher or pupil making reference to the 
Level Ladder to the teacher or a pupil expressing a like or dislike of using the task.  
By identifying the emergent themes, I was able to start categorising the rest of the 
themes. This led to five categories that can be seen listed in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 
(Columns E-I). The category of training was referred to formal or informal training or 
development of using the LAT; Tevolve referred to how the teacher‟s use of the LAT 
had evolved and Ptraining for any reference to how pupils learnt how to use the LAT 
itself. 
The type of assessment that was taking place while using the task, be it summative or 
formative and/or teacher, peer, or self assessment (according to Black and Wiliam‟s, 
1998 definitions) was recorded as the third category. The fourth category was whether I 
felt a particular statement or observation provided evidence for teachers or pupils 
having a notion of „levels‟ or „leveling‟. „Leveling‟ I later changed to „levelness.‟ Finally 
„Aspects‟ was an opportunity to code any concepts that I considered may be relevant 
during the coding. This section did go through several revisions to merge similar codes. 
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Figure 3.2 Spreadsheet of codes from Pupil Interviews 
 
The themes from the last column of the spreadsheet are displayed in Tables 4.9 and 
4.10. These compare the occurrence of these themes in different case studies for 
teachers and pupils. It gives a flavour of the nature of each case, where cases share 
characteristics and where they differ. The codes were not cross checked by anyone else 
due to me being the lone researcher. 
3.10 Discussion 
The evidence I have planned to collect is through an online questionnaire to generate 
some quantitative and qualitative data about how LATs are used and teachers‟ 
perceptions of how the tasks may support teaching and learning. This sample of 106 
teachers is then used to make some claims about the general use of LATs and to identify 
questions to research through five case studies. The five case studies are of single 
lessons where a teacher uses a LAT. These cases first generate a series of fuzzy 
propositions, which are then used together to generate a theory of LAT use and the 
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extent to which they support teaching and learning. The latter stage particularly has 
resonance with the GT approach, as discussed earlier. 
Bassey (1999) defines the characteristics of an educational case study (p. 58): 
 conducted within a localized boundary of space and time; 
 into interesting aspects of an educational activity, or programme, or institution, 
or system; 
 mainly in its natural context and within an ethic of respect for persons; 
 in order to inform the judgments and decisions of practitioners or policy-makers; 
 or of theoreticians who are working to these ends; 
 in such a way that sufficient data are collected for the researcher to be able 
(a) to explore significant features of the case, 
(b) to create plausible interpretations of what is found, 
(c) to test for the trustworthiness of these interpretations, 
(d) to construct a worthwhile argument or story, 
(e) to relate the argument or story to any relevant research in the literature, 
(f) to convey convincingly to an audience this argument or story, 
(g) to provide an audit trail by which other researchers may validate or challenge the 
findings, or construct alternative arguments. 
 
These characteristics do resonate with most forms of qualitative research for example 
GT, naturalistic and ethnographic approaches (Cohen et al., 2000). Relating this back to 
the Dunne et al. (2005) elastic plane analogy (see Figure 2.1) it is mostly the practical, 
epistemological and ontological „pulls‟ that shape the methodology of the research. 
From this it is difficult to see what makes Bassey‟s educational case studies different 
from any other type of qualitative research.  The issues in defining case studies were 
explored in section 3.5. Bassey‟s second bullet point is probably the most defining of an 
educational case study in that it is specific to this approach. 
My case studies do satisfy the first five bullets. Each study takes place in one classroom 
in one lesson, the interesting aspect is the use of LATs, the research is to be conducted 
ethically and the results it is anticipated will help inform judgements and decisions of 
practitioners at least and maybe contribute to the body of knowledge used by policy 
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makers and theoreticians. At this point in the thesis, the most pertinent point is (c) to 
test the trustworthiness of these interpretations.  
Bassey does not accept that the terms reliability and validity as useful when dealing 
with case studies (p. 75). Instead he draws on the work of Lincoln and Guba (1985) who 
propose a concept of trustworthiness from a naturalistic perspective. Bassey synthesises 
this with his stages of a research project to produce a series of questions that are a 
summary from which discussions of trustworthiness of a particular case study can be 
built. 
Stage 3: collection of raw data: 
1. Has there been prolonged engagement with data sources? 
2. Has there been persistent observation of emerging issues? 
3. Have raw data been adequately checked with their sources? 
Stage 4: analysis of raw data: 
4. Has there been sufficient triangulation of raw data leading to analytical 
statements? 
Stage 5: interpretation and analytical statements: 
5. Has the working hypothesis…been systematically tested against the 
analytical statements? 
6. Has a critical friend thoroughly tried to engage with the findings? 
Stage 6: reporting of the research: 
7. Is the account of the research sufficiently detailed to give the reader 
confidence in the findings? 
8. Does the case record provide an adequate audit trail? 
 
Adapted from Bassey (1999) p. 75 
 
All these points have been or will be dealt with in the next chapters. The main issue that 
is important to discuss at this stage is the methods of triangulation from point 4. Bassey 
commits three sentences to the concept of triangulation (p. 76), stating that it a means of 
strengthening confidence in a statement. Next, I consider the concept of triangulation. 
Triangulation can be defined as the use of two or more methods of data collection that 
in social sciences attempt to explain human behaviour from more than one standpoint 
(Cohen et al, 2000 pp.112-113). Gorard and Taylor (2004) discuss triangulation in 
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relation to „combining methods‟ that in research, like mine, uses both qualitative and 
quantitative data. They propose a definition, in which they do not consider the notion of 
different research paradigms as a barrier, that involves a minimum of two vantage 
points or datasets telling us something about a third phenomenon. 
A critique of the common analogy of triangulation from land surveying is given by 
Gorard and Taylor (2004), where they assert that it assumes that there is a genuinely 
stable phenomena that is being observed (this would be at odds, they argue, with both 
positivism and relativism). Second, that triangulation cannot be used as a form of 
mutual confirmation or validation of the two observations, because we are not able to 
tell if any of the points is an error. So, thirdly, they assert that triangulation is about 
„complementarity‟ (sic) and nothing to do with validity (the latter supports Bassey‟s 
claim). They conclude that the methods should be complementary, producing different 
aspects of reality under investigation and then put together (p. 46). The relevance of this 
to my study is about the claims I make, whether they are from the online questionnaire 
or from an individual case study. I will be attempting to produce fuzzy generalisations 
(tentative) or fuzzy propositions (more tentative) from individual case studies and the 
five case studies together. 
I have planned to use multiple perspectives (teacher, pupil and researcher) and multiple 
methods, both quantitative and qualitative (questionnaires and interviews) from which I 
can triangulate. When triangulating claims, I envisage that I can determine the strength 
of the claim and make assertions of whether it is a statistical generalisation, a fuzzy 
generalisation or a fuzzy proposition. 
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Chapter 4 Data and Initial Findings 
4.1 Initial research questions 
Before refining my research questions, it was important to get some insight into how 
LATs were being used by teachers and the extent to which teachers found the tasks 
supported teaching and learning. 
4.1.1 Online questionnaire findings 
The purpose of the first section of the online questionnaire was to establish an insight to 
how classroom teachers typically use the LATs.  The three areas of interest were:  
a) How the tasks are typically delivered (during a lesson or as homework);  
b) How the tasks are assessed (by the teacher assessment, peer-assessment or self-
assessment and whether the teacher assesses using levels and improvement 
targets); 
c) If the teacher provides opportunity for pupils to act on improvement targets. 
4.1.2 Delivery of the tasks. 
The data for this are presented in Table 4.1. The typical delivery of the tasks appears to 
take place in the lesson, with only five respondents never using the tasks in class. 
However, 32% of teachers never use the tasks as homework activities, 50% occasionally 
do and only two state that they always use the tasks in this way. The relevant additional 
comment made by respondents was: 
We do them in the lesson and they are sometimes allowed to complete them for 
homework. 
 
The questionnaire did not allow teachers to state categorically if they allow pupils to 
complete the tasks for homework after setting the task during lesson time, but as this 
teacher states it is another approach.  I had failed to give teachers the option to state if 
they used the tasks in test conditions, which since I have found that some teachers do 
attempt. This was a missed opportunity. 
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Table 4.1 How the Level Assessment Tasks are used. 
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I set the LATs as homework tasks. 2 16 52 34 104 
I get my students to do the LATs in a lesson. 32 35 32 5 104 
When I mark a LAT, I assign an improvement 
target. 
63 27 12 2 104 
When I mark a LAT, I assign a level and sub-
level. 
67 15 14 8 104 
I give my students opportunity to act on their 
improvement target during a lesson. 
14 36 45 9 104 
I give my students opportunity to act on their 
improvement target as homework. 
3 31 45 25 104 
I get my students to self-assess the LATs. 15 40 39 10 104 
I get my students to peer assess each other‟s 
LATs. 
18 45 32 9 104 
 
However, the additional comments do give some idea of the ways in which tasks are 
used, particularly as an alternative to an end of topic test: 
Use as an assessment at end of topic to supplement SAT-type test result. 
 
As an alternative to an end of topic test. 
 
Some teachers described specific approaches such as the use of ICT and the use of 
collaborative work, the latter not providing any detail of how this is carried out: 
 
I tend to use ICT for them to produce a poster (usually via PowerPoint) of their 
work. This sometimes helps students with poor literacy skills. It also helps them to 
engage better with the task.  
 
Collaborative work. 
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4.1.3 Assessment of the Tasks 
With regard to the assessment of the tasks, it appears that 64% of teachers assign a level 
and sub-level to pupil‟s work. The questionnaire did not allow for teachers to specify if 
they set a level alone, but one teacher stated: 
Give level but not a sub level. Only second year of using in dept. 
 
I am interested whether teachers are focussed on the assigning of a level to the work or 
engaging in the process of „levelling‟ with their pupils. The following statement 
suggests that the teacher is focussed on the act of assigning levels – using the concept of 
„levelness‟: 
Moderation in dept meeting to ascertain teachers grasp of levelness and 
discussion of what a level 5 is and what good target comments look like. 
 
Another teacher appears to not use „levels‟ themselves but uses the criteria alone to 
show pupils of how to get „their target level‟: 
I have set them as classroom tasks without leveling the outcomes - but using them 
so students can see what depth of knowledge corresponds to their target level. 
 
I am not sure how this works from the comment itself, but it appears the teacher is using 
the Level Ladder without the numbers. Although the predominant approach to marking 
the tasks is the teacher themselves, a vast majority of teachers do provide the 
opportunity for pupils to peer and self assesses. However, it is not clear from the data if 
this is summative or formative assessment. 
4.1.4 Provision for improvement 
In my view, providing pupils with the opportunity to improve on their first attempt is 
essential to providing formative assessment. However, this is the most interesting 
statistic because only a third of respondents often give their pupils an opportunity to 
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improve and a quarter of the teachers never provide that opportunity. This suggests that 
in the main that the tasks are often used summatively and are not used at their full 
potential as tasks that can support AfL. 
A teacher states that: 
 
I allow the pupils to select their own improvement target so that they recognise 
how to improve their own work. 
 
Although improvement targets appear to be given by a lot of teachers, pupils are not 
often given the opportunity to actually improve. This could suggest that although 
teachers are going through the motions of AfL, the actual potential of the process is not 
being reached and therefore reducing learning opportunities. 
4.1.5 Summary of how the LATs are used. 
Within this sample of 104 teachers who use the tasks, the following general statements 
can be made: 
 Almost all teachers use the LATs during the lesson a few sometimes set them for 
homework. 
 A majority of teachers provide the pupils with a level for the task. 
 A majority of teachers provide improvement targets regularly. 
 Over half of teachers regularly provide opportunity for self or peer assessment of the 
tasks. 
 A minority of teachers regularly give pupils the opportunity to improve their work. 
 
This summary could be represented as a „pen portrait‟1 of how a typical teacher uses the 
tasks. This is where my views as the author of the tasks are potentially useful. This pen 
                                                 
1
 A term that I have borrowed from http://www.chrisg.com/how-to-create-pen-portraits-and-understand-
your-target-audience/ 
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portrait shows me that generally teachers are not using this tasks in the way in which 
they were intended. In the introduction to the Badger Science Key Stage 3 Levelled 
Assessment Tasks I describe how I expect the tasks to be used: 
These tasks are ideal to use either mid-way or towards the end of a topic. As the 
tasks have evolved and been trialled, many approaches have been tried. These 
are outlined below. Whatever approach you decide to use, make sure that the 
tasks are formative. It is important that these are not used as replacement 
summative tests. They are designed to encourage learners to demonstrate what 
they understand and to have the opportunity to improve. This is the foundation 
of formative assessment strategies: Where am I now? What am I aiming for? 
How do I get there? To aid this, learners must be aware of the level (and sub-
level) for the end of the year. 
The tasks are designed to give learners the opportunity to show their full 
potential in science. To ensure this, I allow the class to use their notes from 
exercise books, text books and other secondary sources to help them with the 
task. I also encourage the learners to talk with their peers about the task and 
discuss their ideas. This rarely leads them to copy each other, but does 
encourage the development of their ideas and challenges their misconceptions. 
These tasks are not suitable for use under test conditions; such an approach 
stifles the opportunities for learning. 
Standard approach 
Starter activity (5-10 minutes) to introduce the task. Make sure each learner 
knows which level they should be aiming for. 
Main activity (30-40 minutes) – learners attempt task. Teacher circulates, 
encouraging use of the level ladder and challenging misconceptions. 
Plenary activity (10 minutes) – self or peer assessment, where improvement 
ladders are used to decide on level and improvement targets. 
Homework activity – make the improvement, teacher collects and assesses them, 
giving one improvement target. 
Alternative approaches 
Since I wrote this section in the first edition, I have seen many teachers using 
these tasks in a whole variety of ways. I have seen teachers adapt the tasks to 
suit the needs of the class, groups of learners working together on a task, the 
imaginative use of ICT to respond to the task. Sometimes colleagues say, „I hope 
you don‟t mind but I have adapted your task to…‟ whatever they have done. 
This is fantastic and I have seen some brilliant adaptations to the tasks 
themselves and the use of the tasks in the classroom. I would say, if you adapt 
the level ladders significantly, do refer back to the generic level ladder in this 
introduction. 
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More recently, I have found more success with the tasks if I focus on the 
improvements instead of the first draft of the task. Once learners are confident at 
using the tasks, set the task as homework. Then mark this and spend the lesson 
focused on improvements.  
Identify three or four main improvement targets, find individual tasks that will 
challenge these (e.g. use textbook X to help you draw and label a cell diagram or 
complete worksheet Y to help you explain how specialised cells are adapted to 
their jobs). Learners choose the task related to their improvement targets. This is 
real AfL! 
 (Grevatt, 2008 p. 6-7)  
This led me to summarise what I perceive a pen-portrait for a teacher who uses the 
LATs summatively and one who uses the LATs formatively. In Table 4.2 I have 
summarised these characteristics. The „Typical teacher‟ is mostly based on the findings 
of the first section of the online questionnaire. I have proposed the pen portraits of the 
„Summative Teacher‟ and the „Formative teacher‟ based on the key characteristics of 
the „Typical teacher‟. The statements in italics are my „proposed‟ statements that 
characterise these teaching approaches.  
Table 4.2 Pen portraits of how teachers use the LATs. 
Summative Teacher Typical LAT teacher Formative Teacher 
Uses LAT in test 
conditions 
Uses LATs in lessons 
allowing pupils to work 
together and use books. 
Uses LATs in lesson 
allowing pupils to work 
collaboratively 
Marking provides a level 
(and sub level) 
Marking provides a level 
(and sub level) and 
improvement target 
Marking provides a level 
(and sub level) and 
improvement target 
Occasionally allow pupils 
to self or peer assess to 
provide a level (and sub 
level) 
Often allow pupils to self 
or peer assess to provide a 
level (and sub level) and 
improvement target 
Often allow pupils to self or 
peer assess to provide a 
level (and sub level) and 
improvement target 
Never gives pupils an 
opportunity to improve. 
Occasionally provides 
pupils an opportunity to 
improve 
Always gives pupils an 
opportunity to improve 
 
The important outcome of this is that it has added the dimension of how the tasks were 
intended for use and how science teachers are actually using them.  
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4.1.6 Discussion 
According to Bassey‟s (1999) educational research map, this would be an example of 
statistical generalisation. From this online questionnaire, I am able to make some 
statements, with some certainty that the LATs are used by at least 104 teachers and they 
are used in a variety of ways. How typical this use is of all teachers that use the task is 
less certain. Assuming about one thousand schools use the Badger LATs (based on 
sales), this represents only 10% of LAT users. The sample of teachers was opportunistic 
rather than a representative sample. The respondents who offered their Local Authority 
revealed that there is a bias to South-East England making up 50% of the total 
responses. However, 42 of the 150 (28%) Local Authorities in England were 
represented and all the regions have at least one response from a school. This is the 
biggest survey that has been conducted about LAT use by teachers and is consistent 
with my experience from working with teachers around the country. 
4.2 Teachers’ views on the impact on teaching and learning 
This part of the questionnaire was designed to establish the views of teachers on the 
impact of using the LATs on teaching and learning. The quantitative analysis is 
displayed in Table 4.3. In the questionnaire, there was the opportunity for teachers to 
write specific comments relating to the LATs improving learning. These were sorted 
into categories, which are summarised in Table 4.4. 
4.2.1 Impact on Teaching 
About two-thirds of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed that their understanding of 
NCLDs has increased since using the tasks. With 12 stating that they do not agree with 
this statement. For the latter it may be reasonable to speculate that this is due to the 
teachers already having a good grasp of the levels before using the LATs.  This 
assertion is supported later in the analysis. 
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Table 4.3 Teachers‟ views of the Level Assessment Tasks 
Statement 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
The LATs have improved my 
understanding of science national 
curriculum levels. 
12 48 25 12 0 
The LATs have improved my teaching 
using Assessment for Learning strategies. 
24 49 20 4 0 
The LATs have improved the learning of 
my students. 
10 60 23 4 0 
My students have an improved awareness 
of their current level in science since using 
the LATs. 
21 57 14 4 1 
The LATs have hindered my teaching of 
science. 
0 1 11 45 40 
My students have an improved awareness 
of how to improve in science, since using 
LATs. 
9 61 22 5 0 
The LATs have hindered the learning of 
my students. 
0 0 5 42 50 
The LATs have improved my assessment 
of my students. 
14 60 20 3 0 
My students enjoy doing the LATs. 9 49 27 8 4 
I enjoy teaching using the LATs. 11 58 24 3 1 
N= 97, 7 respondents skipped this section. Bold numbers are highest response number. 
A larger majority of the respondents (75%) felt that their AfL strategies had improved 
since using the tasks. However, this does not tally with the finding that most of these 
teachers do not regularly give their pupils opportunity to improve. So the question that 
arises from this is what aspects of AfL do they believe have improved?   
A possible answer to this can be found in some of the additional comments that the 
teachers who responded provided (Table 4.4). Teachers cited the identification of 
misconceptions as a specific way in which the tasks support teaching. This may be an 
interpretation of supporting AfL, which could happen without teachers setting specific 
improvement targets. Examples of comments included general comments about 
identifying misconceptions: 
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Better understanding of poorly understood areas and miscomprehensions. 
 
I have been able to assess areas that I need to readdress. 
 
And a specific misconception that a teacher identified: 
They have helped me to identify student misconceptions eg many students labeled 
the whole plant 'flower'. 
 
88% of teachers do not feel that the use of the tasks have hindered their teaching, 
however, more interesting eleven were neutral and one agreed with the statement. This 
causes me to consider what is meant by „neutral‟? Does that mean the teacher has no 
opinion or that they think the tasks have neither helped nor hindered their teaching? The 
one teacher who does believe the tasks have hindered their teaching could, 
optimistically, be an input error or if that is what they believe, it would be interesting to 
know in what ways, something beyond the scope of this questionnaire. The additional 
comments provide some insight. Some of the teachers that felt that using the LATs had 
made no difference to their teaching offered these statements:  
I don't feel it has made a difference to my teaching style 
 
I wouldn't say they have improved my teaching, they are one of a variety of tasks I 
use with my groups but if they didn't exist I would use one of the similar activities 
I have. 
 
Doing similar before so has improved access to material and not necessarily 
improved my teaching. Just added additional resources. 
 
The general feeling appears to be that these teachers already had the LAT approach in 
place and that the tasks supported what was already being done. 
With respect to assessment, over three-quarters of teachers agree that the LATs have 
improved their assessment of the pupils. The next question is therefore, how have the 
tasks helped? With respect to the 20 „neutral‟ and 3 „disagree‟ responses it is possible 
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that the teachers felt perfectly adequate at assessing their pupils as they did above. I 
wonder if the neutral statements mean that that the teachers have not observed an 
improvement in their assessment because they are using the tasks summatively.  
Table 4.4 Summary of qualitative responses to LATs supporting teaching. 
To what extent has using the LATs improved your teaching?  Number of 
responses 
Increased „Level Awareness‟  22 
Identifying misconceptions 11 
Supports AfL 10 
Supports progression 6 
No difference 5 
Using self and peer assessment 4 
Consolidates learning 3 
Improved assessment 3 
Supports differentiation 2 
Increased expectation 2 
 
In the qualitative comments (Table 4.4), the view that using LATs had improved their 
„level awareness‟ was the predominant comment. Representative statements included: 
I am more aware of the answers required for different levels.  This has helped 
when setting learning objectives at the start of lessons. 
 
Made me more aware of specifics of NC levels - also, even in lessons where I 
wasn't using the tasks, it made me think a lot more about levels I needed to pitch 
lessons at and to whom differentiation should be addressed. 
 
Improved my breadth of understanding of what students should consider. 
 
Made me and the staff in my department much more level aware. It has increased 
the amount of self and peer assessment of the students which in turn has increased 
motivation. 
 
The last comment specific includes the term „level aware‟ which I think encapsulates 
the idea of the tasks supporting teachers (and pupils, it will be demonstrated later) with 
engaging with the notion of „levelness‟. 
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Ten teachers stated specifically that the tasks had helped improve their understanding or 
use of AfL. Their comments included:  
Allowed me to use Assessment for Learning - something I previously struggled 
with as a trainee teacher. 
 
Increased the amount of formative assessment I use. 
 
It has made Assessment for Learning more consistent throughout our KS3 topics. 
 
However I would raise the question again, is AfL really happening when teachers are 
using these tasks? I would argue that teachers feel that by setting a target, as 
characterized by the pen portraits in Table 4.2, is not in itself AfL. However, teachers 
may be referring to being able to identify their pupils‟ misconceptions and then 
challenge these as a group, rather than on an individual basis. 
4.2.2 Impact on learning  
In Table 4.3, seventy of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed that the LATs had 
improved the learning of their pupils, with 4 disagreeing with the statement. In contrast, 
no teachers agreed that the use of the LATs hindered their pupils‟ learning, with half the 
teachers strongly disagreeing with this statement. In addition a large number of the 
teachers agreed that using the tasks had improved their pupils‟ understanding of the 
NCLDs. 
The coded qualitative data in Table 4.5 shows how teachers perceived that the LATs 
support their pupils‟ learning. With respect to how teachers think that the LATs have 
improved learning, these data provides some insight. The most common ways being: 
pupils‟ understanding of the requirements of each level, being able to identify their own 
improvements, the LATs supporting pupil progression and improved communication in 
science. 
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Table 4.5 Summary of qualitative responses to pupils‟ learning from using LATs 
To what extent has using the LATs improved the learning of 
your students? 
Number of 
responses 
Understanding the requirements of each level 19 
Identify Improvements 13 
Supports Progression 9 
Improved communication is science 8 
Supports independent learning 6 
Improved use of science 5 
Awareness of own level 5 
Demotivating 2 
Aids peer and self assessment 2 
Supports the more able 1 
Supports the less able 1 
Other 9 
 
Pupil‟s improved understanding of „levels‟ was cited as: 
Students understand more what is required for certain levels. They are having to 
explain themselves more 
 
It has helped me to focus pupils on the higher level criteria that they need to move 
up a level, e.g. word equations and using chemical symbols, which has helped 
pupils to know what they need to do to reach a higher level. 
 
My students understand their levels better and are able to better apply their 
science knowledge and understand how they can improve. 
 
They can clearly see what is required to achieve each level and how to improve  
This is related to, but different to the ability of pupils to identify their own areas for 
improvements. Some teachers recognised this as something that the LATs have 
supported: 
Students are aware of their level of knowledge and understanding and can be 
targeted to improve on certain areas of weakness. The use of peer and self 
assessment has helped my students judge their own level of knowledge/skills and 
allowed them to set their own target.  
 
They know exactly what is expected of them. They can assess what they have done 
and what else they need to do by using the level ladder… 
 
Allowed students to determine what level they are working at, and what they need 
to do to improve their level with specific examples. 
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The improved communication of science of their pupils was cited by some teachers: 
They are improving their communication of science.  The open tasks are giving 
them more space to show what they can do. 
 
Pupils better able to apply a model to explain phenomena 
 
they are much more used to writing SCIENCE not waffle 
 
Ability to link ideas and consolidate  Use of keywords from the list 
 
More focus to key words and overall understanding of a concept 
 
This, I contend is in contrast to the often trivial aspects of learning that pupils associate 
with making „improvements‟ such as „write more neatly‟ or „colour in my title‟. 
4.2.3 Summary of the impact of using the LATs on teaching and learning 
In order to conceptualise the main views expressed by the teachers who use the LATs, I 
have put the main features of the analysis into a descriptive framework. Figure 4.1 is my 
attempt to summarise and describe the impact of the LATs on teaching and learning 
based on the responses of teachers to the online questionnaire. The statements with 
which a majority of teachers agreed or strongly agreed have been put into the 
framework.  
I then considered how these might be related and used dotted arrows to indicate 
relationships between the statements.  These arrows could be conceived as „fuzzy 
relationships‟ (Bassey, 1999). They are how I propose that the elements could develop 
and are related. 
The „teaching box‟ is composed of the three statements associated with assessment 
based on levels (taken from Table 4.3). A majority of the teachers were of the opinion 
that using the LATs had improved their understanding of the science NCLDs, improved 
their use of AfL strategies and improved their assessment of their students. I then 
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considered how these three elements might be related and decided that a reasonable 
proposal would be that when using the LATs, a teacher‟s understanding and confidence 
in the NCLDs might improve. This improvement would lead to teachers‟ ability to 
understand at which level their pupils are working and what they need to do to improve, 
thus improving their AfL strategies. It may be worth noting at this point that uncovering 
and challenging misconceptions could also be considered as an AfL strategy. Improved 
AfL strategies could then lead to a teacher being able to better assess their students. 
Figure 4.1 A framework to describe the impact of the tasks on teaching and learning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The arrows between these boxes are intended to suggest a relationship between these 
elements. For example, as the teacher‟s use of AfL strategies improves, they may refine 
their understanding of the NCLDs as they try these strategies in the classroom, thus 
further improving their understanding of levels. 
The „learning box‟ has the three elements that a majority of teachers agreed had 
improved through using LATs, based on Table 4.1. These elements were pupils‟ 
TEACHING LEARNING 
improved my understanding of 
science national curriculum 
levels (62%) 
improved my teaching using 
Assessment for Learning 
strategies (75%). 
Improved the learning of the 
pupils (72%). 
Pupils improved awareness of 
current level in science (70%) 
Pupils improved awareness of 
how to improve (72%). 
improved assessment of 
students (76%). 
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improved awareness of their current level in science, improved understanding of how to 
improve their work and improved learning from using the LATs. Again, I considered 
how these elements might be related. The sequence I propose is that as a pupil has an 
improved awareness of their current level, they will be able to perceive a gap in their 
learning and identify what they need to do to improve and once this has been 
established the pupil may improve their understanding of science.  
The arrows between the boxes are again intended to suggest a relationship between the 
statements. Specifically, I suggest that a pupil will refine their understanding of their 
current level as they learn to appreciate the gaps in their knowledge, so there are arrows 
going both ways between these boxes. This can lead to improved learning, but I did not 
feel that there would be a connection from improved learning to either of the two other 
boxes. 
I then considered possible relationships between the teaching elements and the learning 
elements that I had identified. It may be reasonable to suggest that there is a relationship 
between the teachers‟ improved understanding of levels and the pupils‟ level awareness 
and the pupils‟ improved understanding of how to improve. For example, as the teacher 
improves their understanding of levels, their confidence to discuss them with pupils will 
increase and lead to conversations between them about where they are and how to 
improve. The teachers‟ improved use of AfL strategies is likely to lead to the pupils‟ 
understanding of how to improve and thus their learning in science. This type of 
relationship is well established through educational research of formative assessment 
strategies explored in Black and Wiliam (1998b). I also propose that when pupils have a 
better awareness of how to improve, this will enhance the teacher‟s assessment of their 
pupils. This is because once a dialogue is established teachers may gain further insight 
into the understanding of their pupils. 
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4.2.4 Summary of findings from questionnaire 
From this analysis the following statements can be made from this sample of teachers: 
To what extent do the LATs support teaching? 
 The LATs can improve teachers‟ understanding of science NCLDs 
 The LATs can improve teachers‟ use of AfL strategies  
 The LATs can improve teacher assessment of students  
 
To what extent do the LATs support learning? 
 The LATs can improve pupils‟ awareness of  their current level in science  
 The LATs can improve pupils‟ awareness of how to improve  
 The LATs can improve pupils‟ learning in science. 
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4.3 Specific research questions 
From this questionnaire, more specific research questions could be raised.  
To what extent do the LATs support teaching? 
 
 Do teachers use the tasks in the way they say they do? 
 Why do some teachers not give pupils the opportunity to improve? 
 What are the differences between the „summative‟, „typical‟ and „formative‟ 
teacher when using the LATs? 
 
To what extent do the LATs support learning? 
 
 What is the pupil perspective? How do pupils feel about the tasks? 
 How do they LATs improve pupil awareness of levels and improvement? 
 
What features of LAT use makes them formative? 
These questions are explored by the case studies of the five lessons described below. 
4.4 Case studies 
I have carried out five case studies of the use of a task in a classroom by different 
teachers. Each case study has five components: 
 Lesson observation 
 Background data 
 Pupil questionnaire 
 Pupil interview (group of 3-5) 
 Teacher interview 
This generated a large amount of data, too much to present within the thesis. Instead I 
present the relevant and pertinent data that can give the reader a logical and detailed 
summary of the data that have led to my conclusions.  
4.4.1 Summary of the case studies 
The five cases studies took place in four different schools, by five different teachers 
(Table 4.6). All Key Stage 3 year groups are represented and the experience of the 
teachers using the tasks ranged from the first time (Summative Case) to 4 years (Typical 
and Transitional Cases). The cases are named after the assessment „attitude‟ approach I 
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thought the teacher was using to deliver the LAT for the case study. It should be noted 
that I am assuming that the claims I make are about any LAT-style activity, not the 
specific task used for a particular case study. 
Table 4.6 Case Study Summaries 
CASE: Formative Mismatch Summative Typical Transitional 
School S1 S1 S2 S3 S4 
Teacher T1 T2 T5 T8 T9 
Year 8 9 9 7 8 
Level Assessed 
Task 
8K Energy 
Transfers 
9A Healthy 
Living 
9K Gravity 
and Space 
7C Food 
webs 
8F Burning 
Magnesium 
Pupils 
Male/female/Total 
12/11/23 13/12/25 10/13/23 12/15/27 7/11/18 
Ability range 
(Levels) 
6-7 6-7 3-5 3-5 3-5 
Time using tasks 3 years 3 years first time 4 years 4 years 
Pupils interviewed 
(pseudonyms) 
Teagan 
Isobel 
Mac 
Toby 
Mike 
Rose 
Rachel 
Imogen 
Jessica 
Kyle 
Liam 
Amanda 
John 
Mark 
Andy 
Brian 
Cathy 
Dawn 
 
The specific LAT used in each Case Study are displayed in Figures 4.2-4.6:  
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Figure 4.2 Level Assessed Task used in the Formative Case Study 
 
During a Food Technology lesson, some students were wondering why the metal 
spoon gets hot, but the wooden handle of the saucepan does not. 
Use your knowledge and understanding to explain how the energy is transferred 
from the cooker to the end of the metal spoon. 
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Figure 4.3 Level Assessed Task used in the Mismatch Case Study 
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Figure 4.4 Level Assessed Task used in the Summative Case Study 
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Figure 4.5 Level Assessed Task used in the Typical Case Study 
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Figure 4.6 Level Assessed Task used in the Transitional Case Study 
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4.5 Analysis of the case study pupil questionnaire. 
At the end of each lesson, pupils were given a short questionnaire to complete about the 
task they had just carried out. This data is presented in Tables 4.7 and 4.8, Questions 1-
7. Table 4.7 summarises the unadjusted aggregate of all five case studies. Tables 4.8, 
questions 1-7 display the adjusted aggregated data to compare each case study. The raw 
data and the percentage response within the class are presented, as well as an aggregate 
of all the case studies combined. I have used the adjusted aggregate as a comparison 
baseline. For each question, in the case of any one of the five cases, the aggregation of 
the data of the other four cases is quoted (% aggregate) for comparison with that case‟s 
result (% within case). The complete spreadsheet is shown in Appendix G. The question 
of gender differences arose from this data (Appendix H). However, a statistical analysis 
using chi-squared, showed that there was no significant difference between male and 
female responses for any question (Appendix I). 
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Table 4.7 Aggregate Pupil Post-Lesson Questionnaire 
 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 
 Sex raw % raw % raw % raw % Ra
w 
% raw % raw % 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 A
g
re
e M 
17 31 10 19 1 2 9 17 25 46 1 2 1 2 
F 
8 14 17 29 1 2 10 17 25 42 7 12 12 20 
T 
25 22 27 23.9 2 1.8 19 16.8 50 44.2 8 7.1 13 11.5 
A
g
re
e 
M 
26 48 33 61 3 6 29 54 17 31 24 44 12 22 
F 
28 47 33 56 4 7 32 54 27 46 28 47 15 25 
T 
54 47.8 66 58.4 7 6.2 61 54.0 44 38.9 52 46.0 27 23.9 
N
o
t 
S
u
re
 
M 
11 20 1 2 15 28 8 15 9 17 22 41 10 19 
F 
17 29 4 7 19 32 9 15 3 5 12 20 13 22 
T 
28 24.8 5 4.4 34 30.1 17 15.0 12 10.6 34 30.1 23 20.4 
D
is
ag
re
e 
M 
1 2 8 15 32 7 5 9 3 6 4 7 11 20 
F 
4 7 3 5 27 12 4 7 0 0 7 12 13 22 
T 
5 4.4 11 9.7 59 52.2 9 8.0 3 2.7 11 9.7 24 21.2 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 D
is
ag
re
e M 
0 0 3 6 4 7 0 0 1 2 2 4 21 39 
F 
2 3 2 3 7 12 2 3 3 5 4 7 6 10 
T 
2 1.8 5 4.4 11 9.7 2 1.8 4 3.5 6 5.3 27 23.9 
M=Male (n=54), F=Female (n=59), T=Total (n=113) 
 
Key : 
Q1 : I enjoyed doing the task 
Q2 : I used the Level Ladder to help me do the task. 
Q3 : I found this task difficult to do. 
Q4 : The Level Ladder showed me how to improve. 
Q5 : I learnt something new 
Q6 : The Level Ladder helped me instead of asking my teacher 
Q7 : Another pupil helped me when I got stuck  
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Table 4.8 Pupil Post-Lesson Questionnaire: Question 1 Analysis  
Question 1:  I enjoyed doing the task 
Q1  Formative 
Case Study 
Mismatch 
Case Study 
Summative 
Case Study 
Typical 
Case Study 
Transitional 
Case Study 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 
A
g
re
e 
Raw 7 3 6 1 3 
% within case 
30 12 26 4 17 
% aggregate* 
14 19 15 21 17 
A
g
re
e 
Raw 
13 20 8 12 3 
% within case 
57 80 35 44 17 
% aggregate* 
46 40 52 49 54 
N
o
t 
S
u
re
 Raw 
3 2 6 12 7 
% within case 
13 8 26 44 39 
% aggregate* 
29 31 26 20 23 
D
is
ag
re
e 
Raw 
0 0 1 2 3 
% within case 
0 0 4 7 17 
% aggregate* 
0 0 5 4 3 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 
D
is
ag
re
e 
Raw 
0 0 2 0 2 
% within case 
0 0 9 0 11 
% aggregate* 
0 0 2 0 2 
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Table 4.8 Pupil Post-Lesson Questionnaire: Question 2 Analysis 
 
Question 2:  I used the Level Ladder to help me do the task 
Q2  Formative 
Case Study 
Mismatch 
Case Study 
Summative 
Case Study 
Typical 
Case Study 
Transitional 
Case Study 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 A
g
re
e Raw 
5 1 4 12 0 
% within case 
22 4 17 44 0 
% aggregate* 
18 23 19 11 0 
A
g
re
e 
Raw 
16 18 11 8 10 
% within case 
70 72 48 30 56 
% aggregate* 
51 49 56 62 54 
N
o
t 
S
u
re
 
Raw 
0 5 6 4 1 
% within case 
0 20 26 15 6 
% aggregate* 
17 12 11 13 15 
D
is
ag
re
e 
Raw 
2 0 2 2 3 
% within case 
9 0 9 7 17 
% aggregate* 
8 0 8 8 6 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 
D
is
ag
re
e 
Raw 
0 1 0 1 4 
% within case 
0 4 0 4 22 
% aggregate* 
0 3 0 3 0 
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Table 4.8 Pupil Post-Lesson Questionnaire: Question 3 Analysis 
 
Question 3:  I found this task difficult to do 
Q3  Formative 
Case Study 
Mismatch 
Case Study 
Summative 
Case Study 
Typical 
Case Study 
Transitional 
Case Study 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 A
g
re
e Raw 
0 0 1 0 2 
% within case 
0 0 4 0 11 
% aggregate* 
0 0 2 0 1 
A
g
re
e 
Raw 
2 0 3 1 0 
% within case 
9 0 13 4 0 
% aggregate* 
4 0 3 6 0 
N
o
t 
S
u
re
 
Raw 
5 4 6 11 8 
% within case 
22 17 26 42 44 
% aggregate* 
32 33 31 26 27 
D
is
ag
re
e 
Raw 
15 17 8 11 3 
% within case 
65 71 35 42 17 
% aggregate* 
43 41 51 49 53 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 
D
is
ag
re
e 
Raw 
1 3 5 3 5 
% within case 
4 13 22 12 28 
% aggregate* 
18 16 13 16 13 
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Table 4.8 Pupil Post-Lesson Questionnaire: Question 4 Analysis 
Question 4:  The Level Ladder showed me how to improve 
Q4  Formative 
Case Study 
Mismatch 
Case Study 
Summative 
Case Study 
Typical 
Case Study 
Transitional 
Case Study 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 A
g
re
e Raw 
3 5 4 6 4 
% within case 
14 20 17 24 24 
% aggregate* 
21 20 20 18 19 
A
g
re
e 
Raw 
15 11 11 11 5 
% within case 
68 44 48 44 29 
% aggregate* 
42 48 47 48 51 
N
o
t 
S
u
re
 
Raw 
2 7 6 7 4 
% within case 
9 28 26 28 24 
% aggregate* 
27 22 22 22 23 
D
is
ag
re
e 
Raw 
2 1 1 1 2 
% within case 
9 4 4 4 12 
% aggregate* 
6 7 7 7 5 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 
D
is
ag
re
e 
Raw 
0 1 1 0 2 
% within case 
0 4 4 0 12 
% aggregate* 
0 3 3 0 2 
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Table 4.8 Pupil Post-Lesson Questionnaire: Question 5 Analysis 
Question 5:  I learnt something new 
Q5  Formative 
Case Study 
Mismatch 
Case Study 
Summative 
Case Study 
Typical 
Case Study 
Transitional 
Case Study 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 A
g
re
e Raw 
11 3 1 11 6 
% within case 
48 14 5 42 33 
% aggregate* 
24 33 35 25 28 
A
g
re
e 
Raw 
10 13 16 11 3 
% within case 
43 62 73 42 17 
% aggregate* 
49 45 42 50 54 
N
o
t 
S
u
re
 
Raw 
2 3 2 1 5 
% within case 
9 14 9 4 28 
% aggregate* 
13 11 13 14 9 
D
is
ag
re
e 
Raw 
0 1 1 1 2 
% within case 
0 5 5 4 11 
% aggregate* 
0 4 5 5 3 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 
D
is
ag
re
e 
Raw 
0 1 2 2 2 
% within case 
0 5 9 8 11 
% aggregate* 
0 7 6 6 5 
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Table 4.8 Pupil Post-Lesson Questionnaire: Question 6 Analysis 
Question 6:  The Level Ladder helped me instead of asking my teacher 
Q6  Formative 
Case Study 
Mismatch 
Case Study 
Summative 
Case Study 
Typical 
Case Study 
Transitional 
Case Study 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 A
g
re
e Raw 
1 1 1 3 2 
% within case 
4 4 4 13 11 
% aggregate* 
8 8 8 6 6 
A
g
re
e 
Raw 
13 6 3 6 7 
% within case 
57 25 13 25 39 
% aggregate* 
25 33 36 33 30 
N
o
t 
S
u
re
 
Raw 
8 8 11 9 1 
% within case 
35 33 48 38 6 
% aggregate* 
33 33 29 32 38 
D
is
ag
re
e 
Raw 
1 7 6 4 4 
% within case 
4 29 26 17 22 
% aggregate* 
24 17 18 20 19 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 
D
is
ag
re
e 
Raw 
0 2 2 2 4 
% within case 
0 8 9 8 22 
% aggregate* 
0 9 9 9 6 
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Table 4.8 Pupil Post-Lesson Questionnaire: Question 7 Analysis 
Question 7:  Another pupil helped me when I got stuck 
Q7  Formative 
Case Study 
Mismatch 
Case Study 
Summative 
Case Study 
Typical 
Case Study 
Transitional 
Case Study 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 A
g
re
e Raw 
1 2 3 6 4 
% within case 
4 8 13 22 22 
% aggregate* 
16 15 14 11 12 
A
g
re
e 
Raw 
6 13 5 5 4 
% within case 
26 52 22 19 22 
% aggregate* 
29 22 30 31 30 
N
o
t 
S
u
re
 
Raw 
7 4 1 1 1 
% within case 
30 16 4 4 6 
% aggregate* 
8 11 14 15 13 
D
is
ag
re
e 
Raw 
6 5 12 4 2 
% within case 
26 20 52 15 11 
% aggregate* 
25 26 18 28 28 
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 D
is
ag
re
e 
Raw 
3 1 2 11 7 
% within case 
13 4 9 41 39 
% aggregate* 
23 25 24 15 17 
 
* For aggregate calculation – see Appendix G 
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The pupil questionnaires were my main source of information about pupils‟ attitudes to 
the LATs. I will use this as part of triangulation in the analysis in Chapter 5. For now, it 
is useful to make some generalisations from these 116 pupils‟ views. In this instance, I 
will refer only to the aggregate data in Table 4.7. 
With regard to the research questions of the extent to which the tasks support learning, 
it could be argued that if pupils enjoy what they are doing, they are more likely to learn. 
In direct response to the question of whether they learnt something new while doing the 
task (Q5), 74% of pupils believed that they learnt something new, 14% did not. What 
supported that learning could be the Level Ladder on the task, the teacher or another 
pupil. 
A vast majority of pupils claimed that they used the Level Ladder to help them do the 
LAT (73%), with 13% claiming they did not (Q2). In comparison 65% claimed that the 
Level Ladder helped them improve (Q4), with 9% stating that it did not. Question 7 
probed to find if pupils used the Level Ladder for support instead of the teacher, to 
which only 37% of pupils agreed or strongly agreed, with 28% disagreeing or strongly 
disagreeing.  The most divisive question regarded the use of another pupil to help with 
the task where 42% claimed to use another pupil, but 46% did not. This would suggest 
that some peer learning is taking place, but is not seen consistently by pupils as 
something they do while doing a LAT. 
Of the pupils who completed the questionnaire, 65% stated that they enjoyed doing the 
LAT, 26% were unsure if they enjoyed the task and a further 8% did not enjoy doing 
the task. This may be linked to how difficult the pupils found the task, where 63% 
claimed that they did not find the LAT hard, with 8% claiming that they found the LAT 
difficult to do. Obviously the pupils had varied experiences of the delivery of the LAT, 
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so how generalisable these data are, is debateable. However, it does raise a question of 
whether there is a relationship between how easy the pupil found the task and how 
much they enjoyed doing it. 
The qualitative element of the pupil questionnaire was categorised based on what the 
pupils regarded as what they „liked best‟ about doing the task (Table 4.9) and what they 
„liked least‟ (Table 4.10). Some pupils offered only a one word answer, others a short 
phrase or sentence. Due to this I did not code this data in any detail, but instead just 
categorised the responses.  The main aspect to note here is that the pupils were free to 
write whatever they liked for these two questions. Overall, the most common categories 
for what pupils liked best were learning something, the „topic‟ (the subject that the LAT 
was about) and collaboration (being able to work together).  There is variability between 
each case which will be discussed in the final analysis. Table 4.10 displays what pupils 
liked least about doing the task, which was consistent in each case and overall for 
„writing.‟ This I took to mean having to write to communicate their ideas. The task itself 
was commonly cited, and mentioned at least once in each case. On their own, these data 
do not give a lot of insight for the research questions. It could be surmised that pupils in 
some cases like working together, learning something about the topic, and doing some 
practical work (where the opportunity arose) and liked having to write the least, 
something that is common in most classroom activities and not unique to LATs.  
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Table 4.9 Pupil Questionnaire – „What I liked best‟ Qualitative categories 
 Case Study 
Liked best Formative Mismatch Summative Typical Transitional All 
Creative 1 0 0 0 0 1 
collaboration 2 9 0 0 0 11 
drawing  0 0 0 0 0 0 
enjoyment 0 0 0 2 0 2 
independent 3 0 0 0 1 4 
learning 
something 
3 2 6 7 1 19 
no comment 0 0 0 0 3 3 
Nothing 0 0 2 0 1 3 
Other 4 4 1 3 2 14 
practical 0 0 0 5 3 8 
Topic 4 5 0 7 0 16 
Writing 2 1 0 1 0 4 
Levels 1 0 0 0 0 1 
 
Table 4.10 Pupil Questionnaire – „What I liked least‟ Qualitative categories  
 Case Study 
Liked least Formative Mismatch Summative Typical Transitional All 
Boring 0 0 1 2 0 3 
Concept 0 0 3 0 0 3 
Drawing 1 0 0 1 0 2 
Everything 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Improving 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nothing 0 3 1 4 0 8 
Other 3 4 1 2 3 13 
Practical 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Research 1 1 0 0 0 2 
Task 2 1 4 3 2 12 
Time 2 1 0 1 0 4 
Topic 0 0 2 1 0 3 
Writing 5 8 6 12 1 32 
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Table 4.11 Teacher Interview Themes 
Themes Formative Mismatch Summative Typical Transitional 
Collaborative      
Copying (pupils each 
other) 
     
Learning from task      
Target setting      
Task use      
Tests vs LATs      
Time      
Values knowledge and 
understanding 
     
Values presentation      
Other      
 
Table 4.12 Pupil Interview Themes 
Themes Formative Mismatch Summative Typical Transitional 
Collaboration      
Task use      
Test vs LAT      
Values knowledge and 
understanding 
     
Values presentation      
Other copying Time   Target 
setting 
 
4.6 The concepts of ‘Levels’ and ‘Levelness’. 
It is timely to define the conceptual codes of „levels‟ and „levelness.‟ Originally the 
latter I defined as „levelling‟, though I felt it was not distinct enough from „levels‟. The 
concept of „levelness‟ has been used in prep room parlance, I am unsure of its origin, 
but here I will define it as it forms an important thread of my thesis. Teachers and pupils 
who have a notion of „levels‟ treat the level descriptors on the Level Ladder literally and 
use the levels as numbers, marks or grades. In contrast, with a notion of „levelness,‟ 
teachers and pupils have an understanding of the generic requirements of a particular 
level. This means that they have an understanding of the concept of levels and how they 
relate to one another, possibly supported by the Levels Mountain or similar described in 
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Chapter 1. The concepts of „levels‟ and „levelness‟ will be explored further in the 
subsequent chapters.  
Admittedly there is a lot of data presented here. It is important to present this as it forms 
the backdrop for the analysis in subsequent chapters. The last stage of the coding of the 
interviews is axial coding, where relationships between the categories are considered. 
This forms the main analysis in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 Analysis and Fuzzy Generalisations 
The purpose of this research was to explore how the LATs were used and explain when 
the LATs best support teaching and learning. As a result, I was able to identify some 
characteristics of teaching approaches, which I exemplified in „pen portraits‟ of teachers 
(Table 4.2). In Figure 5.1 I present a hypothesis via a graph onto which I have plotted 
each case study. Below, I discuss and justify the position of each of the case studies. 
Figure 5.1 A theoretical framework for the use of Levelled Assessment Tasks 
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Teaching 
Values 
Process 
Values 
Outcomes 
Summative Case 
Formative Case 
Mismatch Case 
Transitional Case 
Typical Case 
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Originally, when making sense of the data, I had two continua; one for teaching and one 
for learning. The continua had summative and formative characteristics at each extreme, 
with the „typical use‟ in the middle. After several attempts of representing the data 
along these and further analysis, I realised that the teachers‟ values towards the LATs 
may influence the pupils‟ values towards the tasks, so the use of a graphical 
representation would be more appropriate. Since, I believe that the teacher influences 
the pupils; the teacher‟s approach is placed along the x axis and the pupils on the y axis, 
following mathematical conventions of graph construction. 
When coding the data the themes of values of the teachers and pupils towards the use of 
the LATs emerged from the data. This was whether they perceived the LATs as a 
summative activity or a formative activity. 
5.1 Summative case study 
Anecdotally, I have talked to teachers that use the LATs in test conditions. Pupils are 
expected to complete the LAT in silence and the teacher marks the resulting work, 
assigning a level. I was unable to observe such a lesson, but it is fair to assume that no 
learning takes place as the task is used as a testing exercise of what pupils know at that 
time.   
The Summative Case exemplifies some of the characteristics of when the LATs are 
being used as a form of replacement summative test. The main themes that emerged 
were that the teacher did not have an overall understanding of levelness nor arguably the 
levels themselves, the pupils were aware of levels being used as an outcome, some 
limited learning did take place through doing the task because the pupils could talk to 
one another. 
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The teacher in this situation saw the LATs as an exam as illustrated by this part of the 
interview: 
 77 I What is the purpose of doing the task with them? 
 78 T5 I'd say, from reading through it, it is their ability 
 79 T5 to interpret a structured question. Go through it to follow 
 80 T5 the information in it that they understand into a 
 81 T5 diagrammatical form. 
 82 I What about the general use of these tasks? 
 83 T5 It enables pupils, when they get more 
 84 T5 comfortable with them, or when more able to self reflect 
 85 T5 to look specifically at the information they need to 
 86 T5 provide. In that respect I think it becomes easier for 
 87 T5 pupils once they understand that. 
 88 I Is there anything you can do as a teacher to aid 
 89 I this? 
 90 T5 Yes. Certainly tomorrow, I can run through: this 
 91 T5 is what it is asking for and these are the keywords. And 
 92 T5 that is primarily it, it is important for them to get the 
 93 T5 hang of that. Once they get the hang of it, it is easier for 
 94 T5 them to get the marks, but until they get the hang of it, 
 95 T5 they can put a lot of effort in and miss the marks… I 
 96 T5 would say that this is an issue with this. But that is how 
 97 T5 exams work! What can you do? 
 
This conversation demonstrates that the teacher perceives the tasks as an exam, tasks 
that pupils have to learn to do so that they can „get marks.‟ The statement about pupils 
„need to self reflect‟ (line 84) at first could hint towards the idea of self assessment, but 
it appears that the teacher is very focused on the outcome of the task (getting better 
marks) and not the formative process of improvement and pupils developing an 
awareness of how to improve and having the opportunity to make that improvement.  
In this case study it has been found that the teacher who uses the LATs summatively 
seems to focus on the outcome via marks, treating the LAT as a test (Conclusion 1). 
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Pupils in this case study were able to discuss levels, but limited to outcomes on the 
Level Ladder. There was no overall concept of what it meant to get particular levels. 
There was no opportunity for pupils to improve, nor did the teacher discuss levels or 
refer to the Level Ladder during the lesson. The levels were very much an outcome of 
the lesson. The pupils discussed the following when I asked them about levels: 
 121 Interviewer:  What [level] do you think you have got? 
 122 Imogen:  I think I may have got a 3 because I haven't 
 123  really done that much, I have just drawn the front of the 
 124  postcard really. So maybe a 3 
 125 Interviewer:  Ok. You have got an arrow there with a key 
 126  word on it. 
 127 Jessica: Level 3 as well. 
 128 Kyle: Well I think I have got, most probably a 3 but 
 129  maybe a 4. 
 130 Interviewer: Which bits do you think will be maybe a 4? 
 131 Kyle: Well when you draw these, it is definitely a 3 
 132  and gravity is like balanced and you get a 4 if you know 
 133  they are balanced. 
 134 Interviewer: Well done, you did that off the top of your head 
 135  as well. 
 136 Liam: I think a level 3, maybe just on the outskirts of a 
 137  4 because I didn't put much information really. I should 
 138  have put why the arrows are going up or down. 
 139 Interviewer: Have you all used a Level Ladder before? 
 140 Note [All agree that they have] 
 
It appears from this that they were aware of levels and what they were aiming for, but 
not what the levels meant. Liam (lines 136-138) thought he had level 4 because he had 
not included „much information‟ or not „put why the arrows are going up or down.‟ The 
former is very generic and not level specific, I would expect a child who had an 
understanding of levels to talk about „using scientific keywords at level 4‟ or using the 
idea of „balanced forces‟ at level 5. 
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In this case study it has been found that where the teacher uses the tasks summatively, 
pupils associate levels as ‘marks’ and do not appear aware of the type of skills required 
to get a particular level (Conclusion 2). 
5.2 Formative case study 
If I now consider how a task can be used at the opposite extreme, where both the teacher 
and pupils value the formative processes when using the LATs, I am able to contrast the 
two case studies. This case relates to the „formative approach‟ described by my „pen 
portrait‟ (Table 4.2). 
The Formative Case is an example of where teacher has fostered a culture that is 
focussed on the processes involved with learning science through the NCLDs. Many of 
the pupils in the class demonstrated that they understood what was required to achieve 
level 5 in a general sense and also understood that the focus of the lesson was on 
making an improvement, not demonstrating what they know. 
In this case, the teacher used modelling as a way of conveying expectations at each 
level. She had prepared slides for the Interactive White Board (IWB) that showed the 
expectations at each level and was able to share the characteristics of each level. As she 
recognises, the pupils are working towards the concept of „levelness‟. 
244 I  Do they have the idea of what a level 5 is? 
245 T1  I think they are getting there, like me, I think 
246 T1 they are a couple of steps behind…Maybe not 
247 T1 what a level 5, maybe who is a level ladder, which 
248 T1 student is a level 5. 
249 I Do you think that they are aspiring to move up 
250 I the ladder? 
251 T1  Yeah and even the ones who say 'ooh, I don't 
252 T1 care', I think that they see that they can move up 
253 T1 with this sort of activity and you have to obviously 
254 T1 to establish the ethos that it is good to learn and all 
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255 T1 the rest of it…no I do think they aspire to move 
256 T1 up, but not be uncool at the same time. 
 
The teacher recognises that a lot of the preparation of a lesson when using a LAT is 
based in engaging with the Level Ladder.  
284 T1 I think you just have got to do the preparation 
285 T1 beforehand you know, it‟s making those flip charts 
286 T1 that made me fully understand the task, therefore 
287 T1 in the lesson I am really comfortable about giving 
288 T1 the advice whereas if you have thought 'brilliant 
289 T1 It‟s one of those worksheet lessons – I don't have 
290 T1 to really plan it-its already there for me' and you 
291 T1 give it out, actually you don't really know what 
292 T1 you are looking for in different levels. 
 
This means that the teacher is ready to move around the classroom, identifying the key 
aspects of each level that pupils have achieved and ready to help them to consider their 
„next steps.‟ Armed with this as a framework of conceptual development, the teacher is 
able to target their teaching towards individuals. 
A striking observation from the pupil interview was that all the pupils interviewed 
identified a concept that was related to the progression in the Level Ladder as their „best 
bits.‟ 
10 Mac: I think my best bit the particle diagram because I 
11  find it really hard to write so drawing stuff is more 
12  easier. 
13 Interviewer: Right…ok...thank you 
14 Isobel:  I think my best bit was the saucepan...like...diagram 
15  thing coz I done the heat arrows  and thing going up the 
16  spoon and stuff . 
17 Interviewer:  Brilliant…ok...thank you 
18 Teagan  I think my best bit was the saucepan because it's 
19  labelled and it shows what different materials they all 
20  are. 
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Mac identified the particle diagram, Isobel the „heat arrows‟ and Teagan the materials 
(conductors and insulators). These are all linked directly to the descriptors in the Level 
Ladder for that task (Figure 4.2). This is in stark contrast to pupils in other case studies 
who generally focussed on their presentation (see the Transitional and Typical Cases). 
In this case study it was found that the teacher and the pupils had an overall view of the 
requirements for each level (Conclusion 3). 
The key theme that emerged from this case was that pupils talked about their challenges 
and improvements based on the conceptual skills set out by the Level Ladder.  
56 Isobel: Um I found it difficult to explain um what how 
57  the heat travelled like through each bit because I didn't 
58  know whether to use particles. I am good at diagrams 
59  but to explain it in words I found that difficult to be able 
60  to do. 
61 Interviewer: Right ok and what did you do to help you do it better. 
62 Isobel: Well I like looked at the example when miss like 
63  showed them but after that I'd  already finished anyway 
64  but I could see how I could improve. 
65 Interviewer: Ok...did you take the opportunity to improve or did 
66  you just leave it as you had done it before? 
67 Isobel: I left it as I had done it before because it was the end 
68  of the lesson. 
 
It appears from Isobel, that the pupil used the visual models that the teacher presented to 
guide their progression, rather than the Level Ladder per se. In this class 92% of pupils 
claimed to use the Level Ladder to help (Table 4.8.Q2), so she was not necessarily 
typical. However, compared to the adjusted aggregates, 23% more of this class claimed 
to use the Level Ladder to help them. In this case study, slightly more pupils stated that 
they used the Level Ladder to improve, compared to the pooled results from the pupil 
questionnaire, 82% compared to 63% in the aggregate (Table 4.8.Q4). 
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Figure 5.2 Isobel‟s Work 
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83 Interviewer:  What bits did you improve in the lesson? 
84 Teagan:  I improved this diagram because when I saw it on 
85  the different levels on the whiteboard, I knew I that 
86  would've had to explained how it travelled, so I drawed (sic) 
87  how it  evaporated from the saucepan and turn into gas 
88  and then if it hit the window it turned back into water 
89  and this is like condensation. 
90 Interviewer:  So what does this diagram show? 
91 Teagan:  That shows the gas travelling through but that never 
92  got finished….and then the water particles turn back 
93  from the gas to the water. 
 
With using the modelling approach, I had concerns that pupils would just be copying 
their teacher‟s model. If this was the case, I questioned to what extent did that support 
their learning. However, at least in the following example, the pupil had only added her 
improvement when she understood it (Figure 5.2 Isobel‟s Work): 
95 Isobel: My improvement, well I did a couple of things 
96  because when I looked at the board I only got a level 
97  5/6 so to improve I done…what they called?…heat transfer 
98  diagrams and I also done a diagram of the water 
99  particles changing from the liquid to the gas to show 
100  evaporation and I added in some…like...coz I had just 
101  written down the words and the meanings of the words I 
102  had to link them all together  to be able to show 
103  This...how heat travels. 
104 Interviewer:  Now that diagram you have got there of the 
105  convection is very similar to the one on the board, did 
106  you copy that? 
107 Isobel: Yeah I added it in after I saw it on the board. 
108 Interviewer: And do you know what it means, are you able to 
109  explain it? 
110 Isobel:  Kind of. 
111 Interviewer:  Kind of. Right. Coz I saw a few people had done that 
112  and put it down and I wondered how much they actually 
113  understood it. Would you be able to tell me anything 
114  about that diagram? 
115 Isobel: Well that's the water particles just like as they 
116  are starting to heat up and then they spread out coz they 
117  are vibrating and as they spread out they get lighter and 
118  lighter and then as it cools back down again it goes back 
119  to the bottom. 
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120 Mac: The diagram coz um I was looking at wood and 
121  everything and I noticed that I hadn't done a proper 
122  particle diagram showing how heat goes through all the 
123  
particles and all that. And then Miss showed me how to do 
it on 
124  the board so I just took it off the board really. 
125 Interviewer: And what does your particle diagram show there then? 
126 Mac: There's a heat arrow and they are like all vibrating 
127  and showing how heat is passed along. 
128 Interviewer: And how is the heat passed along in that situation. 
129 Mac: That they all hit each other and the heat goes along. 
 
In this case, where the pupils and teacher have formative values, the pupils focussed on 
their improvement (Conclusion 4). 
In this case only a third of the class strongly agreed or agreed that another pupil helped 
them when they got stuck. A further third ticked „unsure‟ for this question (Table 
4.6.Q7). When I asked the interview group of pupils whether they helped each other 
with the task, they said: 
139 Isobel: Yes. Because you can kind of tell them what they 
140  need to improve…and you can discuss what you have 
141  already got and what they have got and you can like 
142  swap ideas. 
143 Interviewer: Can you give me any examples of anything you did 
144  today that you got from another student in the room? 
145 Teagan That purple writing about the energy travels, I was 
146  asking Emily how the energy  travels up and down the 
147  spoon and reaches the top? 
148 Interviewer: Did you find you learnt from talking to Emily? 
149 Teagan Because Sarah sits just over there, we like discuss things 
150  all the time, just about what was that last lesson that we 
151  learnt, and what are we meant to be doing for this and 
152  what does this mean and stuff. 
153 Mac: I talked to Tim who is almost right next me. He said 
154  that you had to mention that that bit was wooden and all 
155  that. 
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It is probable that some pupils in this group did gain some information about how to 
complete the task from each other, above three explicit examples are given. Why were 
so many uncertain if they had been helped by another pupil? 
156 Interviewer: How much did you use the Level Ladder to help you? 
157 Teagan The most I think, I keep flicking back to it to see if I 
158  have missed anything out. 
159 Mac:  I just look at it at the beginning and then go ok I am 
160  doing that and just carry on. 
161 Interviewer: Did you look it again towards the end at all. So you 
162  used it a lot A andB, but you C didn't. So how do you 
163  know to improve, what did you rely on? 
164 Mac: The board, because we normally do that every time 
165  we have done one of these she normally gets out how to 
166  improve it and all that, what levels you have to do and 
167  all that. 
 
This conversation adds to the pupil questionnaire and my observations: 
In the formative approach case, some pupils supported each other’s learning through 
engagement with the Level Ladder (Conclusion 5). 
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5.3 Typical case study 
This case exemplifies what I now see as the „typical‟ use of the LATs (Table 4.2). The 
online questionnaire exposed that on the whole LATs were not used as they were 
intended, notably that they were used as a replacement task and that pupils were not 
given the opportunity to make improvements. 
An apparent theme that developed throughout the observations of the tasks and pupil 
interviews in use was that the pupils had the view that presentation was more important 
than the content of the task. This manifested itself in two ways: over emphasis on 
drawing a title or relating achievement to the neatness or tidiness of their work. 
While observing the lessons, I noted that in four of the five cases there were at least a 
few pupils that spent most of their time drawing an elaborate title for the task at the 
expense of any attempt of the task. However, these were to a different extent in each 
case. 
In the Typical Case, although John recognised his „best bit‟ as the food chain, it was 
cited because it was „easy‟ and that they had not „scribbled out or it‟s tidy‟.  
45 John: I stuck it on my diagram of what eats what. 
46 Interviewer: Okay. 
47 John: I find that the best because it's easy and, like, 
48  really easy to understand, and simple. 
49 Interviewer: Okay, good.  So what have you got there?  
50  You've got four food chains there and you chose that 
51  one.  Why did you choose that one? 
52 John: Because it's the only one that I haven't 
53  scribbled out or it's tidy. 
 
There was no value on achievement, something that they had learnt or personal 
improvement. In the same group, although Amanda acknowledges that the 
„information‟ is more important than the title, she does not refer to the Level Ladder at 
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all and John identified the layout and „appeal‟ of the work as the significant factor in 
deciding their „best bit‟: 
153 Interviewer: Okay, that's the 
154  next question, so if you were to start this lesson right 
155  from the beginning again, what would you do 
156  differently, to improve, I suppose, on what you've 
157  done so far?  And shall we start with Amanda this time? 
158 Amanda: Well, if I started again I would probably start 
159  researching, like, write all the writing first, and then 
160  I'd do the food chain and then the title, to see how 
161  much room I'd got left. 
162 Interviewer: Okay.  Why would you do the title last, if you 
163  did it again? 
164 Amanda: Because if I did, like, the title first, it might use 
165  up all the space and I wouldn't have enough room to 
166  do all the information. 
167 Interviewer: Okay.  And is the information more important 
168  than the title? 
169 Amanda: Yeah. 
170 Interviewer: Yeah?  Why, why is that? 
171 Amanda: Because you can find out more and it's more 
172  interesting than just looking at the title. 
173 Interviewer: Right, okay.  Fair enough.  And what about 
174  you, John?  What would you do if you were to do it 
175  all over again? 
176 John: I think I might have sort of presented it a bit 
177  neater. 
178 Interviewer: Okay, right.  But you were happy with what 
179  you handed in? 
180 John: Yeah, mm. 
181 Interviewer: Would you get marked down for not handing it 
182  in?  For handing it any neater?  Would you get any 
183  better marks? 
184 John: Yeah, because it's a bit all over the place, in a 
185  way. 
186 Interviewer: Okay, so you're talking about the way it's laid 
187  out? 
188 John: Yeah. 
189 Interviewer: Okay, so… 
190 John: I'd lay it out, yeah. 
191 Interviewer: Okay.  So what would you… could you give 
192  me any examples there? 
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193 John: Well, I'd probably do my food chains a bit 
194  more together and neater. 
195 Interviewer: Okay. 
196 John: Apart from this one.  And my lists at the top, 
197  maybe I could have done it in [inaudible 08:44]. 
198 Interviewer: You've done them in little columns though, 
199  haven't you? 
200 John: Yeah. 
201 Interviewer: Yeah, that's fair enough.  Okay, thank you.  
202  And Mark, what would you do differently? 
203 Mark: I would have read through the sheet a bit, like, 
204  clearer, because I think I missed out a section, a 
205  small section. 
206 Interviewer: Right, okay. 
207 Mark: And then, so… but if I'd missed it out before I 
208  would have redone it underneath, but obviously I 
209  didn't have enough time, as I just spotted that I'd 
210  missed that bit just at the end of the lesson. 
 
I explored with John how this was related to levels. When talking about levels, Mark 
shows that he has not really engaged with what a „level 5‟ or a „level 6‟ means, despite 
having the task sheet in front of him with the Level Ladder available to consult. This 
raises questions about whether pupils in this class really understand the requirements of 
the task and the differences with the teacher in the Summative Case, where pupils were 
developing a concept of levelness. 
213 Interviewer:  Do you know what level you think you might 
214  have for your work today and why?  And if you don't 
215  know, that's fine as well, okay, but if you just pull a 
216  level out the top of your heads, what have you got 
217  and why, from what you've done today?  So, we'll 
218  start with John. 
219 John: I think I might have got a 4. 
220 Interviewer: Right. 
221 John: 'Cause my presentation isn't good, but I've got 
222  basically most of it down. 
223 Interviewer: Mm. 
224 John: I think I'm probably going to get about 4. 
225 Amanda: I think… I've no idea, but… 
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226 Interviewer: No idea? 
227 Amanda: Probably a 4 or something. 
228 Interviewer: Okay.  How would you know that you said a 
229  four or something?  What's that based on? 
230 Amanda: Like, the bold title and the information that's 
231  on it. 
232 Interviewer: Okay, right.  And the information on the side's 
233  about what there? 
234 Amanda: Food chains, like a big food chain. 
235 Interviewer: It's a big food chain. 
236 Amanda: At the side. 
237 Interviewer: Okay, excellent.  Fair enough.  And Mark? 
238 Mark: I would sort of give myself level 5 but only just, 
239  because it could have been better but there's a lot of 
240  information on there and I did miss out that section. 
241 Interviewer: Okay. 
242 Mark: So I guess I would lose a file mark for that, 
243  but… 
244 Interviewer: Okay, fair enough.  But what makes you think 
245  that would be level 5 then? 
246 Mark: Because at level 6 it would be a lot more, like, 
247  sophisticated than this. 
248 Interviewer: Right. 
249 Mark: And, well, what I've done here, 'cause I didn't 
250  really understand to begin with, is very, like, basic, 
251  but yeah, it has a lot of information in it. 
 
The teacher in Typical Case recognised that some pupils did spend too much time on 
the title and attributed it to the pupils not being clear about what they were doing. 
23 T: So probably if I had given that input [a cover teacher took the 
previous lesson], they 
24  would have got going on it faster, but still, despite the 
25  fact that you've explained it clearly, some kids might 
26  not listen clearly, or when they actually look at the 
27  task again, they kind of… oh, I don't get it, what do I 
28  have to do?  But a lot of them, as soon as you just 
29  pointed them in the right direction, got going.  Some 
30  just got straight into it.  It's lovely really.  I think it's 
31  the amount that they have to get into their work to get 
32  the right level.  A lot of them spent nearly the whole 
33  lesson just drawing a food chain of a couple of 
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34  organisms.  Maybe they were distracted or they 
35  wanted to do it really carefully in colour.  They 
36  seemed to spend loads of time on the presentation 
37  and not enough actually getting information down.  
38  So I will have to spend more time on this, which I 
39  hadn't planned to do. 
 
Although the teacher puts the blame on the previous lesson, I would suggest that a shift 
in focus during the lesson would avoid this. Firstly, the teacher could simply state that 
pupils should only write a short title and concentrate on working through the Level 
Ladder. Secondly, the teacher could encourage pupils to try to seek help by consulting 
their notes, a text book or each other. Finally, the teacher could emphasise to the pupils 
that it is important that they learn something during the lesson and place value on that 
improvement, not just on the level that they get. 
From the pupil questionnaire, 74% of pupils agreed or strongly agreed that they used the 
Level Ladder to help them which is typical compared to the adjusted aggregate of 73% 
(Table 4.8 Q2). This group did not appear to value working with each other on the task, 
with 56% disagreeing that they another pupil helped them when they got stuck, 13% 
lower than the aggregate of 43% (Figure 4.8.Q7). 
In this case, when the task is used in a ‘typical’ approach pupils often value 
presentation over learning (Conclusion 6). 
The teacher has the intention to encourage pupils to self assess and identify 
improvements during the following lesson: 
97 T: Well, they haven't finished them, so next time I 
98  see them, I'll give them back out and ask them to – if 
99  they've finished it, I'll ask them to try and level it, and 
100  then suggest improvements, and then put those 
101  improvements in to get to the next level.  If they 
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102  haven't finished it, I will give them time to finish it, so 
103  we do about half a lesson on it. 
 
However, the pupils did not seem to engage in this very well when I interviewed them 
(see above). The teacher treats this as an „add-on‟, rather than an integral part of the 
session. Contrast this with the Formative Case where the teacher has the lesson focussed 
on the improvement process, rather than the outcome of a level. This, I feel illustrates 
that the teacher has „formative intentions‟ but is not fully embracing the concept of 
formative assessment into his pedagogical approach. 
When using LATs, typically teachers focus on the outcome level, rather than the process 
of gaining that level (Conclusion 7).  
5.4 Transitional case study 
As I have suggested, some simple changes in approach by the teacher in the Typical 
Case could have an impact on student values. This may be illustrated by a comparison 
with the Transitional Case. Both lessons had a similar structure, neither giving explicit 
emphasis on improvement. However, the teacher in the Transitional Case used another 
strategy to enhance pupil engagement with the Level Ladder by circulating during the 
lesson and actually ticking pupils‟ Level Ladders. 
In the Transitional Case, the pupils did offer knowledge gains as their „best parts‟ of 
their work: 
40 Brian: Mine was talking about what happened at the 
41  beginning, and what happened at the end, does it, 
42  like, burn with the oxygen and magnesium. 
43 Interviewer: Good, okay.  And why is that?  Why do you 
44  think that is the best bit? 
45 Brian: Because it looked like the best part of that, 
46  and I liked talking about it, as well. 
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47 Interviewer: Right, okay, so you like talking about it as well.  
48  Brilliant, okay, thank you.  Cathy? 
49 Cathy: I understood the best, the most, and it was 
50  easy, most, and I got a higher level. 
51 Interviewer: Okay.  So which bit was that?  Sorry, that's 
52  the… the bit underneath there. 
53 Cathy: Yeah, Level 5. 
54 Interviewer: The bit that you got Level 5 for.  Okay.  
55  Including the diagram there? 
56 Cathy: Mm. 
57 Interviewer: Yep.  So that was the best bit in your opinion?  
58  Okay, good, thank you.  Dawn? 
59 Dawn: My one was mostly all of it really because I 
60  liked the way, when he showed it to us, I understood 
61  
what he [the teacher] did, and I enjoyed describing how he 
did it, 
62  and we had to look at the sheet to help us, and that 
63  helped me a lot. 
 
The pupils are talking about the knowledge gains in science and appear to really enjoy 
describing and explaining what they understand. In contrast to the Typical Case, where 
84% of pupils claimed to have learnt something new, only 50% claimed this in the 
Transitional Case (Table 4.8 Q5). There was far more uncertainty amongst pupils in the 
Transitional Case as well, as 28% unsure if they had learnt anything new, compared 
with the Typical Case where only 4% were uncertain. 
The reason for this different emphasis maybe due to the fact the teacher circulated, 
assigning a level to different parts of pupils‟ work during the lesson, as he describes: 
25 T: ....  I go round and I scribble 
26  numbers – you know, I try and do that, and 
27  that really motivates them, because they… 
28  I've got a 3, you've got a 4… or, you've got 
29  a 4 plus.  And so that I find really very 
30  useful. 
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So, the pupils could connect very clearly between the teacher‟s values of levels and the 
Level Ladder. From interviewing them, pupils in the Transitional Case were able to talk 
about levels, and voluntarily referred to the Level Ladder during the interview. 
198 Cathy: I had to use Level 6 target. 
199 Interviewer: Number two there, yeah. 
200 Cathy: So it's going why the substances can be 
201  classified as in element, compound or a mixture.  
202  And I chose that one because I wasn't quite sure, so 
203  I wanted to challenge myself to try… to make it a 
204  target, so when I get that, I can get another harder 
205  target. 
 
Paradoxically, in this class had a high 39% of pupils claiming that they did not use the 
Level Ladder to help them, compared to 4% in the aggregate. In addition, 44% of the 
class disagreed that they used the Level Ladder instead of asking their teacher, 
compared to 25% in the aggregate (Table 4.8 Q6). Maybe because the teacher was 
talking with the pupils throughout the lesson, the pupils did not need to or perceive that 
the Level Ladder supported them, but instead their teacher. 
From my observation, it was clear that the teacher had developed a very good 
relationship with the class and a majority of them enjoyed his lessons. Again, in 
contradiction, this case scored lowest in the questionnaire, when pupils were asked if 
they enjoyed doing the task. 
I have positioned this case study on Figure 5.2 tentatively in line with the Typical Case, 
but with the learning slightly more formative. From my observation, I was certain that 
this case had the lesson structure and the teacher‟s approach met my „typical approach‟ 
criteria in Table 4.2. However, I became convinced from the pupil questionnaire and 
interview, that there was a pupil focus on learning conceptual knowledge but 
uncertainty about the extent to which the Level Ladder was used to support this. Pupils 
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in the interview readily used the Level Ladder when answering questions about 
learning, levels and improvement. I wonder if they are at the point of taking the Level 
Ladder for granted and are unaware of how much they use it. This is why I have called 
this the „transitional‟ case; it appears to be moving towards a formative approach. 
In this case, the teacher’s emphasis on the use of the Level Ladder influenced pupils’ 
values on gaining knowledge and understanding (Conclusion 8). 
5.5 The Mismatch case study 
The teacher in the Mismatch case adapted a LAT to produce a lesson where the pupils 
worked collaboratively to ascertain if a patient‟s lifestyle was healthy and what 
recommendations they would make to improve the patient‟s lifestyle. This was a top set, 
very articulate pupils and obviously all successful learners. 
The pupils really enjoyed doing the task, with the highest enjoyment score in the pupil 
questionnaires (Table 4.6 Q3) of 92% (aggregated 59%) and 76% claimed to have learnt 
something new, compared with the aggregate of 78% (Table 4.8 Q5). 
The teacher used the task as an introduction to the topic.  
48 T ...  And it fitted in perfectly with my 
49  scheme of things. I wouldn‟t use them just to prove a 
50  point. It‟s gotta be because I was going to do something or 
51  we have done something. I think in a way they would 
52  work better as a plenary session for a lot of topic areas 
  ... 
59 T ... They have got the idea, they know the words but you 
60  don‟t know what emphysema is or what alveoli are, or 
61  whatever it is. I can go through that and for me that means 
62  that I know that need not do the lower end of the 
63  topic….So it will be a teaching tool and a feed-forward 
64  activity. Something for me. 
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The most startling aspect of this case was the mismatch in the teacher‟s ideology for 
formative assessment and the pupil‟s expectation of what teaching and learning is. 
Something that the teacher noted herself: 
3 T I would say it probably doesn‟t in the fact that is 
4  not the way they like to learn. So although I can use the 
5  Level Ladders to help me establish that I‟m hitting the 
6  right target levels at the top end. For them, they find them 
7  a bit too open ended. They like black and white answers, 
8  they like to have the mark scheme, their ideals Assessment 
9  for Learning tool would be have a test, there‟s the mark 
10  scheme, it has been marked by the teacher so it has a level 
11  that they trust. Then they look at the mark scheme and say 
12  „oh yeah, I see where I have gone wrong and I know 
13  where to go now, I won‟t do that again.‟ They really like 
14  that, as a whole group they like that, almost without 
15  exception, that would be their choice if you gave them any 
16  assessment tool. 
 
The pupils were not clear about the function of the LAT itself. In a way they were 
treating it as an examination. I asked them how they had selected the work that would 
be presented to the rest of the group: 
273 Interviewer: So you did have some idea of the level of that 
274  work going up. 
275 Rose: No. We just thought it had more keywords that 
276  would boost our level. 
277 Toby: I find this keyword idea quite iffy if you ask me. I 
278  mean it‟s like saying, „Use these words that proves you 
279  know everything.‟ You are just writing out some words 
280  they have told you to write out. What does that prove? Do 
281  you know what these words mean? It hasn‟t proved any 
282  initiative. 
283 Rose: If they were going to give keywords,  then I could 
284  give a description of each one so you could write it in the 
285  right text. 
286 Toby: It is saying using these keywords makes you are 
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287  automatically a very clever person. 
288 Interviewer: Using a keyword is only a level 4 skill. 
289 Toby: I would say , instead of use these words in your 
290  explanation, you could say…give... a more broad „consider 
291  these topics‟. 
292 Interviewer: But it does in this one, say use the keywords. 
293 Rose: Coz it says on them to use the keywords, but if you 
294  don‟t know what some of these mean, and if this is a test 
295  for what we did know. If you don‟t know what some of 
296  these mean, it makes you seem like you should know. By 
297  putting them in there puts a lot more pressure on you… 
298 Toby: If I use a better word, do I get a worse mark? 
299 Interviewer: Well you tell me. 
300 Toby: Well if they are there must be a reason for them or 
301  are they just there to fill up space? 
302 Interviewer: [laughs] Or to prompt you maybe? So you would 
303  prefer no keywords? 
304 Toby: If you would like to give the students some ideas, 
305  you could say these are some of the things you can think 
306  about. Not, USE these key words. 
307 Rose: Coz we have used these sheets before in previous 
308  years in lessons, it will say use the keywords to boost your 
309  levels. And so if you don‟t know what some of the 
310  keywords mean, you feel really like… 
311 Interviewer: But what can you do about that? 
312 Rose: If we are doing it in a test conditions we wouldn‟t 
313  have a book there to look it up. But as we have it here, we 
314  could look through all the books and as we didn‟t have 
315  enough time we couldn‟t look through all the books and 
316  we might not find it. And as the books we were looking at 
317  were from the GP and they are not going to have all the 
318  information about the alveoli. It doesn‟t go deep into 
319  things. So if you are going to do it, use text books, if they 
320  expect us to use keywords, we should be given text-books 
321  to help us. 
 
The pupils were genuinely confused about the Level Ladder and this type of task. This 
class were a high achieving group and displayed the characteristics of confident, 
intelligent pupils. Although they were familiar with the tasks, it is clear that they want 
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to understand the „rules of assessment.‟ They are clearly focussed on wanting to achieve 
a high level, in this case a „levels‟ focus rather than a „levelness‟ focus. Toby talks about 
what it means to be clever and Rose thought that using more key words would secure a 
better grade.  I found it interesting that Rose talked about test conditions versus open 
book approaches, the only pupil in all the interviews that did. It seems to me that she 
values recall over understanding, perhaps another aspect of the levels-levelness 
dichotomy. 
However the collaborative aspect was beneficial to these pupils, with 60% claiming that 
another pupil helped them, compared with the aggregate of 42% (Table 4.8 Q7). So 
although they recognised the value of the experience, it appears to me that they 
challenged the teacher‟s formative approach since they were usually successful in topic 
tests and summative assessment approaches. 
In this case study, high achieving pupils challenged the formative approach of the 
teacher compared to the summative approach they were used to. (Conclusion 9) 
5.6 Summary of conclusions from case studies. 
From the data collected from the five case studies, I have been able to make nine 
conclusions from individual cases, using Figure 5.1, the graphical representation of a 
proposed relationship between teaching approach and learning. Some of these claims 
have been developed by doing some comparative analysis between the cases.  
From the Case Studies the conclusions are: 
1. The teacher who uses the LATs summatively seems to focus on the outcome via 
marks, treating the LAT as a test 
2. Where the teacher uses the tasks summatively, pupils associate levels as „marks‟ 
and do not appear aware of the type of skills required to get a particular level. 
3. The teacher and the pupils had an overall view of the requirements for each 
level.  
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4. Where the pupils and teacher have formative values, the pupils focused on their 
improvement.  
5. In the formative approach case, some pupils supported each other‟s learning 
through engagement with the Level Ladder.  
6. When the task is used in a „typical‟ approach pupils often value presentation 
over learning. 
7. When using LATs in the typical approach, teachers focus on the outcome level, 
rather than the process of gaining that level. 
8. The teacher‟s emphasis on the use of the Level Ladder influenced pupils‟ values 
on improving knowledge and understanding.  
9. High achieving pupils challenged the formative approach of the teacher 
compared to the summative approach they were used to.  
 
From these conclusions I want to make some generalisations about LAT use in order to 
address my original research questions. How are the tasks used and to what extent they 
support teaching and learning? 
Bassey‟s (1999) educational case studies approach through fuzzy propositions has 
provided me with a framework within which to make tentative claims to knowledge and 
the structure in which to propose generalisations based on the research I have carried 
out. The claims are importantly language dependent in the way in which I make my 
claims to knowledge. My conclusions above, I defend as conclusions consistent with the 
evidence I have observed and collected. These can be presented with a high degree of 
certainty. So I was able to use the language: 
In this case ... it has been found that... 
Through using fuzzy generalisations, Bassey (1999) contends that the language for 
making generalisations should be more tentative, for example: 
In some cases it may be found that... 
Interrogating my nine conclusions and the online data has led me to present four fuzzy 
propositions about the use of LATs in the science lesson. 
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Fuzzy proposition 1:   
In some cases it may be found that teachers who focus on „levels‟ use the LATs as a 
type of exam and the Level Ladder as a mark scheme, valuing the marks or scores 
achieved rather than using the Level Ladder as a scaffold for learning. 
Fuzzy proposition 2: 
In some cases it may be found that teachers who value levels as outcomes cause pupils 
to value presentation and final outcome rather than improvement to knowledge and 
understanding. 
Fuzzy proposition 3: 
The language that the teacher (and pupil) uses when using the LATs is essential in 
creating a „formative‟ learning culture. 
Fuzzy proposition 4: 
Classroom climate of „level-focussed‟ teachers is concerned with outcomes as opposed 
to the learning process of improvement. 
The observable elements of these propositions are displayed in Table 5.1, derived from 
the analysis of the Case Studies. 
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5.7 Fuzzy Generalisations 
Considering the evidence gathered within the framework proposed in Figure 4.1, it is 
possible to settle upon three fuzzy generalisations. I consider this framework to be a 
starting point upon which any similar case study could be placed. If another five case 
studies were to be carried out, I would expect that the fuzzy propositions (above) may 
be further refined and the fuzzy generalisations would be further supported. In the spirit 
of grounded theory, it is unlikely that the data is saturated at this point, but more case 
studies would add to this. 
Fuzzy Generalisation 1: 
Teacher attitudes to the LATs may influence pupil attitudes to the LATs. 
Fuzzy Generalisation 2: 
Teachers with a „big picture of levels‟ may be more likely to use LATs formatively.  
Fuzzy Generalisation 3: 
Teachers who engage pupils with the notion of levelness may be more likely to improve 
conceptual development of pupils. 
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Table 5.1 Characteristics of classrooms using a „Levels‟ or „Levelness‟ approach 
Levels (Outcome focus) Climate Levelness (Process focus) Climate 
 
LAT used as a type of test or exam, 
feedback is limited. 
 
 
Levels used as „marks‟ to be recorded. 
 
 
Use Level Ladder as a mark scheme. 
 
 
Pupils more likely to be focused on 
presentation rather than conceptual gain. 
 
 
Values the outcome of the task. 
 
Teachers may place emphasis on pupils‟ 
effort, presentation and marks. 
 
Teachers use the criteria as a series of 
unrelated points to achieve. 
 
 
Language used by teachers and pupils is 
focused on achievement, getting marks, 
levels as marks 
 
 
 
LAT is used as an assessment tool to 
recognise current understanding and 
support further learning. 
 
Levels used as a language to 
communicate expected outcomes.  
 
Use Level Ladder as a scaffold for 
cognitive development. 
 
Pupils more concerned on conceptual 
gain, where they are now, how to 
improve. 
 
Values the process of doing the task. 
 
Teachers may place emphasis on pupils‟ 
current knowledge and improvements. 
 
Teachers and pupils have an 
understanding of the meaning of each 
level and the relationship between them. 
 
Language focused on what levels mean, 
assessing current understanding and 
finding ways to improve. 
  
Next, I summarise the evidence that supports each of these three fuzzy generalisations. 
Fuzzy Generalisation 1 states that „Teacher attitudes to the LATs may influence pupil 
attitudes to the LATs.‟ The online questionnaire provided insight to statistically 
generalisable attitudes of science teachers towards the LATs, which I was able to 
summarise in Table 4.1 as three approaches. It was the Case Studies that fleshed out 
these claims. The most apparent contrast was between the Summative Case and the 
Formative Case (Figure 5.1). The Summative Case showed that the teacher regarded the 
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LAT as a summative test, through both the lesson observation and the teacher interview. 
However, in the Formative Case the teacher regarded the LAT as an activity that could 
diagnose the level at which the pupils were working at and then assist the pupils with 
making improvements. In the Formative Case the pupils were able to talk about their 
improvements and levels that were similar to that of the teacher. Their attention was 
more focussed on improving their work compared to the pupils in Summative Case 
where the pupils regarded the levels and outcomes and were more focussed on 
presentation. In addition, the Mismatch Case added further support for this, but perhaps 
demonstrates that there is a „lag‟ between teacher and pupil attitudes to the task. The 
teacher had far more „formative‟ attitudes towards the task than the pupils, but in this 
case the pupils were challenging the nature of the LAT and compare it to their 
experiences of traditional tests (Mismatch Case, Pupil Interview). The main assumption 
with this fuzzy generalisation is that the teachers‟ values influence the values of the 
pupils to the LAT. This comes about by the fact that most of the case studies show some 
correlation between teaching and learning displayed in Figure 5.1. 
For Fuzzy Generalisation 2 I claim that teachers with a „big picture of levels‟ may be 
more likely to use LATs formatively.  This was first suggested from the descriptive 
framework that I developed from the online questionnaire (Figure 4.1). The case studies 
added further evidence for this. It was clear that the teachers in the Formative and 
Mismatch Cases had a clear understanding of the generic expectations of each level and 
the teacher in the Summative Case did not. In the Transition Case, where the teacher 
went round the class assigning levels, had a good understanding of the levels to be able 
to do that however the tasks were not being used as formatively as they could have 
been. The pupils did not demonstrate a „formative attitude‟ to the task compared with 
those in the Formative Case. 
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Finally, I determined Fuzzy Generalisation 3 as teachers who engage pupils with the 
notion of „levelness‟ may be more likely to improve conceptual development of pupils. 
This was shown significantly in the Formative Case where pupils were encouraged to 
consider what each level would „look like.‟ Its absence in the other case studies was 
notable. However, Transition Case pupils were able to engage with the Level Ladder 
and referred to it when talking about their understanding, whereas pupils in the Typical 
Case made little reference to the Level Ladder, but instead judged their work on 
presentation rather than conceptual improvement. In neither case have the pupils an 
awareness of „levelness‟. 
The claims that I can make from this research are: 
 Generally teachers do not use the LATs in the way in which they intended. 
 A majority of teachers do not use tasks as formatively as they could. 
 From the case studies, the attitude and strategies of the teacher when using a 
LAT determine the values of the pupils towards the LAT. 
 LATs do support learning in most cases. 
 LATs can support teaching in a variety of ways, both summative and formative. 
5.8 Replication invited 
Bassey (1998) argues that case studies being singularities can add strength to any fuzzy 
generalisations or fuzzy propositions by replication. This is my invitation to others to 
carry out a similar case study of teachers using the LATs and analysing it to see whether 
it supports my theoretical framework or adds another descriptive or explanatory 
perspectives. I discuss the implications of this in Chapter 6.  
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5.9 Data audit 
In the spirit of case study educational research and the invitation to others to replicate, I 
have endeavoured to store the raw data from this research in an accessible way, so that 
anyone interested could attempt to reanalyse and interpret the raw data. In addition the 
raw data displays my attempts at coding it, which means that when interrogating the 
research, a reader could scrutinise my coding decisions. 
In a single spreadsheet, I have presented the raw data and where appropriate, codes. 
The spreadsheet contains worksheets that display the following information: 
Online Questionnaire: 
 Case Study Lesson Observations (Cases 1-5): 
 Case Study Pupil Questionnaire (Cases 1-5): 
 Case Study Pupil Interview Transcripts and coding (Cases 1-5): 
 Case Study Teacher Interview Transcripts and coding (Cases 1-5): 
Throughout the thesis I have made reference to this data using a coding system, so that 
the source of data can be easily traced within the spreadsheet. 
Bassey (1999) suggests that an audit certificate should be provided with the statement: 
In terms of the evidence provided in this paper it is my professional judgement 
that the statement of empirical findings is based firmly on the data collected and 
that the enquiry has been conducted according to the ethical guidelines of 
respect for persons and respect for truth. (p.19) 
This is expected to be signed and dated by a supervisor or colleague. I feel in this case, 
the thesis is judged by two supervisors and two examiners who can make that decision 
based on my thesis and my defence of it during the viva process. 
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Chapter 6 Discussion 
I have approached this thesis as a narrative of my development from being a classroom 
teacher to a researcher in education. Chapter 1 offers an account of what my knowledge 
and understanding of AfL in science education was at the start of my research. In 
keeping with a Grounded Theory approach, I relate my findings to the academic 
literature in this part of the thesis, not in a literature review in an early chapter. This 
reflects both GT and an honest portrayal of my research process. 
The five case studies of teachers using LATs in lessons provided detailed insights into 
what was going on in these classrooms from my perspective, the teacher perspective and 
the pupil perspective. These case studies could be seen as representative of the Pen 
Portraits (Table 4.2) that I composed to describe the types of approach that teachers use 
when using the LATs. I characterised these three approaches as the teacher using the 
tasks „summatively‟ where the teacher uses the LAT as a replacement summative test, 
„typically‟, which is outcome focussed, but with some elements of formative approaches 
used and „formatively‟ where the teacher is improvement focussed. 
The Summative Case best represented the summative use of the task, but was not the 
most extreme version of this approach. Although I did not get to observe this, LATs are 
used in some schools as topic tests carried out in silence and in test conditions. The 
Transitional and Typical cases represented typical use of the tasks where the teacher had 
some formative ideals but both the teacher and pupils were focussed on outcomes. The 
formative approach was best represented by the Formative Case where both teacher and 
pupils were focussed on improvement and learning in the lesson. Finally, the Mismatch 
Case demonstrates a situation where the pupils, who are successful in a summative 
system, have an ideology at odds with their teacher‟s formative approach. 
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Many issues have been raised by this research and so in this chapter I have selected 
what I consider the most important and interesting issues to discuss. These issues are the 
extent to which the LATs are formative assessment tools, and the notions of „levels‟ and 
„levelness.‟ I then go on to explore three questions; should teachers communicate levels 
with pupils? Why do teachers use the LATs? and How can teachers be encouraged to 
use the LATs more formatively? 
6.1 LATs and formative assessment 
It is clear from my research that few teachers use the LATs in the way they were 
intended. If the online survey is a good indicator of the approaches used, it appears that 
a minority of teachers use the LATs for purely summative purposes, most use them in a 
pseudo-AfL approach and then a small number use them formatively – their intended 
use. This means that a majority of teachers do not use tasks as formatively as they 
could. The previous chapter illustrates that it is not the fact that teachers use the LATs 
that makes the lesson or learning experience formative, it is how the teacher uses the 
LATs. 
As I explained in Chapter 1, when I developed the LATs my definition of formative 
assessment was based on a combination of Black and Wiliam (1998a) and the NSS 
interpretation (NSS, 2004). Now, in the light of my research, I reconsider what is meant 
by AfL and the relationship of the LATs to AfL. Black and Wiliam (1998a) define 
formative assessment as:  
encompassing all those activities undertaken by teachers, and/or by their 
students, which provide information to be used as feedback to modify the 
teaching and learning activities in which they are engaged. (ibid., p. 7) 
They recognise that there are many approaches that fulfil this definition. This is the 
intended purpose of the LATs; they provide a framework through the Level Ladder for 
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both teachers and pupils to guide improvement through feedback (Grevatt 2005a). The 
areas of practice that Black and Wiliam (1998b) identify as strategies that support 
formative assessment are sharing learning objectives, questioning, self assessment, peer 
assessment, written and verbal feedback and the formative use of summative tests. 
These were translated into practical approaches by the NSS. The LATs are intended to 
encourage the sharing of objectives and outcomes, opportunities for self and peer 
assessment and more effective feedback. 
Bell and Cowie (2001b) carried out significant research of formative assessment in 
science education in New Zealand classrooms of 11-14 year olds. They defined 
formative assessment in this context as: 
 the process used by teachers and students to recognize and respond to student 
learning in order to enhance that learning, during the learning. (p.540) 
Their definition, compared to Black and William‟s (1998a), does not contain the 
concept of „feedback‟ per se instead focuses on triggers that can then lead to responses 
that can enhance learning.  
Other research investigating formative assessment in primary schools was carried out at 
a similar time by Torrance and Pryor (1998), from which they identified two versions of 
formative assessment. These two versions they called „convergent assessment‟ which 
aims to discover whether a learner knows, understands or can do a predetermined thing, 
compared to „divergent assessment‟ which aims to discover what the learner knows, 
understands or can do. At first glance the LATs fulfil the convergent assessment criteria 
in that they require precise planning, tick lists and can do statements, an analysis of the 
interaction of the learner, the curriculum from the view point of the curriculum and the 
pupil is the recipient of the assessment. However, I would contend using the evidence 
from my research that some aspects of divergent formative assessment are achievable 
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through the use of the LATs, making them have divergent assessment characteristics. 
The tasks are open, they do yield insight to learners‟ understanding (e.g. misconceptions 
are highlighted), they are descriptive in their evaluation, but do require some 
judgemental and quantitative evaluation.  
I have some issues with the theoretical implications of each type. Torrance and Pryor 
(1998) suggest that convergent assessment assumes a behaviourist view of learning, 
rather than a constructivist perspective. They also assume that it has the intention to 
teach the next step in a linear progression instead of in the zone of proximal 
development (ZPD) and see assessment as accomplished by the teacher, rather than a 
joint accomplishment of both teacher and pupil. I argue that science learning does have 
a general linear path for progression, especially in developing concepts. There have 
been a multitude of studies on conceptual development (e.g. Leach and Scott, 2002, 
Taber, 2006, Franco and Taber, 2009), the progression of learning models and 
modelling (e.g. Gilbert and Boulter, 1998) and the difference in learning demand of 
different scientific concepts (e.g. Adey and Shayer, 1981). These all suggest that there 
are sequences of conceptual development in science concepts or at least learning gains 
are better made if, in general, approached in a particular sequence.  
In addition, I would maintain that having a concept of a predetermined sequence of 
„general concepts‟ equips teachers to teach within the Vygotskian concept of ZPD. Just 
because there is linear progression does not determine that there are behaviourist 
assumptions, a lot of science education is constructivist through for example, pupils 
using models and modelling to explain scientific phenomenon (e.g. Coll et al., 2005, 
Taber, 2006). I assert that a skilled science teacher can work with pupils to judge what 
they understand and what their next steps (their ZPD) could be within a framework of 
conceptual development in curriculum science. This appears particularly apparent when 
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observing teachers who regularly use strategies like the „Levels Mountain‟ effectively 
(Newberry et al., 2005, Grevatt et al., 2007, Newberry and Gilbert, 2007). 
Although Torrance and Pryor (1998) do not suggest that teachers should adopt a solely 
divergent approach (p.154), they do assert that divergent assessment offers a greater 
scope for positive effects on pupils‟ learning.  It is clear that the LATs do not fit neatly 
within either the convergent or the divergent assessment features. However, as I have 
found with my research, the teacher determines the extent to which the LAT is a 
formative task. The Summative Case is clearly within the description of convergent 
assessment, but the Formative Case shows more characteristics of divergent assessment. 
Bell and Cowie (2001a) also offer a model of two types of formative assessment 
grounded in the science classroom. They make the distinction of planned formative 
assessment and interactive formative assessment. Bell and Cowie constructed a model 
through their research that was based on the purpose of assessment in science. Their 
descriptions and explanations of these processes are rich, so here I attempt to summarise 
their main points and then relate these to the use of the LATs. The purpose for them is a 
balance of social development, personal development and science learning (p.81). In 
their construction of planned formative assessment the purpose of the assessment is 
central to the relationship between the actions of the teacher (see Figure 6.1): eliciting 
information using specific assessment tasks, interpreting the information often using 
science criterion-referencing, acting on that information is the next step that teachers 
take to enhance the students‟ learning. This stage is intimately related to the purpose of 
the assessment and could be focussed three ways of acting: science-referenced, student-
referenced or care-referenced. 
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Figure 6.1 A model of formative assessment (Bell and Cowie, 2001 p. 91) 
 
 
 
 
 
Their second form of formative assessment is interactive formative assessment, 
illustrated on the right hand side of Figure 6.1. Here the purpose of assessment was to 
mediate in students‟ learning with respect to science, social and personal learning.  This 
starts with the teacher noticing which they describe as faster than the planned eliciting 
and note that the information gained was ephemeral (verbal, non-verbal and 
unrecorded). Recognising was the process by which teachers through interacting with 
the students recognised the significance for the pupils‟ personal, social or science 
understandings. They link this to Sadler‟s (1989) argument that qualitative judgements 
invoke fuzzy criteria which are context driven and the salience of a particular criteria 
depends on „what is deemed to be worth noticing‟ at a particular time (Bell and Cowie, 
2001, p.89). Then in the model, comes responding the process that happens in response 
to noticing and recognising and they equate this to the acting aspect of planned 
formative assessment, but in this case the response is much more immediate. 
As with the Torrance and Pryor (1998) model, the LATs do not appear to fit in either of 
Bell and Cowie‟s (2001) categories neatly, but are heavily dependent on how the 
teacher uses the task. On first appearances it is quite clear that the LATs are a planned 
formative assessment. For example in the Typical and the Transitional cases, it appears 
recognising 
responding 
acting 
interpreting purpose 
noticing eliciting 
purpose 
planned 
formative 
assessment 
interactive 
formative 
assessment 
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that they are used as a planned assessment task with the whole class, usually there is a 
delay in time between the assessment and the feedback, the purposes are completely 
science referenced, responsive to „getting through the curriculum‟ and  the assessment 
information was used as an outcome. However, in the Formative Case particularly, but 
in elements of the Transitional Case, some interactive formative assessment was 
happening. For example, the teachers were able to respond to pupils‟ misconceptions 
quickly and feedback on questions that the pupils had. The teacher in the Transitional 
Case stated: 
9 T: I just found it interesting because you view 
10  it as an assessment, and so you think, oh, 
11  I mustn't tell them, but my view on these is 
12  that you just explain all lesson.  I spend all 
13  lesson explaining, and it's very useful for 
14  me, because we've been doing particle 
15  diagrams the last few lessons, and clearly 
16  only a few of them are even accessing 
17  that.  So that's hugely valuable for me.  
 
Although the LATs do lend themselves to obtaining summative data (a feature of 
planned formative assessment) they can indeed be responsive to pupil learning as 
opposed to „getting through the curriculum‟ and there are several examples of 
ephemeral assessment information being used as part of the assessment process from 
my lesson observations.  
Bell and Cowie (2001) identify that both forms of assessment rely on teachers‟ 
professional knowledge when they are interpreting and acting or recognising and 
responding. The LATs focus only on the development of science concepts and skills, I 
suggest that teachers need this support and that the other aspects of Bell and Cowie‟s 
purpose of assessment of personal and social factors are often more established as part 
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of their professional knowledge and respond to these as a matter of course. Although I 
did not study these aspects in my research, I contend the success of the LATs is due to 
them providing teachers support for the progression in science through levels, 
something many have less confidence in. 
Researchers have also attempted to define other forms of assessment, either sub 
categories of formative assessment or assessment practices that do not exactly fit within 
the summative or formative criteria. For example, Carless‟s (2007) pre-emptive 
formative assessment: 
seeks particularly to address the problem of timing in feedback processes. I 
define pre-emptive formative assessment as teacher actions which attempt to 
clarify student understandings before misconceptions have resulted in 
ineffective learning or performance and/or loss of marks in assessed tasks. In 
other words, it is a form of anticipatory feedback in support of student learning. 
(p. 176) 
 
This is similar to what I have argued above, when comparing the LATs with Bell and 
Cowie‟s interactive formative assessment. It occurs to me that the LATs have the 
potential to be used, as indicated in the Formative and Transitional Cases to pre-empt 
misconceptions or at least challenge them more or less immediately. Carless (2007) 
states that: 
pre-emptive formative assessment is about potential for subsequent learning 
more than current performance (p. 178). 
This I observed happening in these cases, where pupils were encouraged to work in 
their ZPD. Teachers can use the LATs to inform next steps for a class or individuals 
immediately or the information can be used to inform the next steps of teaching. 
This brings me to ipsative assessment, defined by Kelly (2009) as: 
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the central criterion of assessment is the individual‟s own previous levels of 
attainment. He/she is not assessed against subject attainment targets nor against 
the performance of peers but against his/her own earlier performance (p. 153) 
 
There are interesting motivational advantages to using assessments in this way, as the 
pupil is competing against him or herself. Progression up the Level Ladder could easily 
be framed in this way by teachers trying to encourage their pupils to improve. This type 
of approach could be seen very much in the case studies where pupils were able to 
discuss their previous levels that they achieved in LATs. This could be seen in this 
quote from the Transitional case: 
217 Dawn: I already did it, but I think I was a little bit doubtful 
218  whether I did it. 
219 Interviewer: Okay, so you weren't sure whether you'd done 
220  it or not. 
221 Dawn: Yeah, because I knew I wrote it, but I thought I 
222  did it a little bit wrong, and then the teacher came 
223  round and he gave me quite a challenging one. 
224 Interviewer: He gave you a more challenging target? 
225 Dawn: Yeah, and I was like, really pleased with that, 
226  because I'm usually quite nervous when I do it, and 
227  now I'm not so nervous. 
228 Interviewer: Right. 
229 Dawn: So I know now that the teacher knows that I 
230  can do that level target. 
  
This research has led me to consider to what extent the use of a LAT is formative or 
summative. Unless the lesson is carried out in silent test conditions, the nature of the 
LATs means that pupils can learn from the task itself, from each other and from their 
teacher. This would suggest that in the most part, LAT use promotes at least some 
characteristics of AfL. Harlen (2006) discusses the relationship between formative and 
summative assessment and asks if there is really a divide or just good assessment (p. 
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115). To explore this, Harlen (2006) offers a dimension of assessment purposes and 
practices (Table 6.1). 
Table 6.1 A possible dimension of assessment purposes and practices  
(adapted from Harlen, 2006, p. 114) 
                       Formative                                                                                    Summative 
 Informal 
formative 
Formal 
formative 
Informal 
summative 
Formal 
summative 
Major focus What are the next steps in 
learning? 
What has been achieved to date? 
Purpose To inform next 
steps in 
learning 
To inform next 
steps in 
teaching 
To monitor 
progress 
against plans 
To record 
achievements 
of individuals 
How is 
evidence 
collected? 
As normal part 
of class work 
Introduced into 
normal class 
work 
Introduced into 
normal class 
work 
Separate task 
or test 
Basis of 
judgment 
Student 
referenced 
Student and 
criterion 
referenced 
Criterion 
referenced 
Criterion 
referenced 
Judged by Student and 
teacher 
Teacher Teacher Teacher or 
external marker 
Action taken Feedback to 
students and 
teacher 
Feedback into 
teaching plans 
Feedback into 
teaching plans 
Report to 
student, parent, 
other teachers, 
etc. 
Epithet Assessment for 
Learning 
Matching Dip stick Assessment of 
learning 
 
LATs seem to straddle both domains of assessment, again dependant on teacher‟s 
approach. I have shaded the areas in grey where I believe that the LATs map onto these 
dimensions. 
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I have attempted to place the LATs within the conceptual frameworks of formative 
assessment within existing research. The most significant factor in this discussion is that 
in my research it is not the fact that the LAT is used in the lesson that promotes 
formative learning experiences, but instead it is the approach of the teacher and the 
values to assessment held by the pupils. By default the LATs can be formatively 
convergent and planned formative assessment activities, with all the characteristics 
described above. However, when a teacher uses the tasks formatively, it does appear 
some the characteristics of divergent formative assessment and many opportunities for 
interactive assessment are apparent. There is also scope for the LATs to be used as a 
form of ipsative assessment. 
6.2 Attitudes to the LATs 
The first fuzzy generalisation that I offer from my research is that it was the values that 
teachers and pupils have towards the use of the tasks that influenced the assessment 
approach that was used. There has been particular interest in making links between 
issues facing teachers and researchers with AfL and pupils‟ motivation. Much of this 
work has stemmed from psychological research into self-theories and achievement goals 
carried out by Dweck (2000). A particularly relevant study to my research that has 
emerged from these ideas is that by Alkharusi (2008) who investigated the relationship 
between students‟ self-efficacy and achievement goals as a function of teachers‟ 
assessment practices in secondary science in Oman. Alkharusi classifies assessment 
practices into traditional and alternative assessments. Traditional assessments are 
described as examinations whereas alternative approaches were considered to be such as 
portfolios, observations, and other performance-based assessments (p.247). The LATs 
fall into the latter category. 
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Commonly, achievement goal theory states that there are two types of achievement 
goals: mastery and performance goals. Mastery goals centre on the development of 
competence. Students who adopt mastery goals are expected to persist in the face of 
difficulty, seek challenging tasks, and have high intrinsic motivation. In contrast 
performance goals centre on the outward showing of competence. In this case, students 
who adopt performance goals are expected to minimally persist in the face of difficulty, 
avoid challenging tasks, and have low intrinsic motivation. Alkharusi (2008) draws on a 
trichotomous framework developed by Middleton and Midgley (1997) that identifies: 
(a) mastery goals that focus on improving competence,  
(b) performance-approach goals that focus on displaying competence 
(c) performance-avoidance goals that focus on avoiding a display of incompetence 
Using psychological surveys with pupils to elicit their attitudes, Alkharusi (2008) 
analysed the pupils‟ attitudes as individuals and as an aggregate class. His first two 
findings were that: 
classes with a high emphasis on traditional assessments featuring objective 
close-ended test items might encourage students to pursue performance-
avoidance goals and 
classes with a high emphasis on alternative assessments featuring performance-
based assessments tend to discourage students from pursuing performance-
approach goals. 
(p.264).  
This aligns with the observation that the LATs in the Summative Case found that pupils 
were keener to discuss presentation and spent more time on their title (performance-
avoidance) than they were pursuing conceptual development or improvement as was 
more commonly observed in the Formative Case (mastery-goals). Although in my 
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study, the same type of task was used, it was used differently in each case study, with 
emphasis on either summative values or formative values.  
Alkharusi also found that: 
classroom assessment emphasizing the importance of grades rather than learning 
and focusing on public rather than private evaluation practices might orient 
students toward the adoption of performance goals (sic) and  
the collective perception of the class members about their classroom assessment 
environment as being public-oriented tend to orient an individual student within 
that class toward the adoption of performance-approach goals.  (p. 264).  
I did not explicitly investigate the differences between private and public assessment 
approaches. However, the emphasis of grades over learning being related to how pupils 
value either performance or learning goals is relevant to my study. Finally, Alkharusi 
concluded that the collective experience of the class members about the classroom 
assessment climate could be instrumental in having desirable patterns of student 
achievement motivation. This further supports my claim that is not the fact that LATs 
are being used by the teacher that means that formative processes are taking place, but it 
is the way the teacher uses them. This is the assessment culture of the classroom. 
6.3 Levels and Levelness   
My second fuzzy generalisation was that teachers with a „big picture of levels‟ may be 
more likely to use LATs formatively. The Level Ladder guides both teachers and pupils 
through a framework of progression based on the NCLDs. Attempts by teachers to 
visualise or generalise the NCLDs were discussed in Chapter 1.  Harlen and Winter 
(2004) explore a range of features of assessment that have the potential to actively 
support pupils‟ learning (p. 393), one of which was using indicators of learning. They 
highlight the importance of having a framework through which the teacher can think 
about progression and therefore consider the improvement targets: 
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Since the purpose of the assessment is to help development of ideas, skills and 
attitudes and to use this information to identify next steps in a pupil‟s learning it 
is necessary to have the development mapped out, that is, to see the development 
towards the achievement of goals as a progression. Determining where the pupil 
is in this progression enables the teacher to identify the „next step‟ towards the 
goals and thus the action needed to help this step to be taken. Although not 
enough is known to be definitive about the course of development of some of 
these learning outcomes, it is useful to use what we do know from research and 
experience to provide a focusing framework. (Harlen and Winter, 2004 p.396) 
I have argued that the use of Level Ladders or the Levels Mountain (Newberry et al., 
2005) are adaptations of the NCLDs into a useable framework for both teachers and 
pupils. However, Harlen and Winter (2004) warn that: 
For the purpose of using classroom assessment to help learning, however, there 
is no need to relate to stages or levels; what is important is to describe how a 
skill or understanding develops. While teachers and, increasingly, learners have 
become familiar with the language of levels, it is important to remember that 
these are a reporting tool, to convey information about progress at set times in a 
learner‟s school life, and do not have great value in supporting teachers in 
making day-to-day decisions about how to move learners on.  (p. 403) 
This is a valid point and highlights the assumption that the levels are based on theories 
of conceptual development as discussed in Chapter 1. The alternative approaches that 
Harlen and Winter suggest is an elaborated list of questions or behaviours observed that 
indicate a pupil‟s success at a particular skill. 
To be successful at linking learning and assessment as a teacher, first the teacher must 
have this overall conceptual framework as the teacher demonstrated in the Formative 
Case with her models of each level and second the pupils themselves must be engaged 
with these criteria required for each level in an accessible format. I would argue that the 
LATs do that and that is why they have proved so popular with science teachers. 
However, I would caveat that claim with the warning that it appears that a majority of 
teachers using LATs have not recognised this and so end up using the Level Ladder as a 
mark scheme rather than part of a framework of progression within the subject. 
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Although I agree with Harlen and Winter‟s warning that the „language of levels‟ is a 
reporting tool not an everyday assessment tool, I think that teachers who use it as 
framework can be more effective at formative assessment and that engaging pupils 
appropriately with this language can be beneficial in AfL and progression. Harlen and 
Winter do not define their „language of levels‟ but this is important in my third 
generalisation. 
My third fuzzy generalisation was that teachers who engage pupils with the notion of 
„levelness‟ may be more likely to improve conceptual development of pupils. This links 
to Harlen and Winter‟s research, but is more specifically about pupil engagement with 
levelness, not just levels. This is perhaps where there is a lack of relevant research.  
Effective AfL requires pupils to be aware of, engage with and be involved with the 
learning objectives and outcomes of the lesson (Black and William 1998a, Bell and 
Cowie, 2001). According to my analysis and development of the concepts of „level‟ and 
„levelness‟ approaches to using the tasks (Table 5.1), teachers are divided in their 
approach to assessment and this, I argue, has impact on their pupils‟ values. If in KS3 
science there are generic and accessible descriptors that pupils can engage with, they 
should, in theory be able to have a better understanding of the requirements of their 
current level and their next level. By having a shared meaning of what it means to be a 
particular level between pupils and their teacher, it could facilitate progression in 
science concepts. This is not the „language of levels‟ but the „language of levelness.‟ 
Just by using a LAT does not mean the teacher is „doing AfL‟. AfL is a pedagogy made 
up a particular set of teacher values that are shared with the pupils (Bell and Cowie, 
2001a and Harlen and Winter, 2004). Together these create a climate for formative 
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assessment, features of which were revealed in the Formative Case. Marshall and 
Drummond (2006) make a distinction between: 
lessons that embody the „spirit‟ of AfL and those that conform only to the 
„letter‟. The nature and sequence of tasks and especially „high organization 
based on ideas‟ appears crucial to the former. This adds a dimension to more 
familiar formulations of AFL practices. (p. 133) 
Although Marshall and Drummond (2006) have a different perspective on what 
formative assessment should look like in the classroom, there are some similarities in 
their observations of two types of teacher to my two extremes of pen-portraits (Table 
4.2). They too acknowledge that the teacher is the driver of classroom attitude. They 
describe this as the „spirit‟ of AfL: 
It seems... that the beliefs of some teachers map more readily onto what we have 
called the spirit of AfL. This is partly because they value pupil autonomy and 
see it as a key goal of their teaching but it also has something to do with how 
they see the classroom as a site of their own learning. (p. 147). 
They elucidate that a key factor here is the teacher‟s attitude to pupil autonomy. The 
LATs do lend themselves to pupil autonomy. They are designed so that pupils can 
tackle them on their own and in their own way within the criteria, but this is dependent 
on the teacher‟s approach. However, this „spirit‟ of AfL is something more than 
„levelness‟. There is a different ideology between these two descriptions. Marshall and 
Drummond (2006) are describing day-to-day activities where the teacher either has a 
very fixed view about outcomes from that lesson, the „I am doing and AfL activity‟ 
approach or the „spirit‟ of AfL where it is pedagogical approach that is embedded in all 
activities that the teacher does. I contend that the concept of „levelness‟ comes mid-way 
between the two positions. The Marshall and Drummond (2006) view of AfL is very 
much the ideal approach that it appears that the major commentators want to see 
happening in schools (e.g. Black and Wiliam, 1998a and 1998b, Harlen and Winter, 
2004). In this ideal approach, there would arguably be no need for LAT style activities. 
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I use the last part of this chapter to discuss, in light of my research and current academic 
thought, why it is that LATs have been so popular in science lessons. 
6.4 To grade or not to grade? 
Black and Wiliam (1998a) use an example of a formative approach where students who 
had just comments and no marks made more progress than pupils who have marks and 
comments or just marks (Butler, 1988).  Also the quality of feedback is bought up as an 
issue, because it is either managerial and not related to learning (Black and Wiliam, 
1998a) or pupils do not understand the feedback or are not provided with support to act 
on it (Smith and Gorard, 2005a).  I argue that even if giving marks is detrimental to 
achievement, grades and levels are the currency of the classroom culture in England 
particularly. Politicians, local authorities, head teachers, heads of departments and 
parents all want to know the grades of each and every pupil (Mansell, 2007). This leads 
to an emphasis on grades and teachers have tried to make some sense of this and share 
the requirements or criteria of grades with their pupils. Grades are part of the classroom 
culture and I suggest that if the teachers and pupils have a notion of „levelness‟ then 
pupils will make progress. This is because then both teachers and pupils are speaking 
the same language and this is used in meaningful feedback. 
The Butler (1988) study was not carried out in a classroom situation and was set up as 
an experimental investigation. It did yield striking results in that pupils given comments 
only made significant improvements compared to those given grades alone or 
surprisingly grades and comments together (which showed a decline in achievement). 
The main issue here is that giving pupils their grades can be demotivating, particularly 
for low achievers. Based on this, some schools have decided not to share grades with 
pupils apart from when reports are given. For example, the school where the Formative 
Case Study was carried out was trialling this approach. However, the quality of 
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feedback is an essential factor of making this successful and Smith and Gorard (2005a) 
question the size of this effect in ecologically valid situations.  
Black and Wiliam (1998b) suggested that „feedback has been shown to improve 
learning where it gives pupils specific guidance on strengths and weaknesses, 
preferably without any overall mark‟ (p. 8). The use of written comments on 
students‟ work, rather than marks, was the key method of feedback that 
differentiated the treatment from the control groups in the present study. Smith 
and Gorard (2005a) also suggest that it is the quality of the comments and 
feedback given (p.15). As suggested earlier, this should provide students with 
guidance on how to improve, as well as opportunities and support to underst and 
how to make the improvement. 
There remains debate over this aspect of AfL. Smith and Gorard (2005a) claim that in 
their small-scale study that the strategy of „no marks‟ led to the pupils being 
disadvantaged to the control group (p.4). Black et al (2005) counterclaim that the Smith 
and Gorard study is flawed because it contains no formative assessment, just no grades 
being given (p.14). Whether or not the practice of not sharing marks is beneficial in the 
AfL classroom, it is a difficult feature to do in the current education climate of grades.  
Through my research, I observed in all the case studies using „levels‟ to 
communicate success criteria. In some cases, particularly in the Formative Case and 
partially in the Transitional Case, teachers and pupils were engaged in what I call 
the „language of levelness.‟ The Butler (1988) study indicates that only 
improvement comments should be given and grades or grades and comments will 
have a detrimental effect on pupil motivation. However, neither the Butler study 
nor the Smith and Gorard (2005a) study engaged the pupils with the language of 
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the grades. When using LATs formatively, both teacher and pupil had a shared 
understanding of what each level was „about.‟ I do accept that the teacher‟s 
understanding is more sophisticated than that of the pupils, but having a common 
language where pupils and teachers can discuss improvements, expectation and 
progression could improve the quality of the feedback because pupils have 
understanding of what the levels mean. 
There is another issue at this point and that is the exact purpose of the LATs. 
They were intended to replace summative topic tests and provide a vehicle for 
more formative assessment in the classroom. They were never intended for 
everyday use, however, the „language of levelness‟ is something I am aware that 
does happen in some classrooms using the LATs and Levels Mountain. Torrance 
(2008) investigated advanced level programmes which are all examined through 
criterion-referencing. His findings raised fears of teachers using „assessment as 
learning‟: 
This might be characterized as a move from assessment of learning, through the 
currently popular idea of Assessment for Learning, to assessment as learning, 
where assessment procedures and practices come completely to dominate the 
learning experience, and „criteria compliance‟ comes to replace „learning‟. (p. 
284) 
This is an interesting issue. The LATs were designed as a way to enhance AfL in the 
classroom by having explicit criteria referenced to the NCLDs. In doing this, the 
assessment criteria come to dominate classroom talk. If the NCLDs were founded on 
good educational theory, then they would perhaps plot an approximate route of 
progression for science understanding and skills. However, as discussed in Chapter 1, 
the theoretical foundations of the current NCLDs are somewhat diluted. Therefore, 
prioritising the „language of levelness‟ that I am promoting over the progress of 
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scientific concepts and skills, could be at the detriment of pupil motivation, success and 
scientific learning and skills. On the other hand, if the NCLDs are approximated with 
one or more educational theories in visualisations such as the Levels Mountain, where 
pupils can regularly refer to notions of levelness to help improve their learning through 
communication of learning outcomes and improvement targets then surely this satisfies 
most definitions of AfL. This latter idea would involve pupils being able to recall for 
example that Level 5 requires you to use an abstract idea (energy, forces, particles or 
life and cells) to explain simply what they have seen. The research about sharing grades 
with pupils does raise some negative motivational implications of the practice. In 
addition, just giving feedback is not in itself sufficient to have positive effects on 
learning unless the quality of the feedback is of a good enough standard that pupils 
understand it and can act on it. However, there appears to be no research on the use of 
levels as a language through which to communicate shared objectives and outcomes, 
which in turn could led to improved quality of feedback. An implication of such a 
practice could, if not done carefully result in „assessment as learning‟ at the detriment of 
learning science. With regard to LATs, my current findings would suggest that this 
implication is not a common approach and that teachers could use the LATs much more 
formatively which could perhaps improve attainment levels, if not just improved 
learning in science. However do we want to see this happening in our science 
classrooms? 
6.5 Levels and no-levels culture clash 
So it appears that I have highlighted three main attitudes to AfL and the LATs; the 
„level‟-summative approach, the „levelness‟-formative approach or the „no-grade‟- 
formative approach. The level-summative attitude is characterised by Table 4.2 pen 
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portraits, where both teacher and pupil are focussed on outcomes of a task at any given 
time in relation to a „number‟, the NCLD.   
The „levelness‟-formative attitude requires both teachers and pupils (to a lesser extent) 
having an overall view of progression in concepts and skills from the NC. Although the 
levels are used, the focus is on a meaning associated with the level (e.g. level 5 means 
that I have to use an abstract concept to explain a phenomenon) and the teachers share 
the language to make progress in science learning. Although the numbers are shared, 
they have meaning and therefore can be used to structure learning outcomes, select 
improvement targets and act on improvement targets. 
Finally the „no-grade‟-formative approach is the ideal of AfL, where teachers and pupils 
co-construct learning outcomes, pupils have autonomy in their progression and can 
identify their own and their peers‟ learning needs. The teacher acts as a facilitator for 
learning and improvement, having an overview of the social, science skills and science 
understanding that he or she can use to challenge pupils in their ZPD. No grades are 
given and only good quality written or verbal feedback is shared and acted upon by the 
pupils. This is what was originally championed by Black and Wiliam (1998a) as one 
way to improve formative feedback and has since been researched and developed by 
many others (Gardner, 2006). 
I suggest that it is at the frustration of the champions of the latter ideology of AfL that 
the „levelness‟ approach exists (Harlen, 2006). The approach is at odds with much of 
the research on grades, pupil motivation and progress (e.g. Butler, 1988). To practising 
teachers the „no-grades-formative‟ approach could seem like an ideology that is 
impossible to meet in the current education climate. However I, like many teachers, 
wanted to embrace the AfL approach into my teaching and as a result found a half-way 
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house, the concept of „levelness‟. Black and William (2003) in their research with 
classroom teachers recognise the benefits of criteria based on the NCLDs for teacher, 
peer and self assessment in Mathematics (pp. 50-51). I now explore the possible reasons 
for the LATs rise in popularity in science education, their future and how teachers may 
be encouraged towards a more authentic approach to AfL. 
6.6 Why are LATs so popular? 
The online survey encouraged 106 responses. On the assumption that there about 4000 
secondary state schools in England and according to Badger Publishing, over 1000 state 
schools have purchased the original series of Badger KS3 LATs, it could be assumed 
that one in four state schools use the LATs. In addition to this, I know that there are 
online LATs developed by local authorities that a number of schools use. So it is fair to 
assume at least a quarter of state schools use the level ladder approach to assessing their 
pupils, maybe as many as a half of schools may use this approach. This means that the 
sample of the survey is between 5%-10% of schools using the tasks.  
The responses to the survey were very positive, with only two teachers asserting that 
they did not like the tasks. This could of course be an artefact of a self-selecting survey 
and maybe only those who were passionate about the LATs may have responded. 
However, it is clear that many teachers use LAT-style activities as alternative forms of 
assessment and demand for published activities is high. So the LATs are indeed popular 
and do fulfil a need, though I accept it does not necessarily follow that the activities are 
a „good thing‟ for science education per se. 
Before I started the doctorate I suffered frustration that many science teachers would not 
engage with levels in the way I felt was necessary for successful science teaching. I 
remember in 2003 and 2004 running workshops in East Sussex to teach teachers how to 
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write LATs. It became clear to me that teachers did not want to engage with writing 
LATs but instead just be given the ones I had written to use in their lessons. The reason 
I used levels was because it helped me understand a path of progression for teaching 
KS3 science. I regularly speak to science curriculum managers that teach topics in a 
more or less random order, often dictated by equipment and resource availability rather 
than any consideration for conceptual development. 
With all this in mind, from the teachers that did respond, I was able to propose a model 
of how the LATs may be typically used in science lessons by science teachers (Figure 
4.1). The most disappointing observation from my perspective was that the LATs were 
not typically being used in a formative way.   
However, a majority of the teachers did perceive the following impact of the tasks on 
their teaching. First that using the LATs has improved their own understanding of the 
NCLDs, second that the tasks had improved their use of AfL strategies and third that 
using the LATs had improved their assessment of their pupils. In addition, the teachers 
perceived an impact on learning in that a majority of teachers believed that use of the 
LATs had improved pupils awareness of their current level in science, had improved 
pupil awareness of how to improve and finally improved pupil learning (Figure 4.1). 
The scope of this study was not to substantiate these claims quantitatively, but to 
elucidate the perceptions of teachers who use the LATs. Overall, a majority of teachers 
who have used the tasks do perceive a shift in their own understanding and use of AfL 
and believe there has been an impact on their pupils. 
The reason that I originally developed the LATs was to help me understand the 
requirements of each level and share this with my pupils. Being in a performance driven 
culture at school, where teachers are under pressure to meet targets for each and every 
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one of the pupils that they teach, I decided to engage with the NCLDs. It made sense to 
me to share the criteria with my students. When I was teaching I did use the „language 
of levelness‟ with my pupils and I believe that many pupils did develop an 
understanding of what was expected at the levels relevant to them. 
Looking back at this now, I can see that the Level Ladders were a result of competing 
influences on teaching science at KS3 in the early part of the new millennium. On one 
hand I was trying to teach pupils science in a way that I felt was engaging, exciting and 
would prepare them for life and on the other I had to perform on a culture of 
„hyperaccountability‟ (Mansell, 2007). It would be reasonable to argue, that I was 
somewhat successful as a practitioner at performing in this climate. I became an AST 
„specialising‟ in AfL based on criteria that were linked to these performance driven 
ideals.  
I have always had the ideal in mind that LATs were not required because every science 
teacher would have an understanding of progression which they could share with their 
pupils and use tools like the Levels Mountain to visualise the notions of levelness. 
However, it is clear that the LATs are as much of a scaffold for teachers as they are for 
pupils. 
I am rather critical of teachers not engaging with the notion of levelness, but 
realistically what motivation is there for them to engage with levelness, when they can 
succeed through encouraging rote learning for examinations? It is easy to get by on just 
giving pupils enough information to pass their examinations at their expected levels or 
grade. Why bother with the bigger picture? These issues have been highlighted by 
commentators such as Ball (2008), Mansell (2007) and  Pring et al. (2009). 
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The LATs themselves could be representative of the solutions teachers are looking for 
when they find themselves in an environment of „hyperaccountability‟ but also under 
pressure from the NSS to be „doing AfL.‟ In their review of 14-19 education and 
training, Pring et al. (2009) make a distinction between Assessment for learning (AfL) 
and Assessment for Accountability (AfA) (p. 81). The LATs may offer a solution that 
appears to support AfL and satisfy the performance culture demands for numbers, 
grades and targets. Table 6.1 illustrates how the LATs may be able to straddle both the 
formative and summative domains. The fact that I developed them in such an 
environment makes them transferable to teachers who are in a similar position. These 
factors could well explain the popularity of the LATs. 
In the „levelled-world‟ of the contemporary science teacher, where teachers need 
support in understanding the „big picture‟ or assessment criteria and are encouraged to 
do more AfL, it appears that the LATs provide a compromise. Is this the best we can 
hope for in the current performance driven culture in education? Encouraging teachers 
and pupils to engage with levels-with-meaning may be the best we can hope for in the 
current situation. It does raise questions about the use of the LATs. Does the fact that 
the „number‟ of the level exists on the Level Ladder hinder pupils focus on the meaning 
of the level? Could the Level Ladders be used without numbers and still be useful? As 
the author of the LATs I do believe that the LATs can have a positive effect on teaching 
and learning, particularly in engaging pupils and teachers with some notion of 
progression in science. With this in mind, what is the future of such activities in science 
education? 
6.7 The Future of LATs 
So far the discussion of the LATs, my research and the existing research has raised 
several questions. While doing this, I have had concerns if the LATs are really the best 
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way to be encouraging AfL practices in science classrooms. In this section, I summarise 
the purpose of the LATs within science assessment in light of the research discussed 
above and then consider the future of such assessment tasks. 
The overriding theme throughout the analysis of my research and when comparing this 
to the existing research is that it is not the fact that the tasks are used that makes 
teaching and learning formative, it is how the tasks are used and valued by teachers and 
pupils. The process of analysis of my findings against the research has helped verify the 
use of the LATs and also the limitations of such activities. From these analyses it 
appears that the LATs serve the following purposes: 
 A „formal formative‟ or „informal summative‟ activity 
 Used for opportunities for informal formative feedback to classes or individuals 
 Used as one AfL strategy amongst many other AfL strategies 
 For some teachers, increased understanding of NCLDs 
 Improved shared understanding of progression between pupils and teachers 
 Provision of improvement targets linked to learning and the  National 
Curriculum 
 
The limitations of the LATs could be: 
 If used too often could lead to „Assessment as Learning‟ 
 Over use of this style of task leading to „Level Ladder fatigue‟ 
 Teachers using the tasks as purely summative tests may demotivate pupils 
 The levels assigned to LATs should not be treated with the same validity, 
reliability or accuracy of standard summative tests. 
 
 
In the current political climate of government centralised assessment control, it seems 
that the LATs were timely and suited a need that pressurized teachers have with 
juggling both summative performance demands and trying to achieve formative ideals. 
The LATs are a product of professionals trying to please everyone: line managers, 
performance management, targets, demands from the LA, demands from the 
government and the government tests.  
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These two demands do raise questions for policy. Kelly (2009) describes the tension of 
summative assessment and ipsative assessment: 
In considering an ipsative style of assessment, as in concentrating our attention 
on its formative and diagnostic functions, we find ourselves moving away from 
the notion that it can be achieved by the use of simplistic forms of external, 
„pencil-and-paper‟ tests. If assessment is to have a genuinely valuable 
educational role, it must be more sophisticated than that. In particular, it must 
rely more on the assessments made by teachers of their own pupils.‟ (p.154). 
The future of the LATs does lie in the hands of policy makers and government 
expectations of teachers. A key point that characterises this is that research indicates 
that sharing grade information with pupils is detrimental to motivation and learning, but 
the pragmatic issue of dealing with curriculum demands means that teachers feel they 
need to be generating numbers to assign to pupils. The concept of „levelness‟ I have 
proposed, could be seen as a half-way house to engage with AfL and still meet the 
demands of the target-driven culture of a school. Without a change in government 
emphasis, I suspect this will remain. 
The recent introduction of Assessing Pupil Progress (APP), developed by the National 
Strategies and the QCA, has almost been an endorsement for the LAT approach. In fact, 
work produced by pupils in response to the Badger published LATs has been used (but 
not credited) as exemplar material in the National Strategies training materials (DCSF, 
2009a). The APP assessment criteria are amplifications of the NCLDs and the National 
Strategies are packaging this as the tool kit for AfL (DCSF, 2009c). They have been 
developed to move teachers away from teaching science content and emphasise what is 
known as „How Science Works‟ (DCSF, 2009b). The assessment criteria are laid out on 
an A3 sheet of what are essentially five level ladders. Although currently non-statutory 
(DCSF, 2009b), there appears to be a significant drive by the National Strategies to 
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encourage all science departments to be using them. It appears that the LAT approach is 
here to stay for at least the immediate future. 
6.8 LATs and progress in teaching and learning 
If I think about my personal development when using the tasks, I started out in the 
summative zone of collecting pupils work, assigning a level using the criteria and 
giving the pupils individual improvement targets, rarely providing them with 
opportunities to actually make the improvements. I then started to build in time for 
improvement and once I was confident with the NCLDs, I was able to start giving 
pupils opportunities for self and peer assessment, target setting and giving them time to 
make those improvements. 
To use the LATs effectively, as discussed in the previous sections, I contend that 
teachers do need to approach the use of the LATs with a „spirit of AfL‟ and I argue a 
notion of „levelness.‟ The introduction of the Badger Science KS3 LATs does map out 
the ideal use of the tasks specifically that teachers should give the opportunity for pupils 
to make improvements, and in addition it described the notion of levelness and explains 
how the LATs were developed using generic criteria (Grevatt, 2005a, b and c). 
Black and Wiliam (1998b) observe that teachers will not take up evidence based ideas if 
they are presented as general principles which they have to translate into their everyday 
practice (p.15). As a result much AfL research has focussed on a component of training 
teachers to engage with the pedagogic principles (Marshall and Drummond, 2006; Bell 
and Cowie, 2001; Black et al, 2003). The LATs do lack this component and although I 
often do INSET sessions for schools or workshops at professional conferences, teachers 
are not trained routinely in how to use the LATs more formatively. This has led me to 
consider if the graphical representation (Figure 4.1) could also be a trajectory of teacher 
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development. Perhaps there needs to be an extension to the x and y axis, where the 
scaffold of the Level Ladder is withdrawn and the ideal formative assessment approach 
is integrated into the practice and attitudes of both teachers and pupils. On these 
extended axes could be a new label, after Marshall and Drummond (2006) „Formative 
Spirit‟. There are clues to what this might look like, because Scotland and Wales are 
attempting to structure their curriculum on more formative pedagogies (Daugherty, 
2008). 
Although the verbal interactions between the teacher and pupils were not recorded ad 
verbatim during the lessons for each case study, I offer some general observations of 
these interactions. The quality of talk in science lessons has been examined in detail, 
notably by Lemke (1990) as well as many others. Mercer et al. (2004) make a 
distinction between teacher-led interactions and peer group interactions (p. 361).  
In the formative case study, the quality of teacher-pupil interactions were much better 
compared to the summative case study. For example, the teacher in the summative case 
very much left the pupils to their own devices once the LAT was set. There was no 
scaffolding (Wood et al, 1978) and any talk that did occur was managerial rather than 
learning focussed. In comparison the quality of interaction in the formative case study 
was very much focussed on improvement via the application of scientific concepts that 
were made explicit in the Level Ladder. With respect to peer group interactions, I was 
able to note down five separate examples during the Formative case lesson, but none in 
the summative case.  The transitional case study was distinct from the Typical case in 
that the quality of talk between the teacher and pupils was of a better quality. 
Particularly the focus on conceptual gains rather than mechanistic issues (e.g. title, lay 
out of task). Mercer et al. (2004) conducted an experimental intervention programme 
with primary school pupils that promoted „Thinking Together.‟ Here it highlights, 
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amongst other conclusions, that it is the teachers‟ role to support children in 
collaborative talk, which can then lead to learning gains (p. 374). This may provide 
another example of how the LATs may support both teacher-pupil interactions and peer 
group interactions by providing a scaffold (the Level Ladder) through which they can 
focus talk on concept development. 
What started out as an investigation into the use of LATs by science teachers in 
England, has raised issues far greater than I had anticipated when I began. The LATs 
and their popularity with science teachers it appears is a product of the current 
government pressure on education, the target focussed culture of schools and 
classrooms and „hyperaccountability‟. The activities that with the best intentions were 
developed to support teachers develop their „Assessment for Learning‟ skills have at 
worse encouraged teachers to use them for „Assessment as Learning‟ and „Assessment 
as Accountability‟ purposes. In the meantime the LATs do offer many opportunities for 
true formative assessment. It can be convergent, planned or interactive or within a clear 
framework of progression through science concepts which can support teaching and 
learning. Perhaps, if the government realises that their pressure on assessment has 
deskilled teachers, they will allow teachers in England to be trained and improve AfL 
strategies that concentrate purely on pupils learning science. 
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Chapter 7 Next Steps and Reflection 
The main purpose of this research was to explore the use of LATs, theorise and be used 
to inform practice. I feel the study has raised questions beyond my original scope, not 
only lessons for science teachers and educational resource developers, but some insights 
that may be of interest to policy makers, curriculum designers and assessors of the 
curriculum. 
The questions that have been raised directly from the study itself, starting from the 
classroom then onto wider issues, include: 
 What is best practice for the use of the LATs in science lessons? 
 What is the optimum frequency of using these tasks? 
 Should levels be shared so explicitly with pupils? Does this practice have any 
value on learning science? 
 How can science teachers be trained to use the LATs more formatively? 
 How can teachers encourage pupils to use the LATs for self and peer 
assessment? 
 Why are the NCLDs not based on sound educational theory? 
 How will APPs work if there is not general overview of progression? I suspect 
an similar analysis and critique of the new APP criteria as that carried out by 
Sainsbury and Simar (1998) of the NCLD would be useful. 
Other questions raised by the teachers in the online questionnaire and through the 
teacher interviews: 
 How do I allow enough time to make these effective in class with all the other 
curriculum pressures? 
 What models work best for structuring time for improvements? 
 How can we best engage pupils with the Level Ladder? 
 How can the tasks be made more accessible to low attaining pupils? 
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 How does the accuracy and reliability of the LATs compare to topic tests? 
 Collaboration between pupils when doing LATs. 
 Pupil engagement with targets (Entwistle and Smith, 2002) 
As an author of LATs, the research has raised several issues for me. Interestingly 
throughout this research I have been through times of pride and times of despair 
regarding the use of the tasks and whether the tasks are actually doing science education 
any good at all. The main frustration I felt was when I received the online questionnaire 
feedback and although it was overwhelmingly positive; it was concerning that teachers 
were in general using the tasks in a summative way. When reading the AfL literature, at 
times I felt the LATs were missing the purpose of AfL however, I also became aware 
that there is an AfL ideology and an AfL practical reality in the classroom. The reality 
admittedly is driven by pressures from government initiatives that are probably 
misplaced. 
Although there were only good intentions of writing the LATs, it has at times warranted 
me to worry that I had created a monster that was being used in classrooms to the 
detriment of science education. I have stated that the ideal would be not to have the 
need for Level Ladders and that teachers would be professionally competent enough to 
use the NCLDs or some form of progression to guide their pupils‟ learning. This is not 
generally the case and it is certainly not apparent from the questionnaire and the 
majority of the case studies. However, I have taken comfort in the fact that a vast 
majority of teachers have felt their understanding of levels and AfL has improved since 
using the LATs. I also took comfort in the extremely competent teachers I observed in 
the case studies who were using the tasks as they were intended and in ways that I had 
not even considered! 
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The key concern for me is developing a good model of professional development for 
teachers when using the LATs. This is difficult when writing a book as teachers rarely 
read the introduction that does explain the intended use of the tasks and gives practical 
information for their use. I am as guilty as the NSS for producing reams of notes that sit 
in folders on prep room shelves. In the latest „APP friendly‟ books I have included a 
PowerPoint and INSET session guide for curriculum managers to deliver to their 
teachers. I hope that will help. 
Another issue raised was an ethical one concerning anonymity. I referred to Walford‟s 
(2005) questioning of whether anonymity of schools and individuals was appropriate. I 
worked within the university guidelines and kept anonymity for all schools, teachers 
and pupils who took part in the research. The main concern I had with assigning new 
names to the pupils was that I felt it was changing their identity and their names meant 
something to me. When I was deciding on new names for them, I found this difficult as 
I did not want to infer anything about the pupil with the new name. As it was I decided 
to go with names in alphabetical order, but it is something I want to think about further. 
Methodologically, I feel that my interviewing skills have improved significantly and I 
enjoyed talking to pupils particularly in this way. However, the methodology of fuzzy 
educational case studies research has raised the most issues.  
I chose to use Bassey‟s (1999) fuzzy approach because it suited my needs and my 
concerns about the making of claims from educational research. As I explained in my 
methodology, I considered this research as a type of formalisation of professional 
practice development. Since deciding upon and trying this fuzzy approach, the term has 
cropped up in a range of situations including descriptions of the functions of formative 
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assessment (e.g. Harlen, 2006). I decided to use Bassey‟s approach uncritically for my 
research, but want to take an opportunity to reflect on the process. 
Using this method for my research raised some issues for me. The first was deciding on 
the difference between a fuzzy proposition and a fuzzy generalisation. I was content that 
I could make statements from my case studies and that I could make tentative claims 
that if something occurred in the case study, it could indeed happen in general. 
However, there is always a possibility that the case could have been a „one off.‟ Bassey 
(1999) does not discuss the difference between propositions and generalisations except 
to say that the latter is more tentative that the former. Although he does illustrate the 
two types of generalisation in the example case studies, the difference was not made 
explicit. At one point, it actually felt clumsy trying to discern the difference. I decided 
in the end that the fuzzy propositions would be the claims that arose from the individual 
case studies. The fuzzy generalisations came about from further comparative synthesis 
of the cases and triangulation with the quantitative survey. 
The second issue came from Bassey‟s separation of statistical generalisability and 
quantitative or fuzzy generalisability. I relished using the mixed method approach, but 
at times had to consider carefully how I would triangulate using quantitative and 
qualitative evidence. This was reconcilable. I could not tell if Bassey gave greater 
precedence to quantitative studies over qualitative studies. I know if I did another ten 
similar case studies, my theories will evolve and adjust, though I have a fair amount of 
confidence the general structure would remain the same. Compare this to the 
quantitative element of the online survey, I can say exactly the same thing, if I had a 
greater sample, I do not expect my findings to change greatly.  
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Not unlike the Level Ladders giving pupils and teachers a framework of thinking about 
levels, Bassey‟s fuzzy generalisation approach has been my framework within which to 
think about making claims to knowledge. I feel that in future research, I may be 
confident enough to have this scaffold removed and have more confidence in my 
evidence and the claims that I make from it. In future studies I may use similar methods, 
but also use theoretical frameworks. 
With regards to the online questionnaire, it is likely that further analysis of the 
responses may reveal some correlations. I missed the opportunity of giving the case-
study teachers a copy of the questionnaire to complete. This would help me „place‟ 
them within the pen portraits more accurately. In addition I could investigate if there are 
correlations between the teachers‟ attitude to the LATs and their existing practice. This 
may help answer some of the questions I raised in section 4.2.  
A disadvantage of working alone on a doctoral study is that there is little opportunity for 
collaboration. The validity of the coding schemes would have been improved if 
independently checked. Although I do offer the opportunity for scrutiny of the code, it 
does not make my claims as valid as they could be. 
One further point I would like to make is that the serendipity of finding five cases that 
were able to be plotted upon my framework should not be underestimated. If I had not 
found this type of relationship, the thesis and its conclusions may have been very 
different. 
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Personal reflection 
“Educational experiences do not leave people as they were. 
People become, in an important sense, different persons.” 
(Pring, 2004 p. 15) 
 
This thesis is not just a communication of a piece of research, but also represents a 
significant point in my learning and development as a researcher. When I was a 
classroom teacher, I read the above quote by Richard Pring and it stuck with me. At the 
time I related it to my influence as a teacher on the young minds I was trying to educate. 
However, it also triggered a memory related to the first time I saw stomata on a leaf 
under a microscope. 
I was fourteen years old and it was part of a science lesson that we were given the 
opportunity to observe the surface of a leaf under a microscope. As a result of seeing 
these microscopic pores I asked my teacher whether all leaves had these holes, which he 
confirmed they did. I asked if that included all the leaves on the trees outside and the 
grass. Again he confirmed this. In that instant my worldview had changed. There was a 
microscopic world out there and plants were busy doing things with microscopic 
organelles of which I had previously had no comprehension. By happy coincidence, 
about a decade later I was studying genetically engineered tobacco plants to unlock 
some of the secrets of the biochemistry of photosynthesis. 
It is perhaps unsurprising that the quote came to mind again when I sat down to write 
these final few paragraphs. I am a different person intellectually, professionally and 
personally as a result of embarking on this doctorate in 2004. Professionally, I have 
moved from being a full time science AST and an author of three books of LATs to 
become an author of some twenty two books of resources for science teaching who is 
now a part-time trainee teacher educator within a university. My role has changed and 
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my professional identity has changed. I have moved from having a very clear identity as 
a science teacher to a stage I am not exactly sure how to answer when people ask me 
about my job! I usually settle for part-time teacher trainer and part-time author.  
Over the years, the EdD has presented several critical incidences that have shaped who I 
am as a researcher. The first was that when I started the course, I bought a hardback 
notebook and wrote on the first page „Keep it Real‟. The second session we had was a 
philosophical focus about ontology and epistemology. These were to me new words and 
the first time I had experienced the possibility of relativism. My motto was challenged 
severely within hours of beginning the course. In addition I was accused of being a 
„positivist‟ by some of my course colleagues and apparently that was not a good thing! 
I now relish discussions about ontology and epistemology and have a clearer 
understanding of my position as a researcher. This has been shaped by realising through 
reading, lectures and discussions, quite often by realising what ontological and 
epistemological positions I do not have any desire to explore further as much as those 
that I do.    
The various EdD assignments have without doubt chartered the course for my 
development as a researcher. From the first time I critically engaged with the Black and 
Wiliam (1998a) paper to developing my skills as an interviewer to my first small scale 
evaluation on the use of LATs as part of continued professional development. The 
feedback from these assignments has contributed to my academic writing and thinking. 
However, after intermitting for a year, I returned to the course and became friends with 
five people who were on the course. We set up a support group on Facebook where we 
discussed the course, the issues we were facing, bared our ignorance safely and 
explored our various professional and academic perspectives. We met to discuss our 
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progress and have got to know each other personally. After a year of messages 
accumulating on Facebook, during one of our group meals we decided to analyse the 
thread from out different perspectives. Together we produced a paper and presented in 
the „new researchers‟ at the Society for Research in Higher Education Conference 2008 
in Liverpool (Chandler-Grevatt et al., 2008). 
Our presentation was well received and gave me an insight into the world of academia. I 
began to understand how networking, becoming known for a particular area of expertise 
and relating to your peers is all part of what it is to be an academic.  I also now have a 
heightened awareness of trying to understand what it is to be an academic, compared to 
when I was developing my career as a teacher where I feel like it just happened to me! I 
have learnt that I want to take my new career strategically and steadily and on my own 
terms rather than the rushed acceleration of my teaching career.  
Before writing this section, I went away for a long weekend to have a break from the 
doctorate before I spent the last month completing it. I took a book that was unrelated to 
my studies, it was called „Seed to Seed‟ by Harberd (2007) and is a diary of a plant 
scientist who had been studying the genetic responses of thale cress to various stimuli in 
the laboratory for most of his professional life. He then came across a single plant 
growing in the wild and decided to observe it over one year and explain his observations 
in a diary through a molecular biological lens. Reading his account made me nostalgic 
for what appeared to me the relative simplicity of natural science when unpicking DNA 
and observing molecular responses in plants compared to unpicking the culture of a 
science classroom. 
Over the past twelve years since I first qualified as a science teacher, my ideas have 
changed about education, teaching and learning; the EdD caused me at times to doubt 
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everything I believed as a teacher.  What has remained the same is my passion for 
science education, for better science education and for better education of science 
teachers.  
I do not doubt now that the LATs have improved science education to some extent, at 
least reducing the number of summative topic tests that pupils were doing. It continues 
to give me pride when I visit schools and see pupils‟ work on the laboratory walls that 
was the result of the LATs that I have written. The EdD has been an amazing 
experience and I feel excited about continuing my education as a researcher. 
My next steps are to present aspects of this thesis at conferences, write a paper for 
publication in an academic journal and become a functional member of the academic 
community within the University. I would like to extend my research into progression 
in science learning, teacher development and criteria based assessment. In addition, I 
would like to investigate the teaching and learning of plant science in schools, 
something that is recently being sidelined in the curriculum and even within the STEM 
agenda. Whatever I do, I want to be making a difference to science education at the 
level of the classroom: changing lives and keeping it real. 
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APPENDIX A 
Letter to request observation 
Email or letter to the department 
 
Andrew Grevatt 
University of Sussex 
ajg30@sussex.ac.uk 
 
 
Dear X 
 
I am writing to you because I understand that you use the Badger Science Key Stage 3 Level-
Assessed Tasks. I am currently doing a doctorate in education at the University of Sussex and 
my research is focussed on the evaluation of the use of these tasks. 
 
As part of that research I need to visit science departments that have been using the tasks and 
gather some information about the use of the Badger Level-Assessed Tasks. 
 
I am hoping that you may be able to help me with this research. At your convenience, ideally I 
would like to spend a day with your department. During the day I would like to observe at least 
one teacher using the tasks, conduct a 30 minute interview with a teacher who uses the task and 
possibly interview three pupils who I observe using a task. Also, I would like to collect copies 
of pupil‟s work and any data that you could provide on their use. 
 
This visit would not be judgemental and the data gathered would remain confidential. It will be 
used anonymously as part of my doctoral thesis and in any subsequent publications that result 
from that. The thesis is due for submission at the end of 2009. The research is being carried out 
under the supervision of Professor Jo Boaler and in accordance with the University of Sussex 
Ethical Research Codes. 
 
The information that I gather can be summarised and returned to you in a descriptive form, if 
you think that would be useful to you. 
 
I appreciate that schools are very hectic places and I will be as flexible as possible to collect the 
information I need. If you can agree to help me in principle, let me know and we can discuss the 
details further. 
 
Thank you in anticipation 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
Andy Grevatt 
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APPENDIX B 
Pre-observation letter or email 
Andrew Grevatt 
University of Sussex 
Ajg30@sussex.ac.uk 
 
Dear (Interviewees name) 
 
Re: Badger KS3 Science Level-Assessed Tasks Lesson Observation and Interview. 
 
Thank you for volunteering to be observed and interviewed on Friday 23rd May 2008. This letter 
explains the purpose and expectations of the lesson observation and post-lesson interview. 
 
Context 
I am in my third year of study for a Professional Doctorate in Education (EdD) at the University 
of Sussex. I am researching the use of criteria based formative assessment in science education. 
To do this I am carrying out between 10 to 15 case studies of individual teachers of how they 
use the Badger level-assessed tasks in their lessons. These case studies will take place in a 
number of schools within the southeast England. From these I hope to select a number of the 
studies to form the basis of my thesis. 
 
The lesson observation 
During the lesson I intend to take extensive written notes focussed on how the task is used by 
the teacher and the pupils. The observation will be focused on a descriptive account and not to 
make any judgement on you or your teaching. With your agreement, at appropriate times, I may 
speak with some of the pupils about their work. Please feel free to introduce me to the pupils as 
a researcher from the university and let them know that I will be taking notes and may ask them 
questions. If at any point you wish me to stop observing, you have the right to ask me to leave 
without giving any reason or any repercussions. During the last 5-10 minutes of the lesson I 
have a post-lesson questionnaire for pupils to complete, the results of which will form part of 
the case study. 
 
The post lesson interview. 
The interview is designed to obtain information about your thoughts about how you used the 
task, to what extent it supported your teaching and the learning of your pupils. With your 
permission, I would like to record the interview on a digital Dictaphone. I like to approach these 
interviews as an „informal professional chat‟. Again, you can withdraw from the interview or 
refuse to answer any questions at any point without giving me a reason. 
 
The post-lesson pupil interviews 
I will be interviewing a group of three pupils after your lesson. The focus on this will be on the 
work that they produced that lesson. The interview schedule is attached for your information.  
  
Your case study 
If you wish, the case study I will build from the all above sources maybe given to you in an 
unanalysed form about four weeks after my visit. In this form, the study will not be supplied to 
anyone else without your permission. The case study will be anonymised for use my thesis or 
related publications. I may want to talk to you again about any interpretations or analysis I make 
about the case study at a later date, at your convenience. 
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APPENDIX B 
Pre-observation letter or email 
Cont… 
 
I appreciate that it can be stressful to be observed and interviewed, but I hope that it will be a 
useful experience for us both. If you have any further questions or concerns, please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 
 
Many thanks 
 
Andy Grevatt 
 
cc.  
Pupil Interview Schedule 
Pupil Post-Lesson Questionnaire 
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APPENDIX C 
Lesson observation page 1 
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APPENDIX C 
Lesson observation page 2 
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APPENDIX D 
Post-lesson Pupil  Questionnaire 
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APPENDIX E 
Pupil Interview Schedule 
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APPENDIX F 
 
Teacher Interview Schedule 
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APPENDIX G 
Adjusted Data Spreadsheet Sample 
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APPENDIX H 
Pupil Questionnaire: Gender Analysis 
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APPENDIX I 
Pupil Questionnaire: Gender statistical analysis, Chi Square. 
Q1  F m Description   
  36 43 Agree 79 
  17 11 Neutral 28 
  6 1 Disagree 7 
  59 55 n= 114 
  f(e) m(e)    
  40.885965 38.11404 Agree   
  14.491228 13.50877 Neutral   
  3.622807 3.377193 Disagree   
x2= 0.0691269 df 2   
Ho 
no diff b/w m & 
f 0.05 5.99   
Hi  0.01 9.21   
    0.001 16.27   
 
 Q2 f m Description 
  50 43 Agree 93 
  4 1 Neutral 5 
  5 11 Disagree 16 
  59 55 n= 114 
  f(e) m(e)    
  48.13157895 44.86842 Agree   
  2.587719298 2.412281 Neutral   
  8.280701754 7.719298 Disagree   
x2= 0.108500576 df 2   
Ho 
no diff b/w m & 
f 0.05 5.99   
Hi  0.01 9.21   
    0.001 16.27   
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APPENDIX I 
Pupil Questionnaire: Gender statistical analysis, Chi Square. 
Q3  f m Description 
  5 4 Agree 9 
  19 15 Neutral 34 
  34 36 Disagree 70 
  58 55 n= 113 
  f(e) m(e)    
  4.619469 4.380531 Agree   
  17.45133 16.54867 Neutral   
  35.9292 34.0708 Disagree   
x2= 0.755938 df 2   
Ho 
no diff b/w m & 
f 0.05 5.99   
Hi  0.01 9.21   
    0.001 16.27   
 
Q4  f m Description 
  42 38 Agree 80 
  9 8 Neutral 17 
  6 5 Disagree 11 
  57 51 n= 108 
  f(e) m(e)    
  42.222222 37.77778 Agree   
  8.9722222 8.027778 Neutral   
  5.8055556 5.194444 Disagree   
x2= 0.9918087 df 2   
Ho 
no diff b/w m & 
f 0.05 5.99   
Hi  0.01 9.21   
    0.001 16.27   
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APPENDIX I 
Pupil Questionnaire: Gender statistical analysis, Chi Square. 
 Q5 f m Description 
  52 42 Agree 94 
  3 9 Neutral 12 
  3 4 Disagree 7 
  58 55 n= 113 
  f(e) m(e)    
  48.24779 45.75221 Agree   
  6.159292 5.840708 Neutral   
  3.59292 3.40708 Disagree   
x2= 0.126821 df 2   
Ho 
no diff b/w m & 
f 0.05 5.99   
Hi  0.01 9.21   
    0.001 16.27   
 
Q6 
  f m Description 
  35 25 Agree 60 
   12 22 Neutral 34 
  11 6 Disagree 17 
  58 53 n= 111 
  f(e) m(e)    
  31.351351 28.64865 Agree   
  17.765766 16.23423 Neutral   
  8.8828829 8.117117 Disagree   
x2= 0.0532609 df 2   
Ho 
no diff b/w m & 
f 0.05 5.99   
Hi  0.01 9.21   
    0.001 16.27   
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APPENDIX I 
Pupil Questionnaire: Gender statistical analysis, Chi Square. 
 
Q7 
  f m Description 
  27 13 Agree 40 
  13 10 Neutral 23 
  19 32 Disagree 51 
  59 55 n= 114 
  f(e) m(e)    
  20.70175 19.298246 Agree   
  11.90351 11.096491 Neutral   
  26.39474 24.605263 Disagree   
x2= 0.014443 df 2   
Ho 
no diff b/w m & 
f 0.05 5.99   
Hi  0.01 9.21   
    0.001 16.27   
 
